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Editorial
'ou hold in your hand a summary of a great deal of what happened in and around King
Edward's School in the academic year 2007 - 2008. It is a longer magazine than usual,
I
which implies that life here is becoming busier and richer: the Trips section, especially,
testifies to the frankly breathtaking range of journeys, expeditions, explorations and jaunts which
now take KES boys out into corners of the world far and near each year. But Societies is also fuller
than it has been in some recent years, showing how far boys can go in their imaginations even in
the space of a midweek lunchtime. And then there are the plays, the concerts, the CCF activities,
the debating and the Challenge competitions, the weird antagonisms of the Cock House
Competition, the building ofTesIa coils (read the report: it's in Societies) and the making of films,
Duke of Edinburgh awards and engineering awards... And I have yet to mention that this year
KES got into the Guinness Book of Records (it's in Features). And the longest section in Chronicle is
always the one called Sport, so there's clearly been a lot going on there, too.
Giuseppe di Lampedusa wrote in that wonderful novel The Leopard that "Everything has to
change so that everything can go on being the same". Not just for Sicilians, I would say. KES
is embarking on years of major change: the Sixth Form life of the school will be remodelled
to adapt to the International Baccalaureate; lesser but significant changes will transform the
teaching and examining of academic subjects in the Middle School; a new building programme
is under way which will add major new facilities to the site over the next few years. But in a
sense, nothing will change at all. The school will go on offering its students a rich, diverse and
challenging education, and we will go on expecting boys to rise to all those precious challenges,
be they academic, physical or spiritual, and to go on enriching themselves by taking up some of
the huge range of opportunities which exist here. And we expect to go on filling Chronicle with
their pictures, poems and reports.
This is also, I think, the best-looking Chronicle I can remember. Eagle-eyed Chronicle scholars
(assuming such to exist) may notice the appearance on the previous page of a new role: that of
Design Editor. In fact, Sandra Burden has been steadily improving the actual physical appearance
of Chronicle pages, in terms of layout and visual interest, for several years now, and I judged that
it was high time to give her immense contribution a higher profile.The Section Editors, who have
been a simply terrific bunch to work with this year, have cajoled and nagged and finagled to get
copy actually submitted; they have edited every article; they have decided on running-order,
collected the photos, planned out double-page spreads and written captions. They have done
plenty of work, and I salute them. But it is Sandra who crops images out of photographs, pixel
by pixel, and makes a thousand-and-one final decisions about typeface, putting photos behind
text, combining elements from different photos... Let it only be said that, without her skill and
patience, this would be a much less attractive magazine.
Thanks are also due to Bradley Spencer for editing the Pictures section, to members of the
Modern Languages Department for proofreading material in languages other than English, and
to Chris Boardman for taking many of the photographs. Chronicle would be impossible without
their support and expertise; it would, needless to say, be a lot shorter without the willingness of
all our contributors to write for us. My most sincere thanks to everyone involved.
TFPH
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SHAZIA KHAN

RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Chronicle: Could you tell us a little bit about
your life before you came to KES?
Miss Khan: Well, I was brought up in the
Birmingham area and went to Sutton Girls'
School. After the sixth form I went on to
Birmingham University to study Theology
and English Literature, the two subjects
which I had enjoyed most at secondary
school. Finally I went to Chester to complete
my PGCE, so I could become a Religious
Studies teacher, and from there I have got a
job at KES.
What inspired you to pursue a career in
teaching?
When I left school I didn't really know what
I wanted to do, so I decided to study the
subjects I really enjoyed: Theology and
English. During university I really came
to love the Theology side and did some
voluntary placements at schools around
Birmingham. I enjoyed them a lot and found
that working with kids was enjoyable, so I
decided to go into teaching.

What do you like to do in your spare time?
I like dancing, shopping with my friends
and going to the cinema. Just normal stuff
really. I also love travelling and I try to go
to a different place each year. I have been
to Dubai, Rome, Spain and Egypt, to name
a few places. And I intend to go travelling
in Africa in the near future too.
Where do you see yourself in ten years time?
That's a tough one. I don't tend to think
that far in advance. I am really happy
with where I am now and enjoy living for
the present. Professionally, I hope to be a
Head of Department for Religious Studies
somewhere. I suppose I will have to see
where life takes me.
Finally; if you were on a desert island, what
would you take with you and why?
The first thing that springs to mind is my
eyeliner, because I never leave the house
without it.

If you were not a teacher, what would you most
like to be?
I have always wanted to be an animal
conservationist, because I have always loved
animals; or failing that I wouldn't mind being
a make-up artist.

Favourites
Film(s): anything with Tim Burton,
especially his older stuff, like Batman
Returns or EdwardScissorhands; really
cheesy 80s stuff, basically
Book(s): To Kill A Mockingbird or Jane Eyn
Food: anything Italian, really
Band: The Killers
Song: Stand By Me

I am really happy
with where I am
now and enjoy
living for the
present.

JENNY PARKINSON

CHEMISTRY

Chronicle: Could you give us a little bit of information
about your career before coming to KES?
Miss Parkinson: I graduated from Cambridge in 2004
and went straight into teaching at Oakham School in
Rutland County, where I taught for 3 years. From there
I came to KES.
Why did you decide to go into teaching ?
I was always adamant that I wasn't going to be a
teacher. Since my mother was one, I could never
get away with anything at home. When I was at
Cambridge, I tutored people in the years below as a
result of the tutoring system. The tutees reported that
I was apt at teaching, so it seemed I had accidentally
absorbed some of my mother's characteristics and
gradually warped into her. Then the job at Oakham
came up and I decided to apply for it in my final year.
How did you gain the experience to teach a class?
I was thrown in at the deep end. My first class was
on energetics and I just went straight in, finding it
natural. Initially I was very nervous, but once I started
teaching, I found that I loved it.
What do you see yourself doing in the future?
In the foreseeable future, I see myself in teaching.
I want to stay in the job and climb up the ladder
.
I . |.i
because I enjoy it so much.

I would like
to see more
people
regarding
Chemistry
as a subject
in its own
right, as it is
a fantastic
subject!

We gather that you're an
enthusiastic sportswoman - what
sports do you play?
I play everything apart from
gymnastics, which I find too
girly, and swimming, because
I tend to sink faster than I go
forward. My favourite sport is
hockey, but I also like rugby
and football. I actually played
football for the Coventry City

youth team. But eventually I had to choose between
hockey and football, and I chose hockey. I played
hockey for my school, and then my University's 1 st XI,
of which I was captain. And I still play for a team in the
national league, for which I train every week.
Does your hockey help in any way?
Teamwork and leadership are major facets of hockey
and I played for the student team of Great Britain and
England, so I have benefited enormously from having
the chance to develop these skills. Other than that, I
find sport a great break from work and I enjoy using
sport as a way to relax and reduce stress.
What do you think of the status of science in this
country?
Although the number of students applying to read
science is declining, having worked closely with those
who are in research at a high level, I think that research
is thriving nonetheless. However, I would like to see
more people regarding Chemistry as a subject in its
own right, as it is a fantastic subject!
Is it true that you didn't initially want to study Chemistry
as your principal subject at university?
My university applications were all for straight Physics,
except for Cambridge, where I applied for Natural
Sciences. Once there I chose to study Physics, Maths,
Chemistry and one Biology module in my first year.
However, having found Physics very dull, and because
of the vibrant lectures and exciting practicals in
Chemistry, I chose to focus on Chemistry at that point.
Officially, your initials are 'JXP'. What is your middle
name?
Although I tell the younger children that 'X' stands
for'Xena, Warrior Princess', my middle name actually
begins with an 'L'. However, since the initials 'JLP' were
already taken, which also happened at my last school,
I chose'X'.

Favourites
Film: Million Dollar Baby
Song: Sweetest Feeling by Jackie Wilson
Food: Chinese
Sport: Hockey
Music: Motown, pop, R n'B
TV show(s): ER and Grand Designs
Element: Red Phosphorus
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M A T T H E W BARTLETT
Chronicle: Would you like to tell us what you did before
coming to this school?
Mr Bartlett: I went to York University to study English,
and after that I went into professional theatre for
about 8 or 9 years. Most recently, I worked for a
production company that produced shows at the
Edinburgh Festival, organised national tours and
produced some West End stuff too. But I decided after
doing that for a while that I didn't want to do it for
the rest of my life: I have always enjoyed words, so I
became an English teacher. I taught for a while and
ended up at Queen Mary's Grammar in Walsall for three
years, where I was Head of Drama and Head of Year 10.
So, what are your first impressions of the school?
Obviously it has many strengths. It's a very fine school
with a very upstanding history. But I've found it quite
similar to my previous schools, in that I've only ever
taught bright boys, apart from a handful of girls in the
sixth form. I think the thing that has really impressed
me is the way in which the boys here are supportive of
each other's oddities. I think that's brilliant; that's the
thing that stands out for me.
Is there anything that you're less impressed by, at all?
I think the facilities for Drama in the school are
absolutely disgusting. I mean, what we achieved with
Romeo and Juliet was amazing, and what Mrs Herbert
achieves year on year is brilliant, but the fact that it's
not a curriculum subject lower down the school is
ridiculous, and the fact that a school of this calibre is
producing stuff in that hall is absolute madness. It's
like asking a rugby team to play rugby in a swimming
pool, and yet that's what we're doing. Because
the rugby team is managing to play rugby in the

swimming pool, everybody just goes 'well that's alright
then'. However, I do know that there's some real desire
at top levels to sort this out - I just hope that they're
able to manage it!
This year, you have part-directed the Senior Production.
Do you think you're going to continue to be involved in
future productions?
I hope so. To a certain extent, one of the problems
with the lack of facilities here is that although it would
be lovely to have a Middle School play, and a Senior
play and a Senior musical, there's just nowhere to do
them. There's nowhere to rehearse. It seems to me
that there's just not enough room to do any more until
the school recognises that the facilities are rubbish,
unfortunately.
Why did you choose to teach English rather than Drama
or Theatre Studies?
I have taught Drama and I have taught Theatre Studies,
and I'd quite like to teach more of them; but I love
English and I would hate to stop teaching it. In fact, I
was thinking about that the other afternoon, after a
Divisions'double English lesson: I get paid money to
spend two hours on a Monday afternoon talking about
poetry. What's not to like?! It's brilliant, just terrific and
I love it.
What do you do in your spare time?
Apart from Drama and reading? I act and direct
outside of school. In fact, I acted at The Crescent before
Christmas in a production of Chekhov's The Three
Sisters. That takes up quite a lot of time, along with
going to the theatre, reading, going out for posh meals
and going to the opera.

Favourites
Author(s): Jane Austen, Anthony Trollope, Shakespeare
Music: Italian opera
,—
Film(s): All About Eve, Hedwig and the Angry Inch (it's about
a German transsexual called Hedwig - not my usua^l thing, v^ti^fc,
but the stage version was the last professional production
I was involved with, so it's special for that reason).
m- IS
Food or drink: red wine and champagne
Art: I went to the Metropolitan Museum in New York in the
summer, and there was a sculpture of the head of the Ro#fan^
j
emperor Caligula. It was absolutely beautiful and it kind df
i
restored my equanimity and got all the nasty consumerism out of my

M I C H A E L GREEN

CHEMISTRY

Chronicle: Have you always been interested in
Chemistry?
Mr Green: From being knee high, I always wanted to
be a scientist, and around GCSE time I found it was
Chemistry in particular that I wanted to do. I was a
bit of a smart-alec when I was younger, and everyone
knew that I was going to be a scientist.
Did you go straight into teaching after university?
Yes, though before I went to university, I went to
America for the summer, where I had a great time
teaching children to sail and windsurf at Camp
America. When I came to teach windsurfing, I had only
the lowest level of qualification, so to test my ability, I
was sent out in gale force winds with only a safety boat
as my backing, and left to fend for myself!
Do you sail a lot in your spare time?
During term time I only really have time for teaching,
eating and sleeping, but I used to sail at Rutland Water,
the biggest man-made lake in Europe, with my dad,
who was in the Merchant Navy and introduced me to
sailing. As a child I used to spend most of the summer
in the Lake District where I would sail, walk and hike. In
that sense, the Lake District is my spiritual home.
Based on your experience of Camp America, would you
advocate a Gap Year?
Though many of my friends were taking Gap Years,
I asked myself whether I really wanted to delay
everything for a whole year. Top-up fees were also
becoming an issue at that point, and for that reason
I decided not to take a Gap Year. However, if you're
in a position where you have some money, I would
recommend one. You go through school from 5-18,
during which time you're poked with a stick and made
to learn (partly by me!), and you go to university and
then you get a job until you retire. A Gap Year is one of

the few times in your life when
you have few commitments, few
responsibilities and freedom.
This kind of opportunity comes
round very few times in your life,
so I think it needs to be taken
with both hands.
You mention top-up fees. What are
your personal opinions of them?

If we are
serious about
science as
a country,
we need to
invest in big
projects

I vehemently oppose the idea of charging for
universities. Though I'm not against the concept of a
private university, the day that a university says, "You
are an excellent student, but you cannot come to our
university because you can't pay", is a very sad day for
our society. I think that university should be free, paid
for by the taxpayer, as it is an investment. I also believe
that it should be a meritocratic system; the brightest
should go to university, regardless of financial status.
What do you think about the state of investment in
research and the scientific industry at this point in time?
If we are serious about science as a country, we
need to invest in big projects (for example, particle
accelerators) and encourage people to enter research.
We want to answer the 'big' questions, because as a
nation, that ought to be part of what we are trying to
do. But only a tiny proportion of our overall budget
is being spent on trying to answer these important
questions, such as 'where have we come from?'
What have you most enjoyed during your time here so
far?
I feel well treated, and appreciated as a member of
staff, so I do feel part of a team. In terms of teaching,
anytime I feel someone has enjoyed my lesson, or,
even better, enjoyed it and learned something, I find
that gratifying.

Favourites
Film(s): I/for Vendetta and Terminator2
. ^
Song(s): Raindrops Keep Falling On My Head,' ]
'
£
and Brothers in Arms by Dire Straits
*
,vf
Book: Wheel of Time by Robert Jordan
" *,
Food: Mum's homemade lasagne
Sport: Sailing
V
Band: Dire Straits
" "
TV show: Futurama
' / !
Element: Boron

JULIA H ELM

GERMAN

Chronicle: Could you tell us a bit about your life before
you came to KES?
Mrs Helm: I finished school in Germany when I was
20, and came to Kings Norton, where I lived for 3
years working as an au pair. From there I went to
Wolverhampton University to read French and German
Studies. After university I taught for 6 years at Tividale
Community Arts College, which specialised in Drama
and Dance.
Has KES lived up to your expectations so far?
Absolutely. The first few weeks were really tough, in
terms of the work. I had to get myself into so many
new courses, learn a lot of names and just get myself
organised. And that was really tough. But now I feel
really happy and I've settled in well. I like coming in to
work and it's a really nice school.
What is it about the study of languages that you like?
I live abroad. This is not my home country and I'm very
proud of that. I think it's great to live somewhere else
and experience another culture. But that's only possible
if you speak the language. So I would like to give a
little bit of that to other people; that's why I've become
a language teacher, because I think it's important to
learn another language.
So have you always been fascinated by languages?
Yes, definitely. I had a fantastic French teacher at
school, who really inspired me. I always wanted to learn
languages; it was a hobby of mine to go abroad and
to speak languages. So I've always tried to go on little
holidays to different countries. And wherever I've gone,
I've tried to pick up a bit of the local lingo.
What do you like to do in your free time?

really windy and rainy. I find that really refreshing. I
also like to go on long walks in the mountains or at the
seaside, but in nicer weather. I'm quite a social person
and have a large circle of friends, so I like to go out with
them. Also, I'm a bit of a typical housewife, because I
like cooking and gardening. But I'd say my main hobby,
although you can't do it all the time, is travelling. I love
going to new places and visiting different countries.
What has been your worst experience as a teacher so far?
My worst experience was having to work at a school
where languages were not promoted or really cared
for. And that's why I'm so happy to be here. I think the
standard of languages here and the profile they have in
the school are great.
What are your goals for the future?
I would like to travel to Asia, as I haven't been there yet.
I've been pretty much everywhere else, but not to Asia.
I'd like to go to perhaps India or Thailand or China. I
can't say I have any immediate plans to do this, but I'd
definitely like to experience that continent.
If you hadn't become a teacher, what
would you most like to have been?
When I was younger, I had never
really thought about becoming a
teacher. In fact, I always wanted to
be either a chef, or an air-hostess.
I actually almost moved to London
to become an air-hostess with
British Airways, but luckily my
mother stopped me. The only other
thing I would have wanted to be is
a vet, but I would have had to take
a very different path straight from
school, which I didn't.

I like running on a cold Saturday morning, when it's

Favourites
Film(s): Pretty Woman, The Edukators
Song(s): Take on Me by a-ha
Book(s): So VielZeit by Frank Goosen
\I
Food(s): pasta, fish, sushi
Sport(s): Swimming, cycling, running
Band(s):Trio, Pearl Jam, Red Hot Chilli Peppers
TV: Cooking and travel shows

I think it's
great to live
somewhere
else and
experience
another
culture. But
that's only
possible
if you
speak the
language.

H O S A N N A STOKES

ENGLISH

Chronicle: Could you tell us a little bit about your life
before coming to KES?
Mrs Stokes: I went to university at Cambridge, where
I studied English at New Hall, which is a girls'college.
That was a really good experience. After Cambridge I
worked at a bank for four years.
A bank?! What made you switch to teaching English?
I found working in a bank quite boring, to be honest!
Whereas I find teaching really interesting and
stimulating, and of course it is related to my degree.
Is there any reason why teaching stood out for you as a
career choice?
Yes, loads of reasons! Teaching and English are two
different things. On the English side, I remember when I
was in year 10 and we went on a school trip to Stratford:
it was just amazing. I think that's when I first realised
how great a subject English was. I just thought, 'this
is brilliant!' and that was what made me want to do
English at A-level and then at university. My dad's an
author and my mum's a teacher, so I always had books
and words around me. While I was working at the bank
I tutored people for GCSEs and A-levels in English, and
I loved doing that, which led me to think that if I could
do it at a school it would be much more enjoyable. I
always thought that I'd end up teaching really; in any
case, my mum was always telling me to! I think that it
was almost a case of me putting it off.
Has teaching here been anything like you expected?
It's been better than I expected. I knew it was going
to be hard work, but I really enjoy it. It's always
interesting. All the boys are lovely (most of the time),
people want to learn, and you can have very interesting
discussions about literature.

What have you got up to outside the classroom?
Well, I've been on the Friday afternoon activities rota,
so I've been doing lots of different things, which was
great as it allowed me to meet and get to know the
boys and members of staff. But I'd like to start running
one myself, hopefully a Performing Arts option with
Mr Bartlett. I run a Bible study group with some of the
boys at lunchtime. I'm also going to go on Rems week,
which I'm looking forward to. Finally, I choreographed
the dancers for Vardy's version of High School Musical
for House Shout.
Do you like how English is taught here?
Yes, definitely. You can choose what texts you want to
teach to the lower school, which is fantastic, as you can
choose what you're interested in and what you know,
within the constraints of what needs to be taught..
GCSE and A-level are obviously controlled by the
boards, but I'm still enjoying teaching both of those.
Outside school, what do you enjoy doing?
I'm very involved in my church, helping out with
Bible studies during the week, and with students
from the different universities on Sundays. I also do
contemporary dance at The Mac: I danced from the
ages of 4 to 18, and picked it up again on coming to
Birmingham. I did loads of sports as a child but dancing
is one of the only things I've stuck with. The prime of
my sporting career came when I won a competition
at 12 to play for the Arsenal Under-12s against
Nottingham Forest (I was a huge fan). I also like playing
strategy board games, as well as Bridge.
What future goals do you have?
I'm looking forward to being a Form Tutor next year,
but aside from that I'm very content.

Favourites
Film(s): The Sound of Music, The Bourne Trilogy
Book(s): The Bible
Literature: Hamlet
k
Music: Christian music, Abba, Blur
Character(s): Beatrice [Much Ado About Nothing),
Anna Elliot (Persuasion)
Food(s) or Drink(s): Anything but mushrooms;
Chinese (every Friday); Thornton's cappuccino, chocolate
Dlate / W T
TV show(s): Smallville, Lost, Bleak House, West Wing
A
Sport(s): Dance (contemporary and ballroom) J L
Author(s): Shakespeare, Austen, Dickens, John Grisham

NICOLE

PHILLIPS

ADMISSIONS A N D MARKETING C O O R D I N A T O R
Chronicle: Could you please give us a little information
about your role in the school?
Mrs Phillips: M y title is Admissions and Marketing
Co-ordinator. On the Admissions side I deal with
prospective parents from their first enquiry: I
encourage them to visit the school for an Open Day
or for an individual tour, register their son for the
exam and ultimately convince them to accept our
offer over all others. I also arrange individual exams
for boys moving to Birmingham from other parts
of the country or abroad. Our website ensures that
almost everyone seems to know about KES and our
successes. On the Marketing side I make sure that the
KES name is visible in various publications, although
the Internet is fast overtaking the printed word as a
way of communicating information about the school.
I collate articles for News & Views and then use it as a
marketing tool, for example to inform primary school
head teachers about the activities and achievements of
their former pupils.
Could you also give us an insight into what you have
done before coming to KES?
My past career has been varied. After studying French
at Birmingham University I worked in retail and then
moved over to training and development, both in retail
and for the NHS. At one time I not only covered the
Midlands and South Wales but regularly flew to work in
Northern Ireland too! After having a family I returned
to work part-time in administration for Social Services
in Wolverhampton and was actively involved with
several local children's charities.
We've noticed you've had a brand new office built
especially for you. Are the other areas of the school as
nice?

It's a lovely office and ideally placed to greet any
parents. Prospective parents are always very impressed
with KES; the only problem is that there is not enough
time to show them everything. They are particularly
impressed with the pupils' behaviour and how quiet it
is during lessons. The library and the sports pitches on
a sunny day are always a big hit too.
What are your interests outside school?
M y main interest is reading, currently North and South
by Elizabeth Gaskell, the author of the recent TV series
Cranford. I also still manage some charity work for the
National Childbirth Trust.
Are you an avid cyclist like your

I do enjoy cycling, although I will not be joining the
school trip from Land's End to John O'Groats this
summer!
Finally, do you have any plans for the future?
I don't look too far into the future. I still can't believe
I have been at KES for over a year and have now seen
the complete Admissions cycle. I want to develop
my role and ensure that the message, that KES offers
|,r(rr
accessibility for all bright boys,
.. ...

accessioillty
f o r a 11

bright boys,
opportunity
and
academic
excellence

i >,

opportunity and academic
excellence, is communicated to
every parent in the Birmingham
area

-

Mrs Phillips, thank you very much.
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Favourites

Food: (predictably) chocolate

husband?

' *

V™

*

Film: Les Liaisons Dangereuses
Book: Pride & Prejudice by Jane Austen

Sport: cycling
Holiday destination: France
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ANNI E MAHTAN
MUSIC TECHNICIAN

W h e n I composed more instrumental music, I was

Chronicle: What did you do before coming to KES?
Miss Mahtani: For the last few years I have been doing
my PhD at Birmingham University: 'A Portfolio of

interested in using polyrhythms and complex sound
textures to create one huge sound out of all the
instruments. Now, I work with acousmatic composition

Electroacoustic Composition'. At the moment, I am

techniques, which essentially put the instruments aside

writing it up and working part time at KES.

and give any sound the potential to be used as musical
material. I then "pull" these sounds apart as much

What made you want to pursue music?

as possible through various processes. This creates

I had my heart set on studying music at university
ever since I was sixteen, when I was becoming very
interested in exploring contemporary music. W h e n I
was at university I discovered electroacoustic music,
which was something that I really enjoyed, both as a
listener and a composer.

abstract sounds, which I then re-contextualise into
music.
Do you believe in the portrayal of emotion in music?
Absolutely! I often think emotively when composing,
but I do not expect the listener to feel the same

What do you think about the standard of music at KES?

emotions I was feeling when I wrote the piece.

It's incredible to have so many talented musicians,

What are your views on synthesisers as instruments?

ensembles and orchestras. There cannot be many other
schools with so much musical opportunity available to
theirstudents

-

I often think

What is music to you?

emotively

rather than synthesized, sounds.
What is your opinion on repetition in music?

It is sound organised into some

w h e n

kind of coherent, musical,

COIDDOSinO

structure. I would not say that

h u t I rlr» n r » t

the sounds I hear in my garden

D U T

are music. But I could take those

expect

1 Q O

Personally, I do not use them, but I have heard lots of
good music made with them. I prefer to work with real,

JjOT
the

I do not use a lot of repetition, as I concentrate on the
development and morphology of sound, but I do bring
back motifs and ideas as anchors to help the listener
understand.

make musical sense. I am very

listener tO
feel the Same

Annie Mahtani is an accomplished

open-minded as to what music

emotions

of BEAST (the Birmingham ElectroAcoustic

sounds and re-organise them to

I

was feeling
What type of music do you
compose?

w h e p |

,

w r Q t e

,

the piece.

Sound

Theatre) and regularly performs her music in venues
around the world. Extracts of her work can be found on
www.anniemahtani.co.uk.

Favourites
Film: Breakfast at Tiffany's
Book: The Wind-Up Bird Chronicle by
Haruki Murakami
Food or Drink: Champagne
Sport: Horse riding
Musician: John Coltrane
TV show: Planet Earth
Song: Feeling Good by Nina Simone
Composer: Ligeti
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CLAIRE LAYA

FRENCH LANGUAGE A S S I S T A N T
Chronicle :Parlez-moi un peu de vous.
Mile Laya: Bonjour, je m'appelle Claire, et je suis
assistante au college lycee de King Edwards depuis le
mois de septembre. Avant, j'habitais a Paris. J'ai fait
mes etudes a I'universite de Jussieu, ou j'ai etudie
les langues etrangeres. J'ai aussi donne des cours
particuliers pour des collegiens.
Qu'est-ce qui vous a decide a devenir enseignante?
J'ai d'abord travaille avec des enfants comme
animatrice, et j'ai beaucoup aime; comme organiser
des jeux et m'occuper des enfants. J'ai aussi fait des
stages dans des ecoles primaires, et qa m'a beaucoup
plu. A I'avenir, j'aimerais devenir prof de fran^ais dans
les ecoles primaires en Angleterre, si c'est possible, a
Birmingham, parce que c'est une grande ville et il y a
surement plus d'opportunites.
Qu'est-ce que vous aimez dans les langues?

Mon salaire! Non, je plaisante. Je pense que cette ecole
est deja tres bien, avec un haut niveau d'education,
mais peut-etre cette ecole pourrait etre mixte, parce
que je pense que c'est plus enrichissant, le travail en
groupe mixte.
Comment envisagez-vous I'avenir de I'etude des langues
danscepays?
Je suis assez pessimiste en ce qui concerne
I'apprentissage des langues dans ce pays parce que
maintenant les eleves ne sont plus obliges de prendre
une langue vivante au GCSE, et je trouve qa dommage,
mais je sais que les langues seront obligatoires a I'ecole
primaire et je suis pour apprendre les langues le plus
tot possible.
Cependant, je ne suis pas sure que les eleves seront
assez motives pour continuer I'apprentissage
d'une langue etrangere a un niveau superieur. Le
gouvernement doit promouvoir plus les langues!

Ce que j'aime dans les langues, c'est de pouvoir
communiquer avec d'autres personnes que les
Frangais, et de decouvrir de nouvelles cultures.
Qu'est-ce que vous aimez faire pendant votre temps
libre?
Un peu comme tout le monde; j'aime aller au cinema,
et j'ai une preference pour les films franqais et les films
psychologiques. J'aime boire des cafes avec mes amis
dans les cafes typiquement parisiens. J'ai aussi une
passion pour les rollers, et a Paris ils organisent une
balade le soir, ou on peut voir tout Paris.
Qu'est-ce que vous aimeriez changer dans I'ecole si vous
pouviez?

Votre favori?
Film: La cite de la peur
f '
r
Groupe: Muse (international), etTryo, qui *
est un groupe de reggae acoustique et
engage franqais
Livre: Orgueil et Prejuge
mm • , •
Sport: La danse
•
Nourriture:Tagliatelle a la carbonara
^ ft?
Citation: "L'avenir appartient a ceux qui Jfjjpy
se levent tot"

Ce que j'aime
dans les langues,
c'est de pouvoir
communiquer avec
d'autres personnes
que les Fran^ais,
et de decouvrir de
nouvelles cultures.

J O H A N N A SCHAPER

GERMAN ASSISTANT

Chronicle: Konntest du ein bisschen Liber dein Leben
erziihlen, bevor du zu KES gekommen bist?
Fraulein Schaper: Ich bin in Deutschland auf ein ganz
normales Gymnasium, das Viktoria-Luise-Gymnasium
in der Stadt Hameln, gegangen. Wir haben viel Musik
gemacht. Ich spiele Geige und Klavier. Ich habe mich
zunachst entschlossen Jura zu studieren, habe dann aber
festgestellt, dass das nicht meinem Problemlosungsansatz
entspricht. Und aufterdem habe ich die englische Sprache
zu sehr vermisst. Ich habe dann angefangen Englisch und
Politik fur gymnasiales Lehramt zu studieren.
Was sind deine ersten Eindriicke von KES und den Schiilern?
Es ist atemberaubend. Eine, wie ich finde, wunderbare
Atmosphare. Man merkt, dass die Schiiler wirklich
lernen wollen. Das ist nicht immer gegeben, besonders
an staatlichen Schulen. Und die Einrichtungen hier
sind einfach groflartig. Hier hat man wirklich alle
Moglichkeiten als Lehrer, um guten Unterricht zu machen.
Es ist in Oeutschland haufig ein Problem, dass man
einfach nicht die Materialien hat. An staatlichen Schulen
in England ist es, glaube ich, ahnlich. Ihr konnt euch
gliicklich schatzen!
Wurdest du sagen, dass die Schiiler oder die Lehrer fur diese
Stimmung verantwortlich sind?
Ich denke, dass beide dafiir verantwortlich sind. Ich
sehe, dass die Lehrer wirklich unglaublich motiviert
sind, dass sie Spaft daran haben, zu lehren, und dass sie
sich viel Miihe geben, und das mit groBem Erfolg. Unter
den Schiilern habe ich festgestellt, dass sie wirklich
interessiert sind, dass sie motiviert sind und dass sie vor
alien Dingen auch kreativ sind. Das ist wahrscheinlich der
Schliissel zum Erfolg.
Was fur einen Beruf willst du ausiiben ?
Ich will Lehrerin werden. In Deutschland muss man das
vor Beginn des Studiums entscheiden und dann den

entsprechenden Studiengang wahlen.
Warum findest du den Beruf der Lehrerin so wichtig?
Es gibt verschiedene Griinde dafiir. Einmal die
persdnlichen Griinde, weil man gerne mit Menschen
arbeitet und so weiter. Das ist ja klar. Und es gibt keinen
anderen Beruf, in dem man so vielen so unterschiedlichen
Menschen begegnet. SchlieBlich seid ihr alle verschieden
und werdet einmal in alien moglichen Berufen arbeiten.
Und im GroBen und Ganzen betrachtet, finde ich, gibt es
fast nichts Wichtigeres als Wissen, das einmal entstanden
ist, das einmal errungen wurde, auch wieder an neue
Generationen weiterzugeben. Deshalb sind akademische
Berufeganz unabdingbar. Das klingt jetzt alles sehr
idealistisch, aber wenn man mal dariiber nachdenkt,
wieviel von dem Wissen und den Fertigkeiten, die man
im taglichen Leben braucht, in der Schule vermittelt und
erprobt wurden, dann ist doch der Beruf des Lehrers ein
ganz privilegierter und auch verantwortungsvoller.
Konntest du etwas iiber deine Hobbys erziihlen?
Ich spiele leider weniger Geige und Klavier als ich das
friiher getan habe. Ich war in mehreren Orchestern, und im
Moment habe ich iiberhaupt keinen Zugriff auf ein Klavier.
Von daher ist das etwas schwierig. Ich lese nach wie vor
viel und gerne. Im Moment rolle ich sozusagen meine
alten Biicher wieder ein bisschen auf. Ich habe gerade
wieder den Hitch-Hikers Guide to the Galaxy angefangen
- ein sehr einflussreiches Buch, das wir iibrigens im
Englischunterricht gelesen haben. Filme interessieren
mich auch noch sehr. Gliicklicherweise kann ich das
auch im Studium gut anwenden, wenn es um kulturelle
Aspekte oder um Visualisierung, Adaption und so weiter
geht. Und natiirlich ist mein groBtes Hobby im Moment,
England zu erkunden, neue Leute kennen zu lernen.
Birmingham ist ideal dafiir. Es ist ein riesiges Spektakel
an unterschiedlichen Kulturen. Ich bin vollkommen
hingerissen.

Was ist dein:
Lieblingsfilm oder Lieblingssendung: Star Wars Ep. 4-6, |
Black Adder, Die tollkuhnen Manner in ihren fliegenden Kisteri
Lieblingsessen: Balti mit Naan, alle Variationen und GrunM
Lieblingsbuch: Last Chance to See, Hitch Hiker's Guide to the
Galaxy, Lord of the Rings, Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictiona
Lieblingslied: Lieblingslieder schranken ein! (Ich liebe
Steve Vai und Billy Sheehan, Guns N' Roses
(Ich wollte Englisch konnen, um November Rain zu verstehe
Pachelbel's Kanon in D-Dur (Ein bisschen Kitsch muss sein!))
Lieblingssport: Schwimmen, Joggen, (Yoga und Pilates)

F I O N A HOWES
MATHEMATICS

iona joined KES in September 2007, having just finished
her Mathematics degree at Cambridge University. It
was clear from the start that she is a very keen and able
mathematician. During her year here she has taught groups from
Shells through to Divisions, preparing three sets for AS exams;
accompanied the Fourths Geography trip; mentored the lads on
the Engineering Education Scheme; and been a Gifford house
tutor. She has also spent a good deal of time helping a couple
of potential mathematicians with their Step preparation for
Cambridge.
Part way through the year Fiona decided that a career as an
actuary would be more suitable, and is moving down to London
to follow that path and to be closer to her fiance, to whom she is
getting married next summer.
The first year in teaching is never easy: life becomes a whirl
of endless preparation, marking and holding your head above
water. But as she has become used to the demands of the job and
has been able to relax into the Common Room, she has proved
to be good company. Fiona says that she has enjoyed most of her
time at the school, and we hope that she finds more fulfilment in
the next phase of her life. We wish her well.
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J O H N EMERY
HISTORY

hen I asked John for some written details of his career at
King Edward's I assumed that his claim to have started
here in 1872 was a slip of the pen. I can't credit that he
might be a contemporary of Bertrand Russell, CB Fry, Ralph Vaughan
Williams, Louis Bleriot, Sergei Diaghilev and Roald Amundsen; nor
that he was reading newspaper accounts of the dastardly exploits
of the Jesse James gang, the mystery of the Mary Celeste or the
election of Ulysses S Grant as President of the United States.
Nevertheless, given his legendary fitness regime and a careful diet
of nuts and berries, John may well be 158 years old: and he looks
remarkably well on it.
They do say that it is easier to get older than it is to get wiser, but
John is certainly an exception to the rule. He is rich in experience
and has learned much along the way and he seems to be getting
younger in the process. Not only has he rubbed shoulders with
a future president of the United States while he was at Oxford (a
certain William Jefferson Clinton), but much more importantly
his career at KES has been long and varied. Appointed in 1972 as
assistant History master, John ran U15 and later U13 cricket for 6
years. Between 1976 and 1978 he was head of Levett House and
from 1981 to 1986 transferred to fierce rivals Jeune (for a record
fee no doubt). In between these two appointments John went
to see if the grass really was greener on the other side
by becoming Head of History at Queen Mary's Walsall.
When he decided it wasn't, he returned, in 1980. His
commitment to sport continued and John ran the U12,
the 3rd XV and later the 2nd XV. He still found time to lead
PSG and to run General Studies up to 2004. He had an
ever present interest in athletics and could be found
playing touch rugby on Tuesday lunchtimes. John has
encyclopaedic knowledge of all sports, though why he
wants to spend quite so much of his time talking about
West Brom and Stoke City is beyond most of us.
And do you know that long ago and far away John has
even taught metal work?
"given his legendary
Not only this, but
John has personality
fitness regime and a
too and the obvious
careful diet of nuts
manifestation of this is
and berries, John
his love of music. As the
may well be 158
ultra cool bass player of
years old: and he
Swerve (aka Dangerous
Presidents), John
looks remarkably
offers some balance to
well on it."
Jonathan Smith's frenetic
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lead vocal performance by saying and doing nothing
at all on stage, except playing the best bass lines Ian
Connor has ever come across. If you watch Top Gear
you'll appreciate that John is perhaps the Stig of Big
School performances, although he prefers sunglasses to
a blacked out crash helmet.
In fact, his friends in the band have a suggestion for
John in terms of his lump sum on retirement. Not only do
they need a band manager, they also need a new van to
transport all their gear - with friends like these...
John is well known for his use of mood music for
lessons: GCSE'Crime and Punishment over Time'groups
got 'I fought the law and the law won' or tracks from The
Police. All classes would be treated to'Under Pressure'as
the exams approached.

Many boys have spoken with genuine affection and respect
of John's teaching and support, and there is no doubt that his
departure will leave a very big gap in the department and in the
school. His passion for his subject and his abundant eloquence and
clarity will be missed very much.. He has a deep respect for History,
a sharp forensic approach to historical evidence and a huge fund
of helpful advice, good stories and insight that all his pupils have
cherished.
It is appropriate to end with another date. It is a date of John's
own choosing and it marks a "perfect day"for him at King Edward's:
It is 24th March 2006 and it starts with a double with 6ths, discussing
Nazism. Break is spent rehearsing for House Music. Then another
double, with 4ths, tackling the Arab-Israeli Conflict coursework and
discussing the nature and origins of anti-Semitism. John then plays
some rock and roll in the full House competition during lunch. The
afternoon he spends refereeing House basketball.
This typifies all of the commitment and talent John brought to his
career.
We all hope he has many more perfect days to come.

ROY A T K I N S O N

J O H N WILLIAMS
PHYSICS T E C H N I C I A N

PHYSICS
alf a century ago Roy Atkinson sat his A levels at King
Edward's Five Ways School, which had just moved to its
present site at Bartley Green. He subsequently entered
Birmingham University to read Physics and took a Diploma in
Education at Oxford University, where he was attached to Hertford
College. Roy started his teaching career as Head of Physics at
Bicester Grammar School. Since then, over four decades, he has
taught in various schools, boys', girls'and mixed, all in the West
Midlands area and mainly as Head of Physics.
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His link with King Edward's School began in 1991, when his
first son joined the Shells, to be followed later by his other two
sons. His teaching here began in 1998, when he covered for the
absence of Mr Andronov and then later for that of Mr Connor on
his appointment as Head of Physics at the Royal Grammar School
in Worcester. More recently he has been employed on a part-time
basis in the Physics Department, where he took on responsibility
for teaching the physics part of the Science Double Award course
in the Middle School. He has been an excellent teacher, as shown
by outstanding public examination results. The majority of his
pupils produced coursework of very high standards and there
were occasions when the coursework produced was sent to the
Chief Master for the Golden Book. Roy had the ability to focus on
the essential details that were necessary to achieve his lessons'
objectives and the boys in his class took their cue from his calm
but authoritative manner and his good sense of humour. Outside
the classroom he gave generously of his free lunch time to provide
'physics help'sessions and to support the running of Chess on
Wednesdays.
Roy's three sons have now graduated and he has decided that this
is a good time to leave the teaching of Physics in the capable hands
of the younger members of the department, like Mr Andronov, Dr
Evans and Dr Daniel. He will now be able to spend more time on his
hobby of renovation, whether it be his old car or a house. In fact,
soon after he started teaching he bought a remote tumble down
cottage in Wales with literally no amenities. Over the years he has
renovated it to a fair standard, but his challenge now is to improve
the renovation standard. Perhaps he and Christine, his wife, will
retire there eventually. Whatever he does, we wish him all the best
for the future, thank him for all he has done for the Department, and
very much hope that he and Christine will come back and visit us
often.

ohn Williams joined KES in September 2004, the year when he
and Pat, his wife, moved to Studley, and for four years, until
April 2008, he served the Physics Department well. He brought
with him the skills of a coded welder who had worked on some of
Birmingham's famous landmarks, including Spaghetti Junction, and
the experience one gets from production management in industry.
As Jeff Hancock acknowledged in his Goodbye article for
Sue Lowe (in the 2006 Chronicle), in the Science School we rely
heavily on the technicians. They play a vital role in ensuring
that the practical work carried out in science lessons is of the
highest possible standard. For four years John helped the Physics
Department to maintain such a standard.
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When he joined KES John first became an apprentice under Harry
Colville. By any standards that was a challenging apprenticeship, but
it did not take long for him to master the routines and complexities
of the job and Harry. During his career at KES there was only one
time when he forgot to put into practice what he had learned
during his apprenticeship, and on that occasion he ended up
with 10 kV across his body, with all the dire consequences. At the
times when deadlines for handing in material to the secretariat for
photocopying were not met and Harry was afraid to hand in the
belated request, John came to the rescue. His marriage to Pat was
put to good use: he was happy to take the request to the School
Office and the job was done in no time - it always helps to know
people in the corridors of power.
Members of the Physics Department remember John going
round on Fridays collecting orders for Monday morning. He was
really spoiling us. He was always helpful and courteous, and in his
dealings with the teaching staff and the other science technicians
he was polite and considerate; a real gentleman. For a man who
completed three marathons in 1986, he was also very modest.
Thanks for all you have done for the Physics Department, John,
and don't forget to come and see us from time to time. We very
much hope that you will have plenty of time now to enjoy your
hobbies - fishing, gardening and watercolour painting. We know
you still like to tinker with your old Enfield motorcycle but, whatever
you do, don't let the Head of Science get anywhere near it.

ony Dean joined King Edward's in September 2005, a year
which saw the Chemistry department rejuvenated with new
teachers. What we were looking for was fine academics but
also experienced and able teachers. With a 1st class degree from
Keble College, Oxford, and joining KES from being the Head of
Chemistry at the English Academy British International School in
Cairo, it was clear that Tony fitted the bill on all counts. Prior to his
time in Egypt, he had worked at Willenhall School Sports College
- so he is no stranger to the state sector, to which he returns on
leaving KES - and as a brewer in Wolverhampton. It was at this time
that he decided to be a teacher, which is rather odd: it is more often
the case that teaching leads to drink, not the other way round.
It was immediately evident that Tony is an excellent classroom
teacher of both Chemistry and Physics: he was soon well respected
by pupils and colleagues. He took a real interest in the progress of
the pupils as individuals, and was well liked by his form as a result.
They tell me they were very sad to see him go, and I understand
that this is not just because he used to talk endlessly to them about
the food and culture of Egypt. He also has a clear understanding
of what constitutes good practice in the classroom, and was able
to communicate this well to the rest of the department, notably as
mentor to Aidan Hayes throughout his teacher training program.
Outside the classroom, Tony will be remembered fondly for the trip
he led to Egypt. I am sure he followed all the correct protocols for
running a trip and looking after the boys, but Jon Pitt tells me there
was precious little in the way of advice to staff about how to avoid
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the con-tricks of locals in and around the bazaars of Cairo: in the
end, Jon ended up having to pay to be let down from a camel, and
chose not to buy back his camera from a local boy who had offered
to hold it for him whilst on said camel. Tony assures me that relevant
advice was given to the boys, local knowledge being everything, so
perhaps Jon was acting like the true Old Edwardian that he is and
simply not listening!
Those who attend school concerts will remember Tony's musical
ability. Asa former choral scholar at Kebleand a member of the Ex
Cathedra chamber choir, Tony thoroughly enjoyed singing in the
KES Choral Society, and picks their performance of African Sanctus
as one of his own favourite memories of his time here. Through the
competitions he had with Tim Lawrence to see who could sing the
loudest, he doubled the strength of the tenor section, and the result
was a powerful and well-blended sound.
Whilst at KES, Tony continued his studies for an MBA, and it was
clear he was going to go back to being a Head of Department
sooner rather than later. He is incredibly well travelled (with time
spent in Egypt, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Canada, Japan, Israel...: his
photo album must look rather like an atlas), but now has made only
the short journey to Redditch, to become Head of Science at St.
Augustine's, where he interviewed successfully despite having been
up all the previous night at the birth of his daughter. His time at KES
was short but sweet, and we wish him and his young family well.
RMB
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idan joined King Edward's in September 2005 from Warwick
University, having just completed his PhD work, on Synthesis

and Evaluation of Novel Ligands for the Asymmetric Transfer

Hydrogenation of Ketone. No, I don't know quite what that means
either, but Aidan passed the test of explaining it to the nice Mr
Dancey in his interview. I didn't get the chance to meet him then,
but Jeff Hancock, my predecessor as Head of Department, described
Aidan approvingly as "normal"- something which cannot be taken
for granted amongst Chemistry teachers!
W e got a young man w h o was new to teaching but in w h o m
it was clear that there was a genuine love of the subject, and of

had considerable success: in fact Stuart Birch describes him as "the
most successful basketball coach ever at KES - in the 2 seasons that
he has had a team in competitions he has w o n each time!"(West
Midlands Under-14 Champions in 2007 and West Midlands Under15 Champions in 2008). His players really like and respect him. He
also still plays, of course (he's only 28!), and has founded the Old
Edwardians'team that plays in the West Midlands League.
In his short time at KES he has made a huge contribution to the
success of the Chemistry department, whilst also completing his
on-the-job teacher training with some ease. His reflective approach
to his teaching suggested that it would not be long before Aidan

organic chemistry in particular. In just three years here, Aidan has

would be looking for promotion, and so it has proved. He leaves us

cemented his reputation among both staff and pupils as a first class

to become Head of Chemistry at King's College School, Wimbledon,

teacher: his enthusiasm for Chemistry, his care for the pupils as

and I'm sure we'll be keeping a close eye on him, not least so that he

individuals, and his intelligent thoughts about teaching stand out.

can give us tips on the teaching of the International Baccalaureate.

In short, he is a natural in the classroom, innovative in his approach

He and his wife are looking forward to moving to a new job in a new

(his Divisions pupils will remember the "Muppet Awards"fondly) and

school in a new town (and so to a new house, all at the same time:

establishing excellent rapport with pupils of all ages and abilities.

there's nothing like a challenge!), and I am sure he will be as much of

But Aidan has not simply been stuck in his laboratory. He is a
veteran of the Removes'Study week, maintaining the traditional
presence of the vast majority of the Chemistry department in
Wales and the Lake District. He has been taken under the wing,

a success there as he has been at KES. In fact, the biggest challenge
Aidan will face might not be getting further promotion, but rather
deciding how long he wants to stay predominantly in the classroom:
I hope that's going to be for a little while yet, as he's a great teacher.

so to speak, of J o n Porter and developed his own, and the boys',
bird-watching skills. Most notably, as a basketball coach he has
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JAMES GARDINER
ames agreed at very short notice to
take on the challenges of teaching
at KES, when the teacher we were
expecting had to drop out at the very
last moment. After a hectic start, he grew
with the job and in the past few months
- amid the slog of writing reports and
dealing with the multifarious and curious
f
anomalies that most classes and year
groups throw at any of us - completed
every part of the job like "an old hand".
This is important, as James did not
come to us looking for a career in the
profession. Rather I came to him, begging
him to work with me: whilst I may have
taught him, and so been confident that
he knows his way around the subject,
neither of us could have known just what
a great success James would become in
the classroom. He has not merely held
the fort but taught Art (which I know he loves with a fierce passion) in a dynamic, engaging and interesting manner.
James did not give any group an easy ride. His tough searching questions with GCSE and A-level groups prompted some very rich and
diverse work from all the boys. As a pupil, James'ceramics projects were as conceptually wild as anything by an 18 year old can be; the
contrast with the beautiful pieces that James'4th year GCSE group produced for their ceramic work was amazing. We have all benefited
from his kindness and his determination. It only remains for me to say a heartfelt "thank you, James" for making this year such a fantastic
experience; what a tremendous pleasure it has been working with you.

J
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M I K E RODEN

DEPUTY H E A D ( T E A C H I N G A N D LEARNING) A N D G E O G R A P H Y
hink of the theme tune from The Lone Ranger, though if you
are a younger reader then you will have to make do with the
William Tell Overture, and you will have some insight into Mike.
His return to King Edward's after 13 years, during which time he
had been a very successful head of Geography at Bristol Grammar
School and an equally successful Deputy Head at Camp Hill, was
sudden and unexpected. The new post created an opportunity for
KES to once again benefit from Mike's energy and his expertise in
teaching and learning. In the space of five years he has done an
amazing amount to change the quality of education in a school to
which he is deeply attached.
Mike has fulfilled many different roles. To each one he brought
passion, commitment and infectious enthusiasm. His wholehearted
support and involvement in many areas of school life and his belief
that things can only get better are special personal qualities that can
be traced back to his education in a new comprehensive school in
Rotherham. Mike knew that education could transform individuals
in all sorts of ways. He felt indebted to his teachers and his school,
and this belief in the value and power of education has been a
source of inspiration to him.
It was great to have Mike back in the Geography Department and,
whatever the professional attraction of management, he never lost
his love of teaching. Mike recognised that the quality of education
is ultimately shaped by the quality of countless human interactions
in the classroom. His pupils, whether in the Shells, UMs, Divisions or
Oxbridge classes were left in no doubt that he believed passionately
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in what he was teaching. His speciality is physical geography
and his interests include soils, jet streams, hurricanes, hydrology
and rocks. His lessons were packed with information, ideas and
questions and were designed to challenge and stretch.
Fieldwork with all its delights, the experience of place, the
elements and atmosphere in all shades of mood and feeling,
brought the best out of Mike. Despite all sorts of responsibilities
he never missed a single trip, and always preferred driving the
minibus to riding in a coach. He joined in our celebration of all
the environments, people and places which the department has
come to enjoy, be amazed by, tolerate or simply survive. With Mike,
Haxby, a very ordinary metropolitan village near York, became as
special as the fabled city of Xanadu (a sunny pleasure dome with
caves of ice), and the legend of Sheila's shop in Skinningrove grew
and grew.
At heart Mike was always a physical geographer. Some of his
happiest moments were wielding a spade on the North Yorkshire
moors in March. In early Spring sunshine, sheltered from a cold
North Sea wind by a valley of alder and oak, he would dig deep into
soggy gleyed podsols, and students who had travelled the world as
sightseers and tourists would learn to see and think in new ways.
Teaching and learning were at the heart of Mike's post at King
Edward's. In a profession where teaching styles are as varied as the
people who teach, he recognised that encouragement and enabling
of teachers was a key part of his job, rather than system, uniformity
and conformity. He brought several perspectives: most obviously

he championed the extension of computing facilities into every
classroom as an opportunity to bring variety, clarity, sound and
pictures to enhance the classroom experience. If
technology extended the ways in which subjects
could be taught, Mike believed that education
remains much more than the transmission of
information and that students need to take more
personal responsibility for their work if they are
to develop the independence and flexibility of
thought for life beyond school.
Mike worked with colleagues in numerous
ways. He established the mentoring programme
for teacher training as part of the GTP scheme.
New teachers benefited enormously from Mike's
professional commitment to ensuring that
they were in a superb position to go forward to
their NQT year. He led by example in caring for
individuals: his lesson observation notes and
advice were thorough and finely judged, and new
teachers felt valued and supported.

judgment of teachers.
Mike's proficiency in games and competitive instinct had
been maintained since student days at Manchester
University. On returning to King Edward's he also
returned to coaching the 1 st XV, leading a tour to
South Africa and accompanying tours to Singapore
and Australia. His leisure time was devoted to golf and
again he took a leading role, arranging the annual OE
golf match and captaining his local golf club.

"In early Spring
sunshine,
sheltered from
a cold North Sea
wind by a valley
of alder and oak,
he would dig
deep into soggy
gleyed podsols,
and students who
had travelled
the world as
sightseers and
tourists would
learn to see and
think in new
ways."

Another part of Mike's constantly expanding
portfolio of jobs was the introduction of a system
for tracking the performance of pupils. For the first
time it became possible easily to see the progress
of pupils after admission to the school, which
made the work of Form Tutors and Heads of Year
more effective. Value-added measures reflected
a concern for the individual student, giving more
precision and information to support the complex professional

The list of responsibilities that Mike took on is a
very long one and includes parents'meetings, Friday
afternoons, athletics, PSE teaching and Form Tutor.
Whenever a gap emerged in the KES Enterprise Mike
was always there to fill it and he did this with energy,
professionalism and, most importantly, kindness. A
popular saying of his was 'onward and downward'. He
had a tremendous capacity for not taking himself too
seriously, for seeing the fun side of life and perhaps,
without realising it, embodying the spirit of the
Victorian school song that is sung at the end of each
term.
Mike has done a lot for the Foundation and it is
fitting and right that he has taken on the Headship
of Camp Hill. To Mike and to Alison, who has been a
bedrock and foundation of calm support, we send our
gratitude and every good wish for the next stage of
their journey.
JAC

R I C H A R D BROOKES
H E A D OF C H E M I S T R Y

nowing that he was an Old Edwardian, I asked Richard at
his interview which House he had been in at school. "Yours,"
came the reply. In the two years I had overlapped with him
as his Housemaster he clearly had not made a lasting impression
on me. However, in the three years Richard has been in post at King
Edward's School his impact on the school community has been
significant.
Richard has had a glittering career. Here, he was a straight A grade
student, Levett House Vice-Captain and a prefect. Then came a
First and a D. Phil from Worcester College, Oxford. Whitgift School
in Croydon were fortunate indeed to recruit him September 2003.
He came to interview here with a glowing reference as a talented
teacher. This was put to the test when he was asked to explain what
his D. Phil ("Structure and Dynamics in Network Liquids: Computer
simulation of materials'properties used to investigate the role of
polarisation in controlling the diffusivity of ionic liquids") meant to
a pupil. The fact that Mr Dancey understood his response (or so he
claims) was a real testimony to Richard's ability to teach to all levels!
Richard succeeded the legendary Jeff Hancock at the school
which he views as the'single most important influence on my
development, both as a Chemist and as a person'. He inherited a
department of extremely diverse experience, from one to thirty
seven years, a daunting task for anyone. Richard learned quickly
that one aspect of his new leadership and management role was
to get colleagues to do what they didn't particularly want to. He
followed the tried and tested consultation route when trying to
engineer the re-organisation of seating in the Science Common
Room. This met with strident opposition: "Why should we ?"was
their response. It transpired that the root of the opposition was that
the reorganisation was due to a planned expansion of staffing in
the Biology Department. Since this subject has still to be accepted
as a proper branch of science by some, this had re-opened some
old scars. In the end the move was undertaken anyway and now all
agree that it has been
_
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extremely beneficial
in developing the
working practices of the
department.
Richard has been a
successful leader of the
Chemistry Department.
He treats people as
individuals and is
always prepared to give
unremittingly of his time
for their benefit. His
self-effacing, calm and
steadfast approach has
been a great source of
strength, and colleagues
respect his energy
and value his clarity of
vision. He is inclusive
in his approach to
departmental planning
but he will never shirk a
challenge and is always
prepared to lead from
the front. His work as

"He expects
nothing but the
very best from
his charges
and they have
responded with
excellent results
and success
at the highest
level, including
the Chemistry
Olympiad
Competitions."

subject tutor for the Graduate Trainee Teacher Scheme and in
inducting Newly Qualified Teachers has been simply outstanding,
and during his time four members of his department have achieved
promotions.
The department has gone from strength to strength. As a teacher
Richard, known affectionately as'Tin Tin'for his quiff, is simply
'inspirational', according to members of his Fifth Form. He was
nicknamed'roboteacher'by his Sixth Form for his legendary powers
of organisation and stamina. He expects nothing but the very best
from his charges and they have responded with excellent results
and success at the highest level, including the Chemistry Olympiad
Competitions.
His commitment and energy have been put to good use. Richard
has made a remarkable contribution to the extra-curricular life
of the school: he has supported music and drama productions,
assisted Duke of Edinburgh expeditions, officiated at school
athletics matches and turned out for the Kestrels. He formed part
of the staff of the 'Leadership Option' on Friday afternoons and has
made a valued contribution as a House Tutor in Vardy. He and Jon
Porter have coached the U15 Rugby team together, and Richard
enjoyed and made a fantastic contribution to the coaching and
managing teams on the recent Senior Rugby Development Tour to
Singapore, Australia and Dubai.
So, as Richard leaves to take up his new position as Head of
Science atTonbridge School, KES has lost a'rising star'of the
educational world. The KES community will miss someone who
was quite accurately reported by Mr Worthington, his Form Tutor in
1992, to be'gifted academically and athletically, unfailingly modest,
good-humoured and an all round good bloke'. We thank him for the
difference he has made and wish him well in his new venture'down
south'.

KES Film Festival

howing a total of fifteen films, spread over three lunch-hours,
to more than 400 people, the KES Film Festival (in association
with CFS) returned in 2008 bigger and better than ever. After
the first posters went up in November the buzz of excitement in the
school was palpable, and as the week of the festival approached the
atmosphere became feverish. During the intervening months more
than a dozen film crews had been compiling the films which they
hoped could earn them the adulation and respect of their peers. The
response from the film crews and the resultant level of anticipation
meant that two extra dates had to be added to the bill. Formulated
by its organisers (James Eyre, Adam Townsend and Michael
Scoins) as an opportunity to inspire the artists and
entertain the masses of KES, the
Film Festival certainly
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The level of artistry was raised with
Death in the Time ofAnees. A combination
of expert cinematography, compelling
acting, and intellectual power made this a
worthy recipient of the 'Best Art Film' award.
Empty Child was a rather silly and tedious
effort, a complete waste of time. The Girls'
School contributed A Collection of Great
Shouts, which consisted simply of literal
interpretation of various pop songs. Whilst
it lacked any
sense of wholeness, it
made up for this with
wit, invention, and
competent editing. Zeyn
Haider's Maximum Pain
was a brutally violent
piece of cathartic
entertainment,
its shock value
testament to its
skilful construction.
The Masterplan was
a lovingly constructed Doctor Who film
featuring Rev. Raynor as a Dalek Reverend
and Dr Daniel as the Doctor himself,
undoubtedly one of the three best films
on show. The Box, a psychological thriller
by Mark Lloyd, was notable for its lush
colour scheme, beguiling effects, and
impactful editing: a fine film with
good pacing.

Heroes

fulfilled its remit.
The first film to be shown was
of Leadership, which documents the mythology

behind the mighty Leadership option. It contained spectacular
action set-pieces and, though it owed a lot to the Lord of the Rings
films, had its tongue firmly in its cheek - an endearing and strangely
powerful film. Tim Kiely's Building Blocks is, in his own words, about
the 'search for truth and purpose in a world that seems to offer none'
a bleak but very well-made short. Alan Han, a Remove, contributed
the animated Battle for the Atlantic, a war-movie in the style of the
Loony Toons which
had the audience in stitches. More Removes
decided to spoof time-travelling
cop shows with their
irreverent Asses to Asses.

Another offering by the lads from
Leadership was most likely hindered by
their first offering, lam Leader looked professional and
contained sequences which were dramatic and impressively shot,
yet the plot remained too similar to the first film, but seemed
bombastic and humourless beside Heroes. But Leadership's Fifths
came up with undoubtedly the best non-narrative film on offer,
their joyful re-working of Britney Spears' Hit Me Baby One More
Time: a must-see. Me Saving the World was an anonymous entry.
It is bizarre and deeply disturbing. It features ten seconds of what
looks a lot like Mr Pitt running around a classroom, wearing a
Superman costume and singing the theme tune from said film. But
surely that can't have been the case... Ameer Allybocus is obviously
a very talented film-maker. His Underworld: Bloodline piece looked
professional, yet was nothing more than a collection of generic and
hackneyed images. Hopefully he can add character and plot to his
skills and create something with real class.
A film for which it did come together was the winner of the KES
Film Festival 2008: Dispatches - The Hoover Hole Conspiracy. Simon
Worthington and Bob Cheel's playfully zany mockumentary had
at its heart an idiosyncratic yet (until now) completely innocuous
feature of the school, which meant that at all times the quest of
the Chris Morris-cum-Jeremy Clarkson lead (played wonderfully by
Worthington) engendered nothing but hilarity. Throw in cameos
from Mr Andronov, Mr Ostrowicz, and Miss McMillan and you've got
a film of which the KES Film Festival 08 can feel proud.
Many people have said to me that this was the highlight of their
school year. May the tradition of the Classic Film Society's KES Film
Festival live long and prosper, and delight future generations as it
has this one.
James Eyre and Adam Townsend
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Socks: A World Record
fie Guinness Book of World Records says that
everyone is entitled to at least one silly idea in
their lifetime. Trying to break the world record
for the longest washing-line of socks was clearly one
of mine. The inspiration came while flicking through
the pages of a Christmas present. My attention was
drawn to a small photograph and caption - a line of
socks, only 1,3km long: the world record, and held by
the Germans! This surely could be bettered, provide an
end of term event never attempted before at KES and
raise some cash for the Cot Fund too!
But where do you start? How many socks do you
need to fill a line 1.3km long, let alone further this
distance? Where do all these socks come from? If we
went around every Pound shop in Birmingham would
we find enough line or pegs? How do you support a
continuous line to hang socks above the ground for
that distance? A small band of boys from Rem W (Ben
Taylor, Salman Razi, Dhruv Chauhan, Keerthi Kshatryn,
Krishan Venu-Gopal and Andrew Witcombe) offered
their help and the saga began. Having strung a line
across room 179 and calculated on average how many
socks were needed for a 2m stretch the reality of the
task ahead dawned upon us: to beat the 1289.8m
record by at least 1.5km, we would need over 24000
socks and pegs! Crumbs!
If every boy in the school brought in just 30 each
- easy! But would they? Do they even have 30 each? A
trawl through the internet, plus numerous e-mails and
phone calls, eventually led to Mustifa and a warehouse
in the back streets of Manchester. At Easter, Andrew
and I took the yellow school mini-bus to find the
gloomy cornucopia of sock heaven: we were met
by our very obliging host, who quickly got to work
hurling bin liners full of old stock from roof recesses
and corners even he had not ventured into for years.
Two hours later, the groaning minibus door just about
closed as we leaned hard against it. But did we have
enough?
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...the
reality of
the task
ahead
dawned
upon
us: to
beat the
1289.8m
record by
at least
1.5km,
we would
need over
24000
socks
and pegs! Three and a half weeks into term we knew we were
part way there - over 28000 socks towered over us
Crumbs!" from
the benches of the Aldus lab. Next - the pegs.
//

Even if we stripped out every store in Birmingham
we would never find enough. To the rescue: a firm in
London and a manufacturing plant in Wellingborough.
The yellow mini-bus and Half Term were put to good
use again. Just the line left. Another internet search
yielded a manufacturer in Bolton and a 2.8km reel of
washing line.
Trials by the greenhouse (and the odd look from
passers-by) and encouragement from the Deputy
Chief Master ("I hope you know what you are doing!")
spurred us on. Letters to all boys in the school, emails to the BBC ('Dear Nick and Suzanne, do you ever

wonder what happened to all those lost socks when
you put two into the tumble dryer but only one comes
out...?'), a press release by Mrs Philips and we were
nearly there. All we needed were 2 days of good luck
and dry weather....
Wednesday arrived, our day to set up the line. So did
the rain. Not just a little, but a constant downpour. All
day! My admiration for a bedraggled Rem W cannot be
expressed. Only 780 canes and electric-fence posts, to
erect in 32 lines exactly 49m long and 1m apart. Then
to stretch and tension the washing line to support the
socks but not collapse under the weight: we had only
tested dry socks; would it work if they were soaking
wet?
On Thursday Ben and Dhruv were already out there
putting things right as I ventured outside at 8:30am. A
quick issue of instructions and a prayer to the big man
in the sky who controls the rain tap, and we were off.
Slowly. Then it seemed all hell let loose. Even before
all the socks had been brought from the bowels of
the science department out to the field, two camera
crews and a photographer were pushing microphones
in our direction. Our two official witnesses arrived (Dr
Stephen Publicoverfrom Birmingham University and
Shirley Lancaster from KEHS), followed by yet another
camera crew. A phone was thrust into my hand:'It's
Five Live, they want to do an interview'. Then BBC WM
were asking for two boys for a studio interview for the
afternoon, if we were successful. But the socks still
had to be hung. With only 15 boys allowed at any one
time to put up the socks, progress seemed slow. The
BBC wanted a live broadcast for the 1:30pm local news.
Our estimated completion time of 11:30am was long
gone. But by 2:20pm success was ours; the flag erected
at the current record mark was passed and, subject to
ratification from Guinness, we were the new record
holders. A 4:20pm finish saw us reach 1.553km with
22703 socks suspended. Another interview on Five Live
at 6:55pm, and our exhausting record breaking day was
complete.
Funds of over £1000 were raised for Cot Fund; we
achieved an end of term event which the whole form
will never forget, a new world record for the school,
and more exposure in the papers, internet and TV than
most people will ever achieve (we even made it onto
CBBC website and Newsround\). Perhaps the abiding
memory, however, will be the spectacle of the socks
themselves strung out across South Field, described by
some as reminiscent of Nepalese prayer flags,: a very
colourful tribute to the hard work of Rem W fluttering
in the breeze.
DMW
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The Price of Freedom
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t started in 1994 when two young boys, Elliot and Zander Weaver, stumbled across
an old Bolex camera in their cellar. Over the next few years the boys gained copious
experience through making a constant stream of short films. Scripting stories, directing

mates and operating the cameras grew into a passion for movie making. A name...at three

and five our imaginations didn't stretch much further than Elli(ot) and (Z)ander - we stuck
them together and Elliander Pictures was born.
Fourteen years on, not much has changed; sure, we have grown a little, but the
passion still remains and the name has stuck. My brother left KES three years ago and has
accelerated Elliander Pictures' productivity: it has been a promising year for us, jumping
from project to project, clambering our way up the ladder.
For last year's senior production of Romeo and Juliet, we were asked to produce a short,
promotional trailer. We got to work collaborating, storyboarding and scripting our ideas
before organising a shoot date. One cold day in Digbeth, a couple of evenings in the Drama
Studio and around twenty hours of editing all came together to produce a two-minute,
blockbuster-style trailer that was shown to both KES and KEHS during assembly. It went
down well.
One of our current projects is a promotional video for the school itself. Over the past few
months sports fixtures, musical performances, lessons and interviews have been recorded,
but nothing could top the experience we had on Monday 29th of September. On that day we
were scheduled to hire a helicopter in order to obtain aerial shots of the site. After six years
of being at this school, it was surreal to be circling 2000 feet above it. The students on the
ground were looking to the skies as we came in on our approach to land on the South Field.
We hovered over the rugby pitches before launching into a steep climb, swooping up and
over the main drive. It was an experience that I will certainly never forget.
For the past few years, we have been working on a 30min film set during the First
World War. The story follows an individual soldier through the horrors of trench warfare
and uses the emotive poetry from many well known war poets to evoke and express the
highs and lows of a soldier's life. We recently wrapped the film, with our final shoot date
in September. Ahead lies the post production stage: music composition, editing, and
distribution.
Although an incredibly long project, I feel it has taught us many valuable lessons (avoid
period dramas for one!): we have learned to work with a full cast and crew, to collaborate
with local groups such as the Birmingham Pals re-enactment group, to source out locations
in and around Birmingham; one search took us to the radio station of BBC Hereford and
Worcester in an attempt to locate a poppy field. Cold winter nights spent in trenches, warm
summer evenings in poppy fields and early spring mornings in 1918 medical camps will
come together to create a film with meaning and, hopefully, success.
Running parallel with our other projects, we have been producing music videos for local
bands. We started over a year ago and have already produced several music videos. We are
currently working with T4's Mobile Act Unsigned winners Envy and Other Sins as well as solo
artist Joe Allen. Not only are these projects fast, fresh and exciting but they are allowing us
to work together with other creative artists to produce exciting results.
On completion of The Price of Freedom we hope to distribute it around the world via
numerous film festivals, showcasing our interest in the industry. As for the future, my
brother and I hope one day to work in the feature film industry as directors, and, given our
current rate of progress, I would like to think that day won't be too far off, especially as we
are currently developing a feature-length script. To say I am excited about my future is an
enormous understatement, and I am grateful for the support every step of the way of our
parents, without whom we would have been halted at the first hurdle. I, like my brother,
intend not to go to university, a controversial decision to make in a school like KES. We are
taking a risk, we are burning bridges: we cannot go back, we must only advance towards
our dream or we will fail. The future looks bright for Elliander Pictures. Keep your eye on
the silver screen.
Zander Weaver

Design a train station, a 500 space park & ride and a reinforced concrete culvert. How hard can that be?
ith seven new and eager recruits for the Engineering
Education Scheme, the Design and Technology Block
was woken from its Friday afternoon slumber. Our extra
large team (compared to the usual 3 or 4) called for an extra large
project - and we got it.
The project was a real-life one that was already being worked
on by the professionals, Mott MacDonald (our sponsors), as we
spoke. It was a project that we could relate to, in that we'd all seen
a train station and a car park in use, and we might have even seen
a concrete culvert before (given that we knew what one was).
However, it would take many hours of research before we began to
have an inkling of how to design them.
Though I can't quite remember, I'm sure that before this I'd never
considered park & ride traffic flow or parking space measurements
before. At the outset, Oily Mitchell and Ben Walpole couldn't tell
their concrete from their cement; Simon Worthington didn't know
his horizontal earth pressure from his vertical live loads; Matt Howes
and James Buckley didn't know their bus-stops from their street
lamps. Our visit to Worcester Park & Ride was the first time any of
us had thought about where the CCTV cameras are placed in a car
park. The only expert proved to be Stuart Blake, who came with
an apparently innate knowledge of aggregates and other building
materials.
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As a team, we had to be organised. Co-operative work can be so
much more difficult. Sure, you can share the ideas and potentially
multiply the amount of work done (yeah right!), but what if you
don't agree on those ideas? And how do you make sure people do
the work they were supposed to? We dealt with the challenge quite

well: a rota allotted each person a turn at being project manager,
which mysteriously included someone being given the job only
throughout the Christmas holidays. We collaborated by making
presentations to each other and used smartboards to brainstorm
ideas in meetings.
Sometime in December, we participated in a residential at
Birmingham University in order to use their facilities to help our
project, attend some lectures and experience university life. Given
that the university is just across the road, we didn't exactly expect
an eye-opener into student life, but we got an insight into the
Engineering Department and enjoyed ourselves nonetheless.
In addition, using the Engineering Department's equipment
allowed us to make a perfectly decent reinforced concrete beam
with the aim of crumbling it to pieces in order to investigate the
forces required to break a beam. It turns out that a reinforced
concrete beam takes a load 15 times larger than one without
reinforcement. This amazing difference, provided by only a small
wire frame embedded in the concrete, is what allows the giant
structures of today to stay up.
After months of toil and struggle, our project came to completion.
A few of the early hours of the morning were donated to finishing
off work as we collated the designs, computer models and other
prototypes we'd made to show off our efforts. As prompted, Stuart
Blake took a giant box of tarmac out of his car and we were ready for
the Presentation and Assessment day. Overall, it was a great success
and an achievement to be proud of.
Ismail Akram
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Duke of Edinburgh Award Overview
his year has been one of high ambition and outstanding
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success, with record numbers of participants at all levels and

the highest numbers in the entire region completing the

award at Bronze and Gold.
At a recent Gold Award Presentation at St James's Palace (detailed
in the article after this one) a record number of nineteen candidates

were invited from Birmingham, of w h o m no less than fourteen were
from King Edward's! This is a remarkable achievement of which all
concerned should be very proud indeed, t h o u g h especially Craig
Storey, our Gold co-ordinator, and Trevor Collins, w h o supports
Craig on all the expeditions and willingly accompanied our team

of those w h o enrolled last year at Bronze, have now successfully
completed all four sections to gain their badges, and over half have
now embarked on the next stage by recently completing the three
day Silver expedition!
I owe particular thanks to my invaluable staff, Messrs Connor
and Storey, for running the Silver and Gold sections respectively;
to the following staff for volunteering to spend weekends away:
Messrs Dewar, Boardman, Balkham, Smith, Evans P, Evans J, Porter,
Brookes, Raynor, Collins, Ostrowicz, as well as Miss Sigston and Miss
Jones; and finally to Martin Jones and the team of assessors from
Adventureworks for their expertise on the practice and assessed
expeditions.

at the Palace. Such is the increasing popularity of the Award
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that even these numbers seem set to be exceeded in the near
future; recruitment will no doubt be boosted by the prospect of
completing the five day expedition abroad, in locations such as the
eastern Pyrenees, as twenty one students have this summer!
No less than ninety-two fourteen year old boys from this year's
Upper Middles have recently completed the Expedition section of
the Award, gaining accolades from the team of mountain leaders at

Duke of Edinburgh Scheme
Gold Presentation
had the honour of representing the school at the Duke of

Adventureworks for their high levels of navigational skills, camping

Edinburgh's Gold Award presentation at St James' Palace, London,

efficiency and teamwork. This represents the culmination of three

on the 7,h of May 2008. Thirteen KES boys have achieved Gold

separate treks and overnight camps made by each boy. First we

this year and five of them, Vishnu Aggarwal, Calum McKenzie-Ward,

trained locally in the chill winter half-light from November to March

Mark Woodward, Jamie Scott and Luke Bridge, were attending this

in the hills around North Worcestershire, using the school's o w n

presentation.

campsite at Andrew's Coppice. In May we descended on the Welsh
border town of Llangollen, following routes that criss-crossed

O n arrival at the Palace you g o through a number of police
security checks before entering the Tapestry Room for a VIP

the Offa's Dyke national long distance path, then camping on

reception. As Marshal to one of the two Midlands Groups, my duties

the slopes beneath the imposing limestone escarpments above

were to greet the recipients and their parents, supervise them and

the town. Finally in late June, full expedition rucksacks were once

help calm their nerves. After a Health and Safety brief from the

more donned by nearly three-quarters of the entire Upper Middle

Superintendent of Apartments, you move past the Blues and Royals

year group, w h o set out fully prepared for all that the Long M y n d

Band, w h o are playing merrily, to the armoury, where you collect

could challenge them with. Coping well with fair weather and

recipient group lists. Five rooms are used for the presentation: The

foul, restless nights and steep climbs, they combined research into

Thorne Room, the Entree Room, Queen Anne's Room, the Picture

chosen aspects of the historic and beautiful moorland landscape

Gallery and the Banquet Room. We were in the Entree Room, along

with the completion of each day's hike, without anyone getting

with five splendid pictures of George III and four of various admirals.

seriously lost or demoralised. Full of pride in their achievements so
far, the majority are already well underway with the three remaining

His Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh entered our room at
11.40 and was introduced to me. We had a brief chat about the

sections of the Award, engaged in a very broad selection of Service

old days and how many of the recipients were from KES. HRH was

activities, Skills, and Physical Recreation.

very relaxed with the young people, and asked many questions,

The firm foundations laid at Bronze have in the past made for a

particularly about their expedition locations. He addressed the

smooth transition to Silver, though this year the strict enforcement

parents to find out whether any of them had received the Gold

of rules regarding recruitment age has stalled this progression

Award: no-one had. When HRH moved on to the next room, his

for some. Nevertheless, fifty-eight boys, amounting to over 7 0 %

equerry handed me the Gold Award Certificates for the presentation
itself, and the official photographer took a group
photo of the recipients with their presenter.
Our presenter, Phil Brown, a Relay Gold Medallist
at the Seoul 1988 Olympics and now Regional
Director for the Midlands D of E, gave a very
stirring speech on team work, achievement and
loyalty. As I read out the names, each recipient
came forward to receive his or her certificate from
Phil Brown. That ended the formalities, which
left everyone with time to view the other palace
presentation rooms before going our separate
ways. M y last words to all the boys w h o are doing,
or are thinking of doing, the Duke of Edinburgh
Award Scheme are:'finish it'. The expressions of
pride and achievement on the faces of everyone
there, myself included, made clear that it is well
worth the effort of going for gold.
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Following the traumatic times of GCSE exams, the Fifth form boys head for a week or two of work experience. They have to
arrange these placements themselves and end up in a wide variety of companies and organisations across the region. It is
obvious that, for many, this becomes one of the highlights of the year. Each boy completes a diary and these reveal tales of
real achievement, learning, and enjoyment. Here are extracts from a few..
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Work Experience at the United Nations in Geneva
truggling to find work experience, as we all do, I typed "foreign and
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work experience" into Google. Lo and behold, a trip to the United
Nations in Geneva came up, for 16-18 year olds with Edexcel. I

applied and, a few weeks later, found myself joining about 30 pupils from

five schools in the UK.
O n arrival at the UN headquarters in Switzerland, we were issued with
ID badges which allowed us access to the entire UN complex, including
related organisations such as the Red Cross. We had a daily programme
of presentations by member organisations. Over the course of the week
we heard from eleven different organisations, including CITES (trade in
exotic species), UNICEF, the UN committee for disarmament and the World
Meteorological Society. These meetings ran for approximately an hour and
a half, and the majority of the time was taken up with questions.
The presentation about the UN committee for disarmament was my
favourite talk. It was given by a former nuclear fighter pilot from Finland.
He had, like a lot of people in the UN, an interesting background (the
presentation from CITES was conducted by a former poacher turned
conservationist!). The Finn discussed with us the tensions between
Israel and the Middle East, India and Pakistan, including each country's
nuclear ambitions. He revealed that there are e n o u g h nuclear weapons
in existence to destroy the world 20,000 times over a n d that the b o m b
which destroyed Hiroshima, the size of an entire room, can now be fitted
into a backpack. Although mildly frightening it was definitely inspiring. His
organisation had recently managed to get cluster b o m b s eradicated.
After lunch o n most days we met some of the staff in the garden of the ^ J S t
Palais des Nations, the home of the UN. We used various opening lines to
engage them in conversation and, surprisingly, they were all keen to chat
about their life and experiences. We met a man w h o was a very senior
figure in the world food program. One of his missions had been to visit
Cambodia after the fall of Pol Pot's regime. This was a period when the
Cambodian government, in his words, "attempted to take the country back
to time zero."They achieved this by murdering thousands and destroying
machinery. M a n y died of starvation. He told us that he had brought in
1,500 trucks of aid and couldn't get the grain off the boats quickly enough.
He had also had to bring in a small pipeline to provide fuel for the trucks.
We later met an interpreter who told us about the languages she spoke
(English, French, German, and 1 or 2 others). Most staff can speak several
foreign languages, a fact which underlines the basic importance of having
language skills in today's global society. There are 6 official languages
at the UN: English, French, Russian, Chinese, Spanish and Arabic. As an
interpreter, the lady we met is consistently translating as people speak,
and they need 2 people working on a shift. She had been assigned to
many different countries around the world such as Russia, Afghanistan
and France. It is apparently very tough work but rewarding. We also had a
number of fascinating visits to organisations outside the UN, one of which
was to CERN, just a few weeks before their "big b a n g " project.
The trip in which I took part runs every year and there are always places
available. Any other member of the school wishing to take part should talk
to either M r A s h or to me.
Hamish Robertson

"we were issued
with ID badges which.
allowed us access
to thejgntir^ UN
complex''^
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Work Experience - Solihull News

Work Experience - Land Rover and
Pinsent Masons

s the day went on I was also introduced to "second articles"
and sport articles. Seconds are around 200 words long
r i kand generally concern the'more important'topics, but
the amount of personal style that you can add to them is fairly
limited. In contrast, the sport articles were the ones that really
interested me. Instead of a simple press release, you had various
sheets about last weekend's results, fixtures, current standings
and so forth. As I am an avid sportsman, these articles really did
appeal to me. It was a chance to use all the sport cliches I had
picked up over the years, such as "it went down to the wire",
"cemented in relegation" and the like. I've always been interested
in sport and a chance to follow it as a career would attract me:
since sport is always so varied, so is the journalism.

nlike Land Rover, there is little contrast between the
different departments within Pinsent Masons. The
Pinsent Masons building, located in Colmore Row, is
dedicated to office space. The inside has a very comfortable
corporate feel with modern furniture, free Pinsent Masons pens
everywhere, and free drinks - which were all to my liking. The
legal services which the firm provides for its clients are separated
into a number of core sectors but the different office spaces and
departments are dictated by the different practice areas of law.
Hence, the only difference between the departments is the type
of law they are dealing with, and the nature of the work is very
similar (although I learned there were some subtle differences).
I found OTC (outsourcing, technology and commercial) the most
interesting department, as it dealt with the fascinating topics of
copyright and patenting, whilst my trainer on that day also gave
me the chance to experience the proper work of lawyers when
I had a go at drafting a letter to a foreign solicitors regarding a
terminated outsourcing contract. My first day was spent in the tax
department, which, I agree with the employees from the other
departments, is quite an acquired taste. Fortunately, the fact that
I spent each day in a different practice area allowed me to get a
general overview of the work done in each department and the
type of people found in each. However, Pinsent Masons differed
from Land Rover in that there were not such significant changes
in the nature of the work when moving between the different
departments.
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That afternoon I took on my first lead story. I was at first
overwhelmed, as it concerned England Rugby captain Martin
Corry! For the first time I had been given free rein, and I relished
the chance to add my own style to a piece. 'Lead articles' are
the most interesting articles to write because of this. However,
another aspect of journalism that I had to adapt myself to was the
deadlines. I could never spend very long on a single piece, simply
because I had to write a certain number of stories to meet the
deadline. This at first threw me because I always try to get as close
to perfection as possible in my work; but here, once or twice, I
found myself settling for "good enough" to simply finish the piece
in time. The deadline kept things interesting because it kept up
the pace, providing a constant challenge.
Rohith Sunkaraneni

James Wilkey
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or the eighth year running KES and KEHS Living History has stormed Tudor and
medieval buildings for the chance to talk to members of the public without fear or
favour. In addition to that, Mr Davies'organisation was put to the test when we (or
rather he) decided to arrange a trip to Denmark, the first time we have ventured abroad.
We began the year by celebrating St George's Day in Sandwell for a curious and surprisingly
interested local population. The rain dampened our tents but not our spirits and we, for a
variety of reasons, ended up looking after the birds of prey as well as our own display.
Our first main event of the year was Avoncroft. To fit in with the curious plans of the
organisers some of us were given the chance to make toy windmills - what fun, as the room
was very warm and not at all smoky, unlike the Merchant's House, our usual venue. In
addition to that we did our usual civilian and military displays when weather permitted. The
public were surprised by our'expertise'and one even started talking to us about university
choices - now, I'm only in the Rems but you have to dream young!
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Harvington Hall proved its usual welcoming and busy venue. On this occasion we divided
into recusant Catholics and pursuing Protestants. Gregory revealed himself to be a less than
closet Catholic and Mr D was arrested twice in half an hour, a personal best. The high point
was Josh declaring, under fierce questioning by an irate Captain, that not only had his father
died before his own birth but so had his mother.
The usual high point of the year, Cosmeston medieval village, turned into the same
rainswept swamp as usual. The rain was not as fierce, thank God, as last year's and we
received, according to rumour, a special cheer in the beer tent for sticking it out. Unlike the
pirates, who sailed away after a wet Saturday! But we made new friends and met some old
ones. The Hoplites gave us some good ideas for new knock down targets which have proved
very popular since.
We added a new venue to our collection: The Saracen's Head in Kings Norton. The Inn
and Grammar school was the winner of the very popular 2004 Restoration programme.
We attended on the opening day in the guise of woollen merchants and spent a very busy
day practising the arts of carding and spinning before a large and appreciative audience.
After that a few quiet hours were spent shooting in the beautiful grounds of Dudley castle,
practising our skill on the same site that archers had done some seven hundred years ago.
The end of term was especially busy, with Open Days at KES and KEHS to participate in and
two major school based events. The first one was the KES Medieval Day, which this year we
hosted alone, apart from the pleasant company of Mark Vance, medieval surgeon and old
companion at re-enactments. On the 9th July twenty two members of the Living History
Group travelled to Saltley school in Sandwell to present a Medieval Day to their Year 7 and 8
pupils. A medieval market place was set up in one courtyard whilst elsewhere in the school
displays of skill-at-arms and archery took place. This was the biggest event ever organised
by the Group at a school and was a tremendous success. The students at Saltley particularly
enjoyed the have-a-go archery and the opportunity to practise with medieval arms and
armour. Hopefully this will lead to further links between the Living History Group and the
History Department at Saltley.
Osterley Park was one of the nicest venues of the year and for most of the weekend it was
dry! Placed at the entrance, we were visited by everyone going in and leaving, and the furs
and spices proved great attractions as usual. The archery display went well and as usual we
metaphorically punched above our weight, or rather height, when compared to the adult
groups there.
The end of the year brought the group's first event in a foreign country. We did a ten day
stay in Europe's biggest and best centre for the recreation of the medieval period: The Danish
Medieval Centre. This was a good choice for a place to go to but the traditional weather of
Living History (storms, hail etc.) battered us for most of the week. Yet it did not downhearten
us, and the LHG spirit lived on! We were joined by some OE former members of the group,
whose experience and skills certainly helped us, and who enjoyed drinking into late hours
with the local Danes!
We hoped this year to have our very own trebuchet up and running, and hopefully by
Christmas this will be the case. The one and a half ton oak frame is completed, as is most
of the ironwork. Now we have to wait for the wood to settle and, with a little tinkering, we
should have a major new piece of kit to present to the public.
What does the future hold? A well equipped siege camp with trebuchet, crossbows and
mantlets and a fully-working kitchen should be ready for next year, and we will all soon be
learning to dance as well! With three more events before the end of the re-enactment season,
two Living History markets to visit, as well as training days and regular archery sessions, we
remain busy enough. Next year Denmark again?

Tom Fenton and Josh Boulton

Fifths

Overview

A

s the only Friday afternoon activity run by students, for
students, KES Leadership is unique. However, this is not KES
Leadership's only claim to fame: it is also currently the most

heavily subscribed Friday afternoon activity, and has been for the
last few years. The reason for this is that pupils not only learn the

he year started tentatively, with the new head of Fifths,

T

Mohammed Saquib, attempting to sell some new ideas to

our previously uncaring and boisterous year. Unfortunately,

his ethos was not welcomed by everyone and he was promptly

removed from his position, to take up a more behind-the-scenes

skills that constitute good leadership, but they do so whilst enjoying

role. Rumours started flying as to why this happened, with the

themselves during dynamic and innovative afternoons, in which

authorities insisting that it was a 'mutual separation'.

pupils may be required to: cross an "acid lake" (whilst blindfolded);

Nevertheless, in came the dynamic duo of James Allsopp and

film and edit a short movie; design a new school building and

Matt Hodgkinson.This sparked a new era of enthusiasm for our

present the idea to the school's bursar; or even cook to impress the

year, and brought us away from the dark and anarchic times of

school's head of catering!

the Fourths. Highlights included a cooking task in which meals

One of the major appeals of the option is the diversity it offers,
as illustrated by the above examples. This source of diversity comes
from the people that run the option: Sixth formers. Each generation
of Sixth formers injects new ideas and experiences into the option,
which means that it is continually evolving and, under the guidance
of the option's experienced teachers (Mr Roll, Miss McMillan, Mr
Spencer and Mr Smith), continually improving. Pupils may be using
the technologies of the 21st Century in one afternoon, and then
find themselves thrown back a century to the roots of leadership, in
games such as "Capture the Flag", the following week. Such variety,
and the freedom to choose the themes of afternoons, ensures Sixth
form teachers and pupils alike remain entertained throughout the
course of the year.
After a series of"taster"afternoons in the Upper Middles, many
pupils choose to enter the option in the Fourth form, where
they embark on a two-year journey during which they learn
the skills inherent to leading, the main two being teamwork
and communication. The Sixth form teachers devise afternoons
designed to teach pupils about these skills and their components,
and then to test the pupils' application of these skills. In the Fourth
form, the basic elements of the skills are taught, whilst in the Fifth
form, pupils are expected to use several skills in conjunction to
tackle more challenging and complex tasks. Pupils complete their
"Foundation Course" after two years of leadership, in which they are
taught the vital leadership skills, and are then taught how to teach
for a year, in the so-called "Transition Course", before ultimately
taking over the option for themselves and implementing their o w n
ideas and initiatives.
One of the most rewarding experiences for a Sixth former running
the option is to see groups not only succeed in activities that he
has devised, but to see them surpass his expectations and find new,
more efficient ways of completing the tasks he set. Fortunately, this
is more often the case than not, so Sixth formers gain a real sense
of achievement, as well as the sense of responsibility, from running
the option. Another key element of KES Leadership is the studentstudent relationship between Sixth formers and the pupils they are
teaching, whether they are Upper Middles or Divisions; the fact that
both the teachers and the pupils are fellow students means that
they can talk to one another almost as friends and offer feedback
and advice in a two-way process, so that the option can really
develop from both ends of the spectrum.
The teaching team of 2008/09 is looking forward to the
aforementioned experiences, and to fulfilling our goal of generating
the leaders of the future. With Rowan Khanna and Tom Elliott in
charge of the Divisions, Sandip Sangha leading the Fifths and Vivek
Shah running the Fourths, the option is in great hands and will
undoubtedly continue to progress as it has done over the last few
years. With residential expeditions now running for the Fifths and
Divisions, and new technologies available, KES Leadership will be
offering more to its pupils than ever before. The future of the option
is looking bright.
Nyma Sharifi

were made which can only be described as
«dynamite», and the "create your o w n sport"
afternoon. Unfortunately there was the odd
blip, such as when w e were instructed to
create some very unlikely catapults with
rather flimsy equipment: but such afternoons
were rare and far between.The dramatised
Introduction to each afternoon, often videobased, was often cringe-worthy but

filled

with such effort that they spurred us on to
leave our embarrassment behind and create

Rumours
Started flying
3S to why this
happened, with
authorities
jnsistin that it
"
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masterpieces such as the famous Hit Me Baby One More Time video,
our sixty-second adverts and our attempts at video games.
The afternoons were eventful, highly entertaining and have
helped us to improve our leadership skills. W e are all eagerly
anticipating what Heads of Divisions Rowan Khanna and Tom Elliott
have in store for us next year.
Sam Newton

Divisions

eadership in the Divisions year involves the notoriously tricky
transition from learning skills to preparing to teach them. The
days of enjoying afternoons of scheduled activity are gone,
and we suddenly have a whole new world of responsibility thrust
upon us.
Under the capable supervision of Phil Neale and LukeTisdale, we
began our journey towards eventual control of the entire Leadership
option. Their consistently lame banter proved endearing and helped
us to relax during the first few frantic afternoons of teaching, which
saw the maturity of our group skyrocket. Dynamic discussions
and enlightening exercises organised by Phil and Luke expanded
our understanding of what was expected from us. From the
outset the responsibility for organisation and
preparation fell to us, and,
although this prospect was
initially daunting, we soon
found that we were capable
of running a classroom of
oily adolescents with minimal
commotion.
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The afternoons prepared for
us by Phil and Luke included
pitching ideas for improvements
to the school to architectural
experts, as well as what seemed
like several hours worth of the
game 'Just a Minute'. The Leadership
Weekend (see the separate report ^
elsewhere in
Chronicle) also proved extremely successful, encouraging teamwork
and fostering competitive spirit. The group's rapport blossomed
over the course of the year as we learned from our mistakes, until
the point where we now stand as a mature and capable teaching
team.
Next year, with Nyma Sharifi in command, we will continue
to drive forward the school's most popular option. Although
exhausting at times, the year has been rewarding and has helped
us to develop skills which we will find eternally valuable. A great
enthusiasm for Leadership runs throughout our year group, and
we hope to transfer this fervour to those whom we will be teaching
in the coming year, enabling them to reap in turn
the benefits of Leadership that we have had the
advantage of receiving.
Hari Sharma

Fourths

n the afternoon of their first session of Leadership, the
new "leaderlings" were a bit shocked to discover that the
option actually involved some effort! However, by 3:30 that
afternoon, we were all eagerly anticipating our next dose of hard
graft and toil, having enjoyed our first real taste of Leadership so
much.
One thing that makes Leadership so great is the Sixth form
teachers. They organised each afternoon very admirably, to ensure
that everyone involved enjoyed them. James Eyre's jokes never
seemed to get old and every member of the team always had a
smile
| \ "i on his face. However, it was a tough year
* for them. Our year group seemed to be
split into two factions: the people who
\ enjoy trying to break each others' backs
on the South Field, and the people who
would rather be defeating goblins on
Runescape.
However, the Sixth formers
overcame this by splitting afternoons
into two sections, an indoor part and
an outdoor part, to accommodate
everyone's preferences. A perfect
example of this was our game of
"Capture the Balloons", a twist on
"Capture the Flag". James Wang's
cry of "Ohh noo!" when he heard the idea probably
epitomised the feelings of those in the room who did not enjoy the
physical aspect of the afternoons. Yet, in true Leadership fashion, the
Seniors had anticipated this and had incorporated a non-physical
task into the afternoon, in which team members solved anagrams
and answered general knowledge questions, in order to obtain as
many balloons as possible (which would later be defended). This
was the pattern for most afternoons and ensured everyone enjoyed
himself.
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I think that every single member of the Fourths learned
something new this year, whether it was how to become a better
speaker, how to motivate a team, or how to do synchronised
swimming! We are eagerly looking forward to next year.
James Mackay

Senior Debating
ow that the Senior Debating juggernaut had absorbed
up-and-coming star Greg Stacey and even the might of
Andrew Browning into its fold this year, it looked as though
the sky was the limit for KES Debaters. Indeed, there have been a
number of triumphs crowning this latest chapter in the ongoing
tale of organized political poison-spitting (all in the best of spirits, of
course).
The early signs, however, suggested that a particularly vindictive
Fate had an axe to grind, as the first round of the Cambridge
Union competition, at KES itself, saw the A-Team of Browning and
embittered veteran Tim Kiely bite the dust, whilst Adil Ahmed and
Tom Gammage on the B-Team fought bravely on to the Central Area
finals where they lost their qualifying place to Cheney. Journalistic
neutrality, of course, prevents me from saying anything about the
quality of the judging, though it does not prevent me from making
some particularly acidic hints in the right direction.Thankfully, a
more fortunate turn of events saw both teams pushed through to
the Central Area finals of the Oxford Union, with Kiely and Browning
even going on to represent the school in the hallowed halls of the
Oxford Union itself. And so it came to pass that, in the same building
wherein W.B. Yeats once declared his loyalty to Sinn Fein, Tim Kiely
sang the praises of a new humanitarian campaign,'Condoms for
World Peace', and Mr Stacey kindly took the time out to remind
the world that Hitler, it was universally known, did not have two
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testicles. The team went on to place 24th overall among some 500
speakers nationally.
However, the true triumph was reserved for the weekend
spent at Durham University, brutally shattering the tranquility of
this beautiful University city with the ear-splitting racket of four
teenagers pushing the limits of free expression. After taking a fourth
in their first, prepared motion, Kiely and Greg Stacey had their
'eureka' moment and, charged with righteous fury and a sudden
understanding of the mysterious entity known as'clash', powered
on with a string of further victories that managed to lift them to 18th
place, falling just short of a place in the semi-finals, whilst Ahmed
and Gammage also managed to make their mark with 44 ,h place
overall. As Old Edwardian and Durhamite Jamie Scott will testify,
KES left Durham with a fearsome reputation, as well as a bizarre
legacy of midnight conversation and verbal lunacy in the campus
accommodation (ask Adil).
And so, with a full year of accumulated experience and fresh
insight behind them, the KES Senior Debaters have honed their
savage debating instincts to an even sharper degree, ensuring that
when Browning and Ahmed finally coast away into the sunset of
their University careers they will leave a dynasty to continue a fine
tradition of sanctioned blasphemy and friendly fire breathing. And
long may it prosper.

Junior Schools Challenge 2008
chools Challenge has had a successful past few years at KES,
so our two teams were eager to carry on the tradition. We had
practised for many weeks and set off to RGS Worcester with
confidence. Luckily, the'A'and'B'teams were placed in different
qualifying groups and both won their first two matches very easily,
to progress to the semi-finals.
The'A'team, made up of Max Galla (captain),Tom Fenton,
Keerthi Kshatrya and Nick Bleasdale, were drawn against Queen
Mary's, whom Miss Bubb had warned us about weeks before the
competition. They were very quick, and we weren't aided by the
awkward buzzers we had to use.
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The 'B' team, Ryan Masad (captain), Sajeed Ali, Harry Allen and
Shakeel Choudhury seemed to be faring much better but were
narrowly beaten by only ten points by The Convent. We were then
told that a play-off had to take place to decide third and fourth
places: extremely unfortunately, and for the very first time ever, the
'B'team triumphed over the'A'.
Despite this, we all had a very enjoyable time practising and
playing, and I would recommend this activity for any quick-witted
Shells or Removes in the school.
Max Galla
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or the Shells, the Classical Plays are one of the most highly
anticipated events in the school calendar. Exciting props,
frantic rehearsals, thousands of sheets of script paper: all part
of the Classical Play experience!
Each form has to write, rehearse and perform a play based on a
set subject. This year, the Classics Department decided that the play
for 2008 was to be called "Caecilius Goes Underground". Work on
the plays began immediately, each form holding small meetings
about their script. Once the definitive versions of the plays had
been written, rehearsals began. As the five forms all wanted to win,
copies of the scripts were reverently guarded and locked away from
peeping eyes.
Go-
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karts, dog
costumes, guns,
electric guitars...
you name it, the

As the day of the performances drew near, final touches to
the performances were made, and last-minute rehearsals took
place, with the actors in full costume and make-up.The scale of
anticipation for the day of the performances even drew Sixthformers to watch the practices and to stare open-mouthed at the
vibrant costumes worn by the Shells.
Finally the day arrived. The Shells Classical Plays 2008. Frantic
boys scurried to and fro, staggering under the weight of bags of
costumes, props and assorted pieces of equipment. As the boys sat
nervously reading their scripts and fiddling with props, teachers
rounded up the last few latecomers and closed the door to begin
the contest.
One by one, Mr Dewar summoned forth the Shell forms. Every
form performed brilliantly, combining clever scripts, side-splitting
jokes, carefully prepared backdrops and, of course, endless
enthusiasm. Go-karts, dog costumes, guns, electric guitars... you
name it, the Classical Plays had it. There was even an inflatable raft!
Live music was also of an extremely high quality, with performances
on the violin, piano, oboe, cello and electric guitar. The boys
themselves composed most of the music played, which made the
musical aspects of each play all the more impressive.
Some of the highlights included a rapping
quizmaster, a Village Idiot, a chaplain downing
beers like no tomorrow and a lightsaber duel
between Hercules and Hades. These are just tasters
of the action from the Shells'Classical Plays!
Although all acted extremely well, there
ultimately had to be a winner. And in the end, with
the best computer-generated backdrops, great
acting and fantastic live music, the winner was
Shell A. Though the other Shells were disappointed,
they all had great fun and a lot of
laughs! All in all, it was a fantastic
project to work on, certainly
one of the highlights of the
year and something every
past or present Shell will never
forget!
James Kuo

Orchestral and Choral
Concert
his year's Choral and Orchestral Concert took place in the
newly refurbished Town Hall, the scene of many a School
Concert in years gone by. Conducted by Peter Bridle, the
Symphony Orchestra delighted the audience in the first half
with Berlioz' Overture: Le Corsaire, a dramatic orchestral piece of
outstanding string and woodwind parts, followed by Tchaikovsky's
well known, and descriptive Romeo and Juliet Fantasy Overture.
Having recovered from Romeo and Juliet's ill fated love story, the
Town Hall then resounded to an unexpected Fire Alarm, resulting in
the complete evacuation of the building before it could be judged
to have been a false alarm. After this diversion and with everyone
safely returned to their seats, The Choral Society, soloists and The
Haydn Orchestra directed by Martin Monks performed the Nelson
Mass. Mr Bridle played first violin and the vocal soloists included old
boy Robert Gardiner (tenor) and well-known local soprano Natalie
Clifton-Griffith. The Choral Society acquitted themselves proudly
after months of dedicated rehearsal.
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Hopefully the outstanding quality of musicianship demonstrated
in this concert bodes well for the future of School music.
Will Lapworth

Lunchtime Recitals
T h e KES Music department regularly holds magnificent
Christmas and summer concerts to showcase the school's
musical talent. Along with all of the efforts of the music staff,
these concerts are made possible by the outstanding musicians
KES nurtures. Lunchtime Recitals occur approximately three times
a term, on a Thursday lunchtime, and are designed to display
individual musicians to both the teachers and the student body.
The recitals give the performers a target to achieve, as
well as allowing them to gain experience performing to
a larger audience.
Admission to the recitals is free; at times the Music
department will accept performers from outside school

to come and share their talent and inspire younger players. Last
year, a percussion recital was given by Old Edwardian Matthew
Perry, who is the principal timpanist with the Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra. This proved to be a very popular recital and was aweinspiring for many pupils. Even the most'unmusical'of people can
come and enjoy a spectacle of contrasting melody, harmony and
rhythm on whichever instrument they
enjoy the most. Many thanks go out
to all of the performers in recitals
over the last year, as it has been
wonderful to hear and see the
musical repertoire of the school
shown off to such good effect.

-

Daniel King
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Chris.tmaa Concert
he run up to Christmas is always a jolly occasion at King
Edward's, and the peak of this Yuletide hysteria always arrives
in the form of the Adrian Boult Hall Christmas Concert: a
time for musicians to don their Santa hats, for the bands to try
their hands at some Christmas tunes, and for Peter Bridle to once
again attempt to kerb the enthusiasm of an excited audience
and transform it into a coherent rendition of The Twelve Days of
Christmas accompanied by the likes of the Symphony Orchestra.And
let's not forget the sheer excellence of each and every performance
over the two night double bill; something we have become
rather accustomed to. However, a new element was added to
the splendid familiarity of Christmas at KES this year,
something unseen before by a rather bemused
crowd .. .well, have you ever heard of a
musical saw?
Concert Band began
night one with the
heart-warming
Fireside Christmas
before heading
straight into a
rousing rendition of
Knightsbridge March.
A beautiful pair of
carols from the KEHS
Chamber Choir followed
with a complementary
and altogether more subtle
charm. Junior Swing Band, led
as ever by Martin Monks, has
always been a crowd pleaser (and
an extremely promising group
of musicians) and this year was no
exception; the jazzy Let it Snow! Let
it Snow! Let it Snow! brought with it a
particularly large portion of pizzazz! A
final number from the Chamber Choir
meant that it was the turn of Wind Band,
who never fail to outplay the previous year's
performance. Colonel Bogey March and A
Cartoon Christmas succeeding in bringing the
first half to a cheery close...
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It became apparent that this year's concert
was a whole new kettle of fish when, lo and
behold, the second half began with the Symphony
Orchestra...conducted by none other than Andrew
Browning. Where was Peter Bridle MBE, and why were
these disloyal musicians conforming to the baton of
an impostor (albeit an extremely musically talented
School Captain of an impostor...) instead of the great
man himself? These questions aside, Symphony Orchestra
were able to produce a truly emotional performance of
Land of the Mountain and the Flood with Andrew at the reins.
More choral work followed in the form of KES Choir, a very
talented group of boys, who fired off three enjoyable Christmas
numbers, rather setting the stage for the customary Symphony
Orchestra finale. If the audience thought they were just going to get
eleven pipers piping, ten lords a-leaping, nine ladies dancing, eight

maids a-milking, sev-...(you get my point) they were very much
mistaken. This year Santa was to arrive himself at the Adrian Boult.
Or to be precise, seven Santas. So much talk of the guy, and finally
an appearance.. .or seven. Yes, ladies and gentlemen, someone in
the Music School had been able to persuade seven of the teaching
intelligentsia to make a jolly and rosy-red public appearance. Did
you ever picture Claughton & Co (& Son) braving the stage in beards
and belts, blusher and big bellies, with voice and song? Why, Colin
Howard of the Design Technology even played the musical saw to
much deserved applause.
And the second night was by no means overshadowed. Concert
began the night this time with a duo of
Orchestra
Christmas favourites, White Christmas
and Winter Wonderland. KEHS Junior
Choir brought to the stage a
performance far from woolly with
Alleluia and the quirky Sheep,
Sheep, Sheep. The Brass Band, led
by none other than Phil Evans,
played superbly, followed in
quick succession by another
piece from the Concert
Orchestra. To bring the first
half to an end were the
Senior Swing Band. Now,
if Junior Swing Band
succeeded in getting
the whole crowd
foot tapping, then
the seniors got
them positively
riotous in their
seats. Put on a
Happy Face
was silky,
God rest
ye very
Merry
Men
was

jperb, and
Ifambo was quite
Tmply outrageous!
"And so to a second half performance
SFgely similar to the previous night's
5erformance (Santas and all), but with the addition of
Sn outstanding Choral Society (with a solo from Tom Lilburn),
'which ended the whole affair in style. In hindsight, we must ask
ourselves the question: what didn't we get from this year's concert?
What more could a school want than bags of musical talent, a host
of dedicated staff and organisers, an enthusiastic crowd and the
academic hierarchy dressed in rather an absurd fashion? Beats me.
James Shirley
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THE JUNIOR PRODUCTION

he Paris Opera. 1830. A world of Ballet, singing, fierce rivalry, comedy,
drama and, above all, excitement! This is what Mrs Herbert took on when
she decided to do Les Petits Rats as the Junior Production for 2008; this, a
large cast of eager and rather noisy juniors and a smaller number of seniors
(who were almost as noisy).
The production was originally meant to be reasonably small and modest,
but, in Mrs Herbert's own words, it 'snowballed' into something much, much
bigger: something, indeed, on the scale of several of the recent Senior
Productions.
The story focuses on the young Ballet dancer Mariette Dupre (Emily
Russell) and her mother, Louise (Helen Watkinson), and on Mariette's struggle
to become a prima ballerina following in the footsteps of her mother. Never
far from the surface, however, is the pain and bitterness of injustice, betrayal
and cruel fate: the Duke of Bordeaux, the opera's principal patron and notorious
womaniser, gained the love of the young prima ballerina, Louise, later heartlessly
abandoning her with a daughter, Mariette, thereby robbing her of her career, her
reputation and any means of financial or emotional support, forcing her to live on the
streets. Eventually she returns to Paris with her daughter, where the story may seem set
to repeat itself if Louise allows Mariette to follow her dream. The stage is then set for the
dramatic tale to evolve, told largely by the narrator and father figure of the play, Georges
Albert (George Hims), Mariette's mentor.
In a first for KES at least, the play featured a lot of dance, requiring Ballet, the real thing,
even from Boys! Special mentions must therefore go to Emily Russell and Imogen Brooke,
to Jamie Cutler, who also happens to be our Ballroom Dancing champion, and to James
Claughton for some superb, exhilarating individual performances on the dance floor.
Many of the juniors, who were the'Petits Rats'or trainee dancers of the piece, were also
heavily involved in the ballet and provided the audience with some stunning ensemble and
company dances and songs, reaching in the dizzy heights of the dazzling 'Cinderella ballet' a
truly memorable moment in school play history!
None of this would have been possible, of course, without our choreographer Mrs
Claughton, who worked tirelessly, from simply extracting movement from erstwhile
wooden poles with two left feet to producing the highest standards of ballet with the
soloists. What a triumph on her part and how lucky we are to have her: more in the future
please!
As for the principals, Helen Watkinson again excelled, with a beautiful, heartfelt solo
that gave us one of the highlights of the evening, together with her convincing dramatic
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portrayal as Mariette's damaged and over-protective mother. George Hims put in an
excellent performance as Albert the Narrator, opening the show with a poignant solo which
set the tone of the piece perfectly. Olivia O'Neill and Charlotte Merriam provided much
welcome relief with their comic double act.
The music, as we have come to expect of KE productions, was magnificently rehearsed and

V

conducted by Mr Monks. He did an excellent job, whipping about 50 untrained voices into
shape in the space of about six months. The orchestra were simply outstanding, throwing in
a bit of Strauss for good measure and producing an extremely professional, exciting sound
from this most challenging score. But that shouldn't have surprised us, with the likes of Mr
Bridle, John Garner and Andrew Browning in the line up.
The set and lighting were brilliantly designed by Miss Proops, and produced to her
exacting standards, perfectly capturing the spirit of the piece in dazzling whites and
greys. The biggest accolade, however, must go to Mrs Herbert, who worked tirelessly for six
months to ensure that the show would be stageworthy in time. I think she can add another
feather to her already full cap!
Finn Milton

ollowing the trauma of their A-level examinations, a band
of Sixth form schmucks returned to the hood to rehearse
and perform their own production of the gangland drama
Bugsy Malone. Rehearsals began in earnest while KEHS Hall
was transformed into Fat Sam's Grand Slam Speakeasy, with Izu
Chukwulobelu as Fat Sam Stacetto providing that authentic
hoodlum feel. Meanwhile his nemesis, Gaurav'Dandy Dan'Vohra,
led another gang of dumbums, terrorising the neighbourhood
with their new secret weapon, the splurge gun. David Benhamou's
Bugsy Malone impressed more than just Blousey and Mohammed
Saqib found his voice for a moving rendition of Tomorrow. One of
the many highlights of the evening was the comedy double act
by Keir Stewart and Danny Elphinston, who brought the house
down playing bumbling police investigators attempting to stem
the violence in the neighbourhood. Sir Ian Blair, eat your heart out.
Ci Yao's lightening-fisted Leroy Smith proved a knockout with the
audience and Kate Rawstron's raunchy Tallulah set Mr Evans'pulse
racing.
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Despite appearances, the real gangsters during the show were
the directors: Mayank Gupta and Rebecca Adams masterminded
the action magnificently, with John Garner and Andrew Browning
co-ordinating the singing and the band. After being screamed at
to "sing louder"and"aNNunciaTe more" the hardened actors were
ready to face the terrors of an audience of KES staff and pulled
off the performance of a lifetime. Completely produced by Sixth
formers, Bugsy Malone would not have worked without the tireless
work of lighting experts, stage managers, costume girls and
makeup artists, who created a splendid set and evoked the days of
Al Capone with tables at Fat Sam's Grand Slam Speakeasy for the
audience. "The best Syndicate Play ever,"according to some, it was
certainly a great success and reflected the years of experience with
Mrs Herbert and Miss Proops, who both deserve our hearty thanks
for the time that they have dedicated to us at King Edward's. The
final number sums up our gratitude to those staff who have made
KE Drama such a rave during our time here "You give a little love and it all comes back to you"
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nce again, the first week of December saw the annual
migration of KES musical talent to central Birmingham,

with struggling hordes of boys enduring the relentless

winter downpours (and traffic) to make it to St. Philip's. The noble
surroundings of the Cathedral were the setting for the usual day
of rehearsals, camaraderie and convenient excuses for missing

S

o where does one start with recalling the events which
occurred this year at the Residential Trip to Cleobury
Mortimer?The school's Symphony Orchestra and Choral

Society had to learn pieces in time for the March Concert in the

Town Hall. The orchestra was also rehearsing Tchaikovsky's Overture

double Maths after break, not to mention Mr Evans' particular

to Romeo & Juliet as well as The Corsair by Berlioz. Similarly, Choral

brand of Christmas patience, which this year produced a particularly

Society was rehearsing Haydn's Nelson Mass, a challenging piece
after the success of last year's African Sanctus. Getting to

memorable and inspired motivational cry of "Come on, gents,
wake up. It sounds like Camp Hill." At which point our Camp Hill

(

rehearsals was a particular challenge if you were in both

trumpeter, who had kindly lent us his services for the day, looked

ensembles. However, amongst the endless Noughts and

particularly (and perhaps justifiably) affronted.

Crosses games in the backs of our music manuscripts, every

Joking aside, despite its undeserved place as one of least wellknown events on the music calendar, the Carol Service continues
to hold a very special place in the musical life of King Edward's.
On this wintry night the KES Choir and assembled orchestra

member of the choir and orchestra knuckled down to
practice.
Saturday morning wasn't too great a start, as we had
endured three fire alarms in the middle of the night.

took full advantage of the opportunity to excel, the annual flow

Nonetheless, we still rehearsed, and were rewarded by

of lessons, prayers and hymns flowing into one harmonious

being allowed to race on the bouncy castle assault course.

celebration of KES musical talent and the spirit of the season.

This was actually a lot more fun than you might think it

From the indispensable Christmas helping of Rutter (how

would be. The highlight was when Mr Evans, recently

could you not?) to old favourites such as the rousing

appointed commander of the RAF Section, challenged

rendition of Hark! The Herald Angels Sing, it was all topped off

Mr Monks to a race. And the winner was...Mr Monks!

with an impressive, though somewhat alarming, impromptu

There was a slight delay to the traditional Saturday

rendition of the King Edward's School Song by former KES

night Barn Dance when Mr Bridle's bed suddenly

music teacher Mr John Pryer, and the service once again

appeared in the middle of the hall. (I wonder how

demonstrated its unique ability to create perfect harmony

that got there!) Mr Bridle removed it (with some

between celebration of musical talent and respectful

help) and the Barn Dance got underway. As usual, all

Christian worship.

the people who said "Oh God, why are we having a

And so with the unique Carol Service combination
of reassuringly seasonal repertoire, audience
participation, beautiful singing and many excellent

barn dance?" ended up having just as much fun as
everyone else.
On Sunday, after little or no sleep, both

readings from pupils and staff alike, the result was an

ensembles had final rehearsals for their respective

Advent spectacle to behold. Special mention must

pieces and there was even time for a few more

go to Nick Gateley, Dan King and Tom Lilburn for

traditional pranks. And so came an end to

their performance in Vaughan Williams' The Truth

another trip to Cleobury Mortimer, amid great

from Above (arranged specially for the occasion

expectations for next year's Sixth Form Pranks.

by Mr Evans), resonating from the back of the

A special thanks to everyone who came, and to

cathedral and catching a few of the back

all the staff who accompanied the trip. Bring on

rows off guard in the process; and to

Cleobury 2009!

Mrs Gardiner and her team, without
whom there would be no mulled
wine or mince pies. A n d of course
our thanks once again g o to Messrs
Evans, Monks, Bridle and Argust for
their hard work and endless patience
in honing the choir and orchestra
to an impeccably high standard to
which the sonorous acoustic of the
Cathedral did justice.
Mark Heath

Dileepa Nathavitharana

he decision this year to stage a play rather than a
musical was bound to make waves in the Senior Drama
pond. Even more so when the play happens to be one
of the most famous romantic tragedies in the history of the
language, put together by a man whom many literature
buffs regard with something approaching worship. Add
to that the fact that our directing duo of Miss Proops and
Mr Bartlett were planning on shifting said opus into the
turbulent atmosphere of the early 1980s, awash with Rubik's
cubes, hairspray, fake tan and those awful proto-mobiles
that seem to have been designed by the man behind the
Enigma computer, and you can understand the pressure
that the drama department was under to deliver in its latest
performance. And to do it all without personal microphones?
Madness! But boy, did they deliver...

T

For anyone doubting just how robust Shakespeare's
text really is, or the imaginative muscle of the directors,
all that was needed was a good dose of the atmospheric
prologue. After the beautifully orchestrated bustle of a
London street scene, with the eponymous hero and heroine
coming infuriatingly close to glimpses of one another in
the tangled intricacy of their personal lives, an argument
between Romeo and his first flame, Natalie Orr's Rosaline,
sends her storming away in tears. As Romeo gives chase,
inadvertently barges an old lady, laden down with shopping,
to the ground. Cue gasps of indignation and fright, people
stooping to help, a rushed spasm of apologies.... And
suddenly everything freezes. The stage is plunged into semidarkness, eerily illuminated in a tableau from behind. And
from out of this jarring interruption, from each of the cast in
turn....
"Two households, both alike in dignity
In fair Verona, where we lay our scene..."
Make no mistake people, this is drama. And all delivered to
the back of Big School, thanks to the ceaseless training of Mr
Bartlett, without even breaking a sweat. You know you're in
for something special.
With the focus this time on character development
rather than musical spectacle, the actors were given a
real opportunity to show off their ability. James Taft and
Beth Heaven were spellbinding in their roles as the tragic
couple, leaping between ferocious displays of passion and
touching, vulnerable closeness, especially during the stark,
intimately personal scenes that comprised the second half.
Friar Lawrence, transformed into a nervous, pitiable wreck of
humanity by Luke Murphy, was also a highlight, along with
Sarah Garrington's alternately hilarious and warmly human
Nurse. James Eyre's Prince gave a marvellous authority and
gravity to the role. And flexing their enmity across the lovers'
activities at every stage were the Capulets and Montagues
themselves, embodied as Simon Worthington and Allanah
Foster gave us the coarseness of the nouveaux-riches
Capulets while Tom Elliot and Elly Porter countered with the
Montagues' old-money affectations. Needless to say, the
earth-shattering violence between the two families gets its
due attention and plenty of spare blood capsules leaking all
over the stage, with Oily Mitchell's thuggish, skinhead Tybalt
butting heads (quite literally) with Tim Kiely's foppish, New
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Romantic Mercutio. This being an ensemble piece, it was also
ensured that Lauren Bostock, Joe Bunce, Phil Neale, Luke
Tisdale, Kristina Johansenn, Natalie Jones, James Cavanagh,
Mark Davies and James Travers got their chances to shine,
and did so.
More so than anything that has gone before, this was
a play that allowed the Drama Department to flex its
muscles with some serious drama. Granted, the trailer put
together by Elliot and Zander Weaver did a good deal to
raise expectations, but there was more to this play than the
theatrical flash and fire of that teasing spectacle. Everything
from the slow build of goodwill and fun in the first half,
catastrophically broken by the murders of Mercutio and
Tybalt and driven to its stark conclusion by the continuing
hatred, was executed with clarity and power. From the
terrifying moment when Prince fires his pistol into the air to
Tybalt's dying screams as a broken bottle enters his stomach,
and with all the poignancy and tenderness of the lovers'
interludes besides, there was always something to keep the
audience enthralled. Shocks, we are forever reminded, are no
bad thing, especially in the theatre.
I do not doubt that the Bard himself would have been
nodding in admiration from the gallery as Taft and Heaven
put their spin on his vision of doomed beauty. Another
worthy addition, then, to the repertoire of the school's
Drama department, a credit to all those who took part, and
something that has raised the bar for serious drama at KES/
KEHS. Come next year, bringing with it perhaps a return to
traditional musical theatre, meeting the standards set this
year will pose a challenge. Are we in for a scene resembling
the play's finale, with Montague promising to 'give thee
more' the next time round? We shall see...

Tim Kiely

he Summer Concert of 2008 was a special one, s i t hJee riotous interpretation of The Simpsons themetune, and
a breathtaking Summertime, with a solasdot-forHtnry
first to feature pieces involving practically every singerr
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on the trumpet. After this came the most talked
and instrumentalist in this school and our sister school,
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loudest spectacle seen yet in a KES/ KEHS
favourites Basin Street Blues, Louie, Louie,
concert,
just
beating
the assembled choirs' previous attempt.
and Woodchopper's Ball, swiftly followed by the boys of KES
Choir, who could give their lungs a rest after the exuberance Played by Symphony and Concert Orchestra along with
of Zadok with a beautiful rendition of Steal Away. Next up what could only be described by the programme as "Massed
j, Bands", Tchaikovsky's was an astounding show. Row upon row
was Brass Band, who played a first-rate set, including Kraken,
Abide With Me and Those Magnificent Men in their Flying of musicians filed onto the back of the stage to play in this
piece, and even the Living History lot managed to make their
Machines. The next two groups on showcased the schools'
mark, firing off volleys of shots from a balcony throughout
up and coming talent from the younger years: Wind Band
the
performance.
gave us an excellent Radetsky March, and the girls'Junior
4
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s I write this report (at the last minute, as usual)
on the CCF's 102 n d year, we are entering our
103 rd with over 200 cadets, the first time we
have gone over the 200 mark since we reduced from
five year groups to four. What is the secret of this
success? Hard to say - except that it is to do with the
commitment and leadership of staff and senior cadets
- but for some clues, read on!

A

Annual Inspection
It was the RAF's turn to inspect us this year, and the
salute was taken by Air Commodore Ian Stewart, in
his first official event as Commandant Air Cadets. The
weather was kinder to us this year and the Contingent
put on its best show and mostly managed to march in
step. A good time was had by all. As well as the neverfailing old favourites of the South Field attack, the
RN's pool display, and the RAF's DIY obstacle course,
guests were treated to displays from two victorious
competition teams: drill that could put a twinkle even in
a guardsman's eye, and a first aid response to a realistic
road traffic accident scenario.

Training
All this is only possible because of the solid foundation
of week-by-week training which occurs in school and on
courses. On any Friday in term, there might be RN cadets
on the water at the reservoir and RAF cadets in the air
at Cosford. Cadets of any section may be exercising
tactically on Prior's Field, firing on the range, scaling
the climbing wall, meeting the challenge of command
tasks, undergoing training in weapon handling, first
aid, map reading, survival skills, orienteering, service
proficiency awards - the list is endless! And once you go
away with the CCF, the opportunities are even greater.
Since the last Chronicle, cadets have attended summer
camp at Weymouth (Army), RAF Cranwell, and the
Britannia Royal Naval College at Dartmouth. Expedition
Weekends have been organised for all cadets in the RN
Section at Nesscliff for adventurous training and at HMS

Bristol in Portsmouth for
water-based training and|
night navigation on the
Solent; the RAF Section
have been en masse
to Swynnerton and
Competitions
Nesscliff, playing box and
In fact victory has again been a feature of this year,
* vMmp
cox with the Army who
as our winning streak has continued. Directly after
has continued
visited the same training
the Inspection the tri-service shooting team again
areas in the reverse order. We have also taken cadets
wiped the floor with other CCFs at the Brigade Skill at
flying with both the RAF and the Royal Navy, gliding,
Arms Competition, rivalling the best of the ACFs and
kayaking and sailing on a regular basis, and have even
consolidating our reputation as the CCF to watch. Not
gone parachuting at RAF Weston on the Green. We
only can we shoot them, we can also mend them: first
have given fifty cadets try-dives in the swimming pool,
aid has continued to be a strength. Our first aiders have
arranged
Open Water SCUBA training and a diving
recorded victory at RAF regional and national level and
expedition to the South Coast; we have sent them on
were silver medallists in the CCF National Competition
winter mountain skills courses, trained them in first aid
at Sandhurst. This earned them a place in the Interand leadership skills, and guided them over Dartmoor in
Services in Scarborough, where they turned the tables
rather more pleasant conditions than usual. And to cap
on the national champions and emerged as top CCF.
it all, Gold Duke of Edinburgh training and qualifying
Sadly the team has now largely left us; there is a lot for
expeditions have taken place not only in the Brecon
our younger cadets to live up to, but they have started
Beacons and the Lake District, but also in the Pyrenees.
well. It was the RAF's year though: outright victory in the
Regional Ground Training Competition, with shields for
Thanks
shooting, first aid, and fitness, took us through to the
Of course, none of this could happen without the staff,
national finals at RAF Cranwell. Coming third overall, we
who
spend endless hours in planning, administration,
won the shooting and first Aid and gained the reward
risk
assessment,
booking and re-booking, and
of presentations and flights as guests of the prestigious
navigating
the
tortuous
obstacle course of military
Air Squadron Day at Cranwell. CWO Prathiba De Silva,
paperwork
different,
of
course, in each of the three
whose stentorian tones had drilled the Contingent
Services!
On
behalf
of
the
cadets, I can only offer my
at AGI, was presented with a De Havilland Flying
heartfelt
thanks
to
the
team,
who give so much time,
Foundation Medal - one of the highest awards which a
energy,
blood,
sweat,
and
commitment
to the CCF.
RAF cadet can achieve.
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n recent years, under the ever-watchful command of Lieutenant Leaver, the RN Section has
metamorphosed dramatically from the butt of inter-section banter and jocularity (an honour that
in more recent times has come to be bestowed on a certain more populous option) to a force to be
reckoned with, the envy of less fortunate sections with its plethora of extra-curricular opportunities
and mercifully relaxed attitude to haircuts and facial hair. All good reasons why this year, like several
previous ones, provided one of the most enjoyable experiences available on Friday afternoons.
A pity, then, that after being locked into Dartmoor and Cadre training for the best part of several
months with the rest of the Divisions, I missed some of the other activities that graced us earlier this
year (not least the yearly Expeditions Weekends, this time spent in the tender company of the Army
Section). But after emerging from my leadership training I was still able to have a rollicking time
putting together a fresh recruitment video for the Section, an activity that did, of course, involve
putting the younger recruits through all manner of typical mayhem for the benefit of the camera.
Our Fifths are adapting splendidly into just the kind of enthusiastic and dedicated youngsters whose
spirits the Army Section will take great pleasure in squashing next year. Likewise the Fourths are
suitably thrilled by their exposure to the Section in all its glory, from their initial ventures into sailing
and kayaking on Edgbaston Reservoir to the ignominy of having to carry plastic tubs filled with
freezing water across a precarious set of balancing beams while an older
V J* j r
boy buzzed around them with a video camera.
The year has been pleasantly free of tectonic shifts in
the structure of power or other major shake-ups, the
one notable and welcome exception being the
introduction of Mrs Putt into the merry fold
of the Royal Naval Section. Overall, then, it
"
seems that we have settled comfortably
'
JtZ&f"
'
into our new role as a major player
in ^
'
school CCF, and are quietly
continuing to move from strength
\
— t o
strength.
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Expeditions Weekend: HMS Bristol

Expeditions Weekend: Nescliffe

fter the long journey to Portsmouth, the cadets of
the RN section arrived on Whale Island, where Mess
12 awaited them. HMS Bristol was now home for two
nights. We all gathered in the operations room on our first
night and took part in a desert island situation task, which
starred characters such as a talking monkey and an Indian
leprechaun.
Early next morning, the Fourth year cadets set out across
a choppy Solent with the prospect of fish and chips in
Cowes. On the return leg, the baffling concepts of "port" and
"starboard" got the better of some of the cadets involved in
the rescue of a stranded yacht, causing them to attach the
rescue line to the wrong side of the boat and somewhat
damage it.
Meanwhile, the Fifth and Sixth formers visited the Royal
Marines Museum and then tried "airsofting" a combat
scenario game involving BB pellets fired from an automatic
weapon at 150 rounds per minute. This sounds scary, but I
assure you it's not the other boys you need be concerned
about: it's the marshals with their hi-tech, five hundred
pound ego-enhancers! We split into two teams and battled
against each other in a variety of different combat situations:
the highlight of the day was a round of cadets against
marshals. Exhausted after an interesting and full throttle day,
the cadets bedded down for the last night on the docked
HMS Bristol.
Next morning, bright and early again, we cleared our
mess and set off for HMS Victory, the famous ship on which
Admiral Nelson died on 21st October, 1805. Our enthusiastic
guide led us through the magnificent vessel, which took six
years to build at a cost of £65,000. He gave an interesting and
colourful account of life on board, and spent quite a chunk of
the tour mocking the French and Spanish visitors for being
"thumped" at Trafalgar.
A more modern museum followed, suitably named Action
Stations, which includes a helicopter simulator and rotating
climbing wall (rather like a vertical treadmill). All too soon, we
set off for home. The trip as a whole served well as a group
gelling exercise and gave us a real taste of life onboard ship,
as well as improving our marching!

or Royal Navy cadets the Nescliffe Army base was
undiscovered territory, so all of us, especially the
NCOs, had an adventure ahead of us. On arrival on the
base the usual admin was completed and each cadet was
assigned his bunk and provided with a very satisfactory hot
meal: however, we were not permitted to settle down too
comfortably. As the evening drew in, Mr Storey sent us off
in small groups into the wilderness on the north side of the
base. We were each given a points card and a strict time
limit, and raced round the forest, completing a challenging
orienteering cause.The fastest time was achieved by LS
Cutler, who admittedly deceived several poor IVths into
running in completely the wrong direction. On returning to
barracks, we were pleasantly surprised by the willingness of
cadets to settle down to an early night.
On the second day we were divided into groups to carry
out a variety of outdoor activities, including rock climbing,
hill walking, mountain biking and kayaking. Each of the
activities continued throughout the day with a short break
for lunch: participants returned with tales of adrenaline
rushes on the river and amusing accidents on the top of rock
faces. Once the sun had set, NCOs sent the recruits off in
four teams to accomplish missions at four separate stations.
Each group was made to practice stealth tactics between
stations. The stations consisted of a first aid situation, a
practical leadership task, a mental command task and a
stealth infiltration exercise. The night exercise concluded with
a game of "capture the glow stick and return it PO Clarke"
(whose concealment skills have yet to be fully recognised).
Once this task had been completed, a roll call again showed
a full house: it was clear by their weary faces that the cadets
had put their hearts into the exercises and, in several cases,
were ready to collapse.
The final day involved the efficiently carried out process of
packing and cleaning up ready for our departure. On behalf
of the whole Royal Navy section, I would like to say a big
"thank you"to our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant Leaver,
for, once again, providing us all with a highly enjoyable and
memorable weekend.
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Powerboating

Sports Course

n arriving at Plymouth Station, we felt slightly apprehensive
about the prospect of a week under military command. We
started to worry a little more when the first fellow-student
we met greeted us with a rather over-enthusiastic shout of "Oh my
God, were you at Band Camp?" Fortunately, as we saw more of the
cadets that we would be spending the week with, we realised that
we would be able to get along with the majority of them.
We spent the first night familiarising ourselves with the daily
routine at the naval base, which included the surprisingly fun
Cleaning Duty, and getting to know the rest of the group. We
quickly came to realise that there were quite a few characters,
including a "typical public school" chap named Redvers, who was
accompanied by an almost permanently drunk teacher who had
decided that rules were for sissies and that sleeping was much
better than teaching.
Perhaps the biggest character we came across during the week
was the leader and organiser, Derek. His favouritism towards the
girls on the course was blatant: he awarded Miss "I Love Band Camp"
a higher mark in her week ending Powerboat Test than any of the
boys, even though she managed to crash one of the larger boats,
at full speed and head first, into a jetty. This resulted in a serious leg
fracture for one of the other instructors.
»
The best parts of the boating week came w
we were let
loose with Tony, "Ex-Marines, Ex-Para", a lunatnfwn'o did not
seem to have any fear at all, and took us out racing
at full speed on choppy seas. We had a great week:
whether we were speeding down the c o a s l i A u s t
hanging out with our new friends in the scmshine,
there was never a dull moment. We have brought
home loads of great memories, stories and friends
from the week and we would strongly recommend the
course to anyone who likes thrills and meeting some ne
mates.

ver the summer I went on the Royal Navy Sports Course
based aboard HMS Bristol in Portsmouth. Over the week,
I took part in various activities, from conventional sports
such as football and tennis to less mainstream sports such as Danish
Longball. We had a chance to experience parts of Naval life, such
as living on a ship, and also a tour around the aircraft carrier HMS
Invincible, docked in Portsmouth harbour but soon to be sent back
into action in the Gulf. This tour was the highlight of the trip for me,
as it showed us what life is like on a working warship. During the
week we also went on a Royal Naval assault course, which was great
fun for everyone involved. I strongly advise the Sports Course as an
opportunity to try new and different sports, meet new people, and
above all, have fun!
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Cadre
will admit it was something of a jarring experience, being ripped
from the jovial atmosphere of the Navy Section and then told
very swiftly that, among other things, my hair was too long,
my boots were too short and you shouldn't be able to see my vest
(because real men, even in the Arctic conditions of the Parade
Ground in mid-December, never wear vests). Yes, being pitched
headfirst into life with the Army Section was a pretty demanding
feat of adaptation for myself and the other Navy Cadets, but at the
end of the day what we will remember it for is the refreshing slew of
new experiences it provided us with. Besides the change in drill and
sudden emphasis on short haircuts, that is.
Of course, we now had to familiarise ourselves with strange new
areas of military expertise, such as learning how to establish a camp
behind enemy lines and conduct covert reconnaissance operations
under cover of night. And there was the endless revision of the
'pepper-potting'system, taking a squad split into quarters and
executing the tried and tested 'section attack' on imaginary hordes
of terrorists and/or drug smugglers. With Major Collins in command,
we were introduced to areas of combat and battle technique that
were previously alien to us, as well as brushing up on our somewhat
rusty techniques for surviving in the wilderness. All the while
decked out in fetching DPM camouflage gear and, most excitingly
of all, carrying weapons (with blank rounds, of course).

I

All of these skills were put to the test in the most engaging and
stimulating way possible when we joined the Army Section for its
expedition to Nescliffe, spending an enjoyable weekend subjecting
ourselves to arduous physical training: the Army, remember, is
populated by real men who can scale sheer vertical surfaces, swing
from monkey bars and leap over 5 foot walls at running speed
without so much as breaking a sweat. We set up ambushes on
night-time scouting parties and, the following morning, suited up
to defend a deserted warehouse from a frenzied dawn raid. These
endeavours were all supremely rewarding pieces of adrenalinesoaked entertainment.
And, of course, there was the (in)famous weekend of hiking
across Dartmoor, some 50 or so kilometers, in varying states of fog,
hurricane wind and bitter frost, sometimes all at once. But, of course,
being real men, such dangers proved little more than an annoyance
(even if our blisters and inability to walk for days afterwards did
mean we were, ultimately, happy to see the back of the Expedition).
All in all, the Navy Cadre's term with the Army Section has been
a bold new venture for many of us into the mayhem of life in the
British Army, and one that, ultimately, we enjoyed thoroughly. Even
if I, for one, am relieved that I can finally begin to re-grow my locks
without fear of persecution.
POKiely
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he Army Section polished off a good first term
with a memorable win in the Inter-Section
competition, annihilating both the RAF and RN Sections
with consummate ease despite the slight embarrassment of Cadre
losing to both of the aforementioned sections in the tug of war
competition! There was little time to revel in our glory, due to the
combined Army and Royal Naval Cadre being put through their
paces on Dartmoor. Our potential NCOs showed their mettle,
slogging over the entire moor, renowned as the landscape on which
the Royal Marines earn their reputation for being the fittest and
toughest, in just two days.
The potential NCOs'good progress was mirrored throughout the
Section, with Connolly still exhibiting raw enthusiasm while also
mastering the skills of soldiering under the watchful eyes of the
Senior NCOs, Lt Sigston and WOI Storey. Likewise Vyse, no longer
rookies but seasoned and mature cadets, were raring to go at the
prospect of another Expeditions Weekend.
The Weekend was a resounding success and thanks must go to
all the staff, Army personnel and cadets that made it so. Connolly

and Vyse obtained enough intelligence during a night of skirmishes
to mount a decisive dawn raid on the enemy's base. With the enemy
eliminated, it was time for everyone to board the bus home and,
true to form, we all fell asleep within minutes.
The year finished with a flourish as all Sections put on a fine show
for the services'top brass, family and friends at the Annual General
Inspection. All platoons impressed, Cadre showing off leadership
and shooting skills, Connolly its camp prowess and Vyse its weapons
handling. To top it off, the Section once again turned the cricket
pitches into a battle ground; ducking, diving and shooting their way
to capture the enemy position.
We defended our title at the Skill at Arms
competition, once again bringing home an array
of silverware. With many other successes over
the course of the year, we have proven ourselves
to be one of the best cadet forces in the county
and hope to continue in this way in the years to
come.
Sgt Halton

™

Summer Camp: Chickerell

A

on the enemy position and in the early dawn's drizzle we moved
into position, awaiting sunrise. Smoke grenades exploded around

fter the customary stresses and challenges of ensuring w e
had the correct kit, 26 rather inexperienced Army cadets
set out for Chickerell Army Training Camp. Everyone was

consumed by a mixture of excitement and apprehension at what lay
ahead: however, this added to the sense of adventure.
Having settled into the best billets I've ever seen on an Army
Training Camp the Connolly cadets got their first taste of Army grub,
and after a brief introduction by Maj Collins to camp routine WOI
Storey decided to get us into the right frame of mind with a not so
short'short jog'and a game of football.
Our first full day began with the customary 0600 Reveille,
followed by a full breakfast. Our activities began with a very
enjoyable walk along the Jurassic coastline. The pace began to pick
up on Monday, where w e spent the day on the range firing the
cadet GP and Light Support Weapons with live 5.56 rounds. As if
we hadn't done enough shooting, the evening was also spent on
the ranges: we tried our hand at clay pigeon shooting, with varying
degrees of success.
The next action packed day began early when we were
introduced to the school who would be accompanying us on the
military exercises. Initially, integration was slow, however, during the
patrol harbour and tense

^^^

good friends

^ ^

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ were made from Lordswood

School. The

^^^^

supplied

^^^^^

reconnaissance patrols, several
reconnaissance patrols
us with information

us as the sun rose and 60 cadets opened fire with blank rounds.
Serving soldiers helped run the 36 hour exercise and were both
enlightening and informative, giving us a taste of what real action
would be like. As the adrenaline of the last few hours drained out of
our veins, extreme tiredness took over and most of the rest of the
day was spent in a state of semi-consciousness.
Having recovered, Thursday was spent at a local Royal Electrical
and Mechanical Engineers base where w e were instructed on
basic 'Naval stuff' such as rope work and knots. We used our newly
acquired skills to build our own rafts, which we subsequently raced.
Although none of them fell apart, there were several hairy moments
in the waves. After drying off, w e spent the evening on the ranges
practising our archery skills.
Regular soldiers took us rock climbing on Friday, followed, in the
afternoon, by kayaking. Most people ended up wet, regardless of
how good their balance was. The evening saw some questionable
'dancing'by some members of the Section in the end-of-week disco!
The final morning had come too soon for many of us. This
summer camp had comparatively few military-based experiences,
but it was still greatly enjoyable. Thanks go to Maj Collins, Lt Sigston,
and WOI Storey for making it

_

all possible.
Cdt Hoffman

Royal Air Force Section
here were a great many changes in the Royal Air Force Section
during 2007 - 2008, and early September was an incredibly
daunting time for me. We had the largest number of cadets
ever in the Section (85 in total), we were an Officer down and,
an even more daunting prospect, I was to become the Section
Commander! Looking back, however, it has been a wonderful year
for the RAF Section.
In summary, Expedition Weekends took place at Swynnerton
training area in September and Nesscliff in March; 36 cadets went
gliding in a Vigilant glider, 92 cadets flew a Grob tutor aircraft and
13 of us braved a solo parachute jump from 3,500ft! Scholarships
have been won in abundance, with 5 cadets havirjo completed
gliding scholarships. Cpl Lee completed a flying scholarship and
Cpl Wagstaff completed the Air Cadet Leadership Course. 17 cadets
attended summer camp at RAF Cranwell and, on top of all of the
above, we even had time for go karting!

T

result, we were invited to attend Air Squadron Day; a formal parade
and lunch followed by an afternoon of flying in unique aircraft. My
thanks go to the team for their incredible hard work over the year.
My thanks go also to this year's NCOs, particularly Cdt WO
De Silva, for their hard work and good humour, and to Fg Off
Howard for his knowledge, support and level headedness in the
section. Finally, I am pleased to welcome Pit Off Jenny Parkinson
into the RAF: however, after she was awarded second place in the
Initial Officer Training Course (out of all candidates during the year) I
feel I will, once again, be put through my paces.
Fit Lt Evans

The Section won the Area Competition, competing in 8 disciplines
against rival schools from Oxford to L i v e r p o o l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H
trophy has now returned to KES. Not only w e r e ^ P o H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
but we came first in Shooting, P.T. and First Aid. Unfortunate
due to the horizontal rain, the Drill competition had to take
place in a rather small hangar; but despite bumping into walls
during the routine, we came a respectable second place. A truly
momentous achievement of third place was secured in the National
Competition, our cadets coming first in Shooting and First Aid. As a

t

Air Cadet Leadership Course
n a cramped office at RAF Cranwell, nervous introductions were

I

made between me, 10 other Air Cadets and 2 Officers. "I've never

been on one of these courses and not had someone in my flight

sent home," announced the Flight Lieutenant to the flight in an

attempt to calm our nerves.
The timetable for the first day told us what to expect from the
week: Reveille at 0530, Fitness Training at 0600, followed by drill
and a 20km hike. I had prepared for the course, and my time of 7
minutes 50 for the run was adequate to avoid being sent home.
The hike provided the perfect opportunity to get to know the other
members of the flight. After this, the course picked up pace and my
initial sense of anxiety was replaced by real enjoyment as we got

The tasks took place in three phases of increasing difficulty across
four days during the week. Phases one and two took place close to
our barracks, but for phase three, we were marched across Cranwell
to pitch a small village of tents for ourselves and the officers to sleep
in for the next two days. This field exercise involved anight exercise,
orienteering and a marathon log run. Or at least it should have
done. Instead, monsoon season hit: we abandoned our orienteering
in the middle of a torrential thunderstorm and slunk back to the
barrack block, secretly glad to miss the log run!
The week ended with debriefs with our flight commanders, a
"social evening" at the base's bowling alley and, of course, a parade
in front of RAF Cranwell's iconic College Hall. I returned home, not
just with the task of adding 10 new friends on Facebook, but also
with new badges for my brassard and a great sense of pride.

stuck into Theory of Leadership lectures and command tasks.
lllllllllll

Cpl Wagstaff
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Gliding
uring the Easter holidays, Joe Bunce and I were fortunate

D

to attend a 10 day gliding scholarship course atTrenchard
Lines, Upavon. Having settled into our accommodation, we

reported to our first briefing and were issued with a formidable red

folder, which would have to be read and learnt during the course.
Normallya 10 day course would mean 10 glorious days of learning
to glide. Unfortunately, this was not the case. The weather was
particularly poor: the OC of the gliding squadron, known as
"The Boss", said that it was the worst weather for a course he
had ever seen in his "120 years of flying at Upavon"! In order
to fill all the time spent on the ground, the red folder was
read several times and many hours were spent watching
DVDs. More interestingly, however, we got the opportunity

Towards the end of the week we flew, in
conditions that were probably worse than the
legal limit: but we were getting desperate!
We were soon flying whole circuits from launch
to landing, learning to deal with mid-air stalls
and thermals. We both completed the
course, earning our blue wings.
Overall, despite the weather,
we had a very enjoyable time
and made many new friends.
Thanks go to Fit Lt Evans for
his help in organising our
scholarship.

to visit nearby bases and managed to see some Apache

CplEvans

helicopters.

we flew, in
conditions that

we^protailJIy
worsGjthamthe
legajjjmit^Dut
we were getting
desperate!

Go Karting

Summer Camp: RAF Cronwell

aving all convened at the go karting track, we were excited
by the prospect of a few gruelling hours that would test
our racing tactics and produce some friendly rivalry. It
didn't take long to realise that we had a demon racer in our midst
in the form of Fg Off Howard. Chaos ensued in the Grand Final, with
drivers crashing
continually,
resulting in the
leader board
changing
constantly. With
three laps to
go, following
Fg Off Howard's
disastrous
crash, Fit Sgt
Hanji was in the
lead. Despite
my being hot
on his heels,
Hanji received
the chequered flag, with third place being awarded to Fg Off
Howard. Rumour has it that he is already practising for next year.

he activities on Summer Camp were awesome: they included
flying; firing L98 rifles (with many marksman badges attained);
sorties on flight simulators; seeing the RAF Regiment Band
on parade; and also a visit to the most prestigious Officers' Mess
in the country. We visited the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight to
see WWII aircraft, and also
RAF Coningby to see the
latest in RAF aircraft: the
Eurofighter Typhoon. We
even saw an air display at
RAF Cranwell, including
a display by the Red
Arrows. The evenings
were taken up with laser
gun events (similar to
paintballing), bowling,
night exercises and go
karting. On the final night
we had a presentations
ceremony and disco
with Hereford Cathedral
School, during which many new friends were made. Sam Taylor was
awarded "Friendliest Guy on Camp", but the best award, "Best New
Recruit", was awarded to me. Many thanks to Fit Lt Evans, Fg Off
Howard and Sgn Ldr Raynor for an excellent camp.
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Cdr Syms- Wood
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Ground Training Competitions
team consisting of 14 elite KES RAF cadets took part
in the Ground Training Competition in late 2007. The
competition comprises marksmanship, aircraft recognition,
first aid, RAF knowledge, physical training, leadership tasks and drill.
I had been a member of the team for the last three years and we
had never yet qualified for the nationals. As a result, I vowed that
this year we would break this curse and at least reach the nationals.
At the regionals we came first in physical training, first aid and
fshooting, and second in drill. We won our regional competition, for
[the first time in 10 years, therefore qualifying forthe nationals!

A

The nationals were held at the picturesque RAF Cranwell. It was
evident, by looking at the other 11 teams, that the nationals would
be a real challenge, but this did not deter us. When the winners of
the events were announced, we found that we had won first aid and
shooting and had come third overall! Consequently, we were invited
to RAF Cranwell for Air Squadron Day. After talks from notable
members of the Air Squadron, including Marshal of the Royal Air
Force Sir Michael Beetham, we were given the opportunity to fly in a
variety of different aircraft.
This year's team has set the foundations for the future. It is up to
next year's team to build upon them.
CWODeSilval

4<HM<II y la
Cuando visite Barcelona por primera vez me quede
impresionado con la belleza arquitectonica de esa
ciudad. Me di cuenta de la importancia de todos sus
monumentos pero especialmente la basilica de la
Sagrada Familia. Entendi por que los Catalanes estan
tan orgullosos de esta obra ejemplar y, el por que de
su interes por acabarla.
Sin lugar a dudas la Sagrada Familia es arquitectonicamente la mejor expresion del
arte modernista creado por Gaudi'. Me atreveria a decir que es imposible entender
el estilo de esta basilica, sin conocer de cerca a su creador.
Gaudi' expresa su influencia naturalista y religiosa en cada uno de los detalles y
en el conjunto total de su obra. Para ilustrar este punto, basta admirar la fachada
de la basilica, donde se aprecia una de las escenas arti'sticamente mejor logradas,
"La Sagrada Familia": Maria, Jose y Jesus en honor a quienes la basilica lleva su
nombre.
Asi tambien, el interior y las otras fachadas de la obra, son un homenaje a esa
sensibilidad que el artista tenia por la naturaleza y las cosas sencillas.
Durante los ultimos anos la Sagrada Familia se ha visto amenazada por los planes
de construccion de un tunel de diez metros de grosor por donde pasaria el tren
de alta velocidad el AVE. No cabe duda que dicha construccion hubiera puesto en
alto riesgo los cimientos de la basilica. Gracias a las protestas y denuncias de los
diferentes grupos y asociaciones de apoyo, se logro parar ese plan de construccion.
Soy de la opinion que un monumento como la basilica debe ser protegido y
valorado por la belleza de arte que constituye.
Vale tambien mencionar que Barcelona posee muchas otras obras de Gaudi', todas
en diferentes barrios residenciales y comerciales. Personalmente, me encanta
el parque Guell porque me gusta la variedad de los mosaicos y esculturas de
serpientes en el ambiente natural del parque.
Aunque Gaudi' no vio terminada la basilica porque murio justo cuando apenas se
construi'an los cimientos, la construccion continuo aun en los duros anns treinta
pero, sin esperarlo, los pianos y maquetas originates de Gaudi'fueron destruidos por
los soldados de Franco. Sin embargo, es impresionante ver como la construccion
ha seguido.
Will Lapworth
M.L. Div
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No brotherhood so worthy in the smoke, the mirrors
And the curtains twisting closed
Need ask for the masks to fall.
I passed them in Victoria Square, the victims, bound,
Stopped at the mouth,
Stupefying blissfully
ignorant.
And I hunting, vain minutes, for the gag
Caught no red weals from intruding c o r d ^ ^
Nothing so crass!
And if the dreams are there for our i
Will they take the dreams next?
Oh trusting child, tliey are in your head already.
You can hear them breaking furniture,
Skulls and femurs with the dirty books in ornate cabinets.
It's done so they .need never tell
4
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From atop tha mountained dead. No mountains for the cjlorious dead.
And in the sky the Pantheon stands smiling, hiding under their banners
Waving with the red in the clouds, raining.
For once this year the Newsmen Lied;
They drowned them in the spirit tide.
Don't draw attention, don't make a fuss,
To the mouthing child being choked with words
Or the missing pictures from the gallery walls.
Even the fireworks are false,
Dragons,
frighting with false fire
But let the dying have their moment under the melting spotlight.
And the sweeping, drinking multitudes will beg for entertainment,
Shielding behind the glass and bodies
Where don't you know, the shots are never heard,
Nor cries for shelter lost, or bread,
Nor crack of bone arid brick beneath the caterpillar tread?
And the only saving act left is to frown, to keep defiant head bowed
And grope to shore from out the stillness of the madding crowd.
Tim Kiely
Eng Div
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Mit 82Millionen Menschen entspricht Deutschland nur 1,4% der
Welttfevolkerung. Marrtconnte deshalb denken, dass es zu Minimal ein Anteil
ist, lifn eine grtifte Rolle zu spieien. Die Fakten zeigen aber etwas anders.
Deutschland ist em Mitglied verschiedener^weltorganisationen. Die
Bundesrepublik Deutschland ist Grundun^smitglied der Europaischen Union
und tragt rund 22 Milliarden Euro pro Jamr bei. Das heiRt, dass Deutschland
der grdBte Beitragzahler ist. Seit 1 D e u t s c h l a n d Vollmitglied der
Vereinten Nationen. Mit seinen europaischen uWd anderen Partnern weltweit
setzt sich Deutschland fur Frieden, Dertiokratie und Menscftenrechte ein. /
Ich glaube, es ist sehr wichtig, dass alle Lander in der Welt die schwacheren
Lander schutzen.
Weltweit haben alle Menschen von wenigstens einem deutschen Namer
gehort: Siemens, Bosch, BMV, und so weiter. Deutsche Unternehmen
geniessen weltweit einen ausgezeichneten Ruf. Ihre Produkte geben
Qualitatssicherung. Sie stehen fur Innovation, Qualitat und technischen
Vorsprung. „Made in Germany" auf einem Produkt ist gleich einem
Qualitatssiegel. Dieser Ruf erklart ihren Exporterfolg. Deutschland ist
Exportweltmeister. Ihr Warenexportvolumen lag 2007 bei 969 Milliarden
Euro. Deutschlands wichtigste Handelspartner sind Frankreich (9,5%), USA
(8,7%) und Groftbrittanien (7,2%). Meiner Meinung nach ist das so, weil die
Arbeitnehmer sehr gute Qualifikationen haben.
Ich bin auch sehr froh zu sehen, dass Deutschland an vorderster yinie
des Umweltschutzes steht. Die erneuerbaren Energien kurbeln die
Exportwirtschaft an. Ich glaube es ist heutzutage sehr wichtig, eine Rolle in
diesem Bereich zu spieien. Ich habe Deutschland besucht und hatte schon
bemerkt, dass Recyceln dort sehr wichtig ist. Schon heute produzieren
deutsche Firmen jede drittd Solarzelle und jedes zweite Windrad weltweit.
Das Geschaft mit Sonne, Wind, Wasser und Biomasse ist ein Galrant fur
hohe Umsatze. Ohne Zweifel kann Deutschland international in der
Umweltindustrie eine Fiihrungsrolle einnehmen.
L
1
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Trotz Deutschlands traurige Geschichte mit dem zweiten Weltkrieg, hat das
Land gelernt, sich zu entwickeln. Mit der Wiedervereinigun^ im Jahr 1990
wurde die deutsche Frage gelost. Sie haben in der Wirtsch^ift Erfolg gefunden
Deutschland will diese Rolle halten aber muss auch weiterhin die Umwelt
schutzen.
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Alle sind sich dariiber einig, dass die
Kohlendioxidemissionen die Hauptursache der
(dleir U r ni w t c M s c m i t z Umweltverschmutzung sind. Diese Katastrophe
hat schon Ibeanstigende AusmaBe erreicht. Es ist aber nicht zu spat, diese
Schaden zu beseitigen. Ohne das, haben wir keine Chance in der Zukunft.
Deutschland hat schon manche Schritte in die richige Richtung unternommen.
PeiitscMffliTidiiiiimdl
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Nach Unter&ichungen produziert jeder Deutsche im Durchnitt fast 11 Tonnen
Kohlendioxid pro Jahr. Meistens kuflWTien diese Emissidnen von Transportmitteln,
Wfenn die Deutschen mit dem^fagen fahferi. Es ist klar, dass di
redilzrert werdeh sollen: Der Wagen muss in der Garag#WleiT>enu nd die Leute
solleW mit den offefitlichenTransportmittel faMflf. In viilen groBen Stadten in
elitschland, ist I s nicht mehr moglich^ratis in die Stadlftiitte zu fahren. Um
den Feinstaub in deRtuft zu reddfieren und die Luftqualitat zu verbessern
in der Stadtmitte mancher Stadte
muss am
Stadtstrand bleiben ^nd man muss mit dem Bus od^Pfriiit d l r StraBenbahn fahren.
Folglich sind die ve/scnie
den. Ohnediese
Schritte, wurden die Meftschen nidffmit dem Bus oder der BJhn fahren. Ich glaube,
es ist nicht so leicht, sich den Wagen abzugewohnen. Ich vers
schiitzen, aber manchmahasse ich mich von meinem VSf^fim^fVuto fahren, anstatt
vielleicht zu Full zu gehen.
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Ich habe zweimal Urlaub
Ha
in Deutschland gemacht und ich bin d
uddeutschlandVJ
mit der Bahn und dem Bus gefahren. Ich war immerfroh zu^sfffe^cTasFdiese j
["ransportmittel immer punktlich und sauber waWff! Es ist sehr wtchtig, weft nt^F
mespSnFSBfW Arbeitsplatzkommefh^ffTT Die Deutschen wissen, da%s sie sich auf
iliin,^
ihre offentlichen Verkehrsmittel v&llassen konnen. Man kann auch^ khen oder
Monatskarten kaufen, damit es billi^er ist.

B
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Es ist ein wichtiges Ziel der Linienfuhrungen, Energie effizient zu nu!
die Emissionen mit Hilfe geeign4ter Massnahmen kontinuierlich zu si ten:
haben deshalb eine neue Bahn gebaut: die Stadtbahn wiejn Hi
Bahn ist umweltfreundlicher, weifsie leichteT^lftfnH <3a?ist nicht allei LHannt
Stadtbahnen fahren mit Solarstrom und gewinnen Energie zuruck.
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Der Klimawandel wirkt sich deutlich
aufTiere und Pflanzen in Deutschland
d e r j g l c ) l ) c i t o r i IEt wvarimiiium^
aus. Pflanzen bluhen fruhen Wegen
Pe'iwtecMairii^tfflmJ^^^^^
dermildenTemperaturen denken m m
mancheTierarten, es sei Prufiling und
sie verlassen ihre sicheren Winterplatze. Das ist aber ein todlicher Irrtum. Wenn
der Winter wieder kommt, konnen sie leider nicht liberleben. Das ist schon1t>ei den
Maikafern passiert. „Nordsee wird Siidsee"tifelte efrfe Zeittfng in Suddeutschland
2005. In den letzten 42 Jahren hat sich die Non&e^um ein Grad erwarmt.
Heimische Arten wie Hummer und Kabeljau werdertin der Nordsee seltener.
lUed jtstwt
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HeiBt das aber, dass es schon zu spat ist, um diese SchadenziTbeseltigen? Ner
Ich bin der Ansicht, dass wir mit den richtigen Gegenrtiassnahmen die Umweft
schiitzen konnen. Emeuerbare Energiequellen sind die^inzige sinnvolle Alternative
zu fossilen Enefgletragern; das heiRt Bioenergie, Sonntnenergie, Wind und
Wasserkraft.
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Poesia Pobre
El mundo habla con frecuencia,
Y no ha olvidado
Sobre Colon, Colon de ningun pais,
Sobre todo excepto
Fa ma.
iVerdaderamente honorado!
Con bendiciones de los reyes
(y unos ti'tulos modestos,
'Gran Almirante de la Oceania
Y otros dijes) viajaba
En un mundo redondo
(Como todo el mundo sabe).
Y en sus ojos se habia quemado
Lo que estaba buscando,
Ricos en lenguas esperas
En la penumbra.
clln problema? Cuerpos vivos
Entre oro y el mar,
Y observaban a los conquistadores virtuosos
"iQue inconveniente!"
El ritmo colapso, como cuerpos,
Flojo
En otro idioma. Torpeza bruto.
Penumbra entre universos,
Entre las culturas.
iPero la sangre en el sol,
Banando la plata?

"Venice" Joe Kiff (6,h)

Mixed Media

"Birmingham"iew/sSyms-lVood(4' h )

"Self Portrait" Harrison Shaylor (Shell)

Engraving

Lino

Bestiary" Lewis Allen (UM)
Lino & collograph

" B i r m i n g h a m " Andy Hutt (4th)
Engraving

GCSE Joe Harrison (5"1)
Mixed Media

GCSE Aakash Patel (5,h)
Mixed Media

GCSE Gareth Davies (5,h)
Mixed Media

"Birmingham" Adrian Wong (4th)
Engraving

"Still-life" Aaron Hundle (Rem)
Tempra paint

"Still-life" David Kiff (4th)
Acrylic

"Still-life" Ryan Hughes (4,h)
Acrylic
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Language School in
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w a s m e t at

Barcelona's chaotic airport by a

X | | i representative from the Don Quijote language school,
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I

who whisked me away to meet the family with whom
I was to spend the week. I'd come to a sweltering
Barcelona not only to improve my Spanish, but to visit
this remarkable city and experience Spanish life first-

hand. Once I'd arrived and spent 10 or so minutes establishing
how to operate the rather old fashioned lift with my delightful
elderly hosts, I stumbled into "Cafe Jaime" across the street,
where I was greeted by "iQue pasa, hombre?" from a man I
guessed to be the cafe owner.
I was due at the school for 8 o'clock sharp on the first day
to take a rather laid-back grammar test so they could put me
into the appropriate class. I was told that the walk to the school
from where I was staying was only 10 minutes, which it would
have been if I hadn't walked cautiously along Gran Via de las
Cortes Catalanas (the main street running through Barcelona's
centre) with my map open in front of me. When I reached the
school, which was easily identifiable from the group of eager
non-Spaniards standing outside, I barely had a chance to walk
(in before I had started meeting and greeting people. This was
really what startled me from the word go about my week in
Spain: just how easy it was to meet interesting and friendly
people. All of my classes were in the afternoon and I took full
| advantage of this late start by either sleeping in each morning
i after a night out, or by looking around the city with my friends.
On my second morning, before my classes, we managed (thanks
to the fantastic Barcelona metro) to make our way to La Sagrada
^

Familia, Gaudi's still unfinished cathedral, followed by his Casa

•K

Batllo. All I could do was to stand and marvel at such incredible

^ H

pieces of architecture, although I must say that La Sagrada

• Familia is one of the strangest monuments I've seen, as it is
• completely filled with cranes and remains a work in progress to
Pthisday.
The teaching at the school was exceptional. Being taught
I

by native Spanish speakers in a class of strangers (of which I
> was always the youngest) was a completely new experience
for me. However, this didn't affect the dynamism of the classes
themselves. I find it hard to place what it was that made
the time whizz by in the school; to me the name "school"
didn't wholly fit, because it was nothing like school. It was a
completely different experience. There is nothing more difficult
{than trying to understand a Spanish idiomatic expression
(explained by a native Spaniard; this was something one just
(couldn't experience without going to Spain.
I

Barcelona is an extremely safe city, as my night-time ventures

with the school taught me. However, pick pocketing is a danger
tourists face and this was apparent on the famous "Rambla".
a Rambla is, apart from Passeig de Gracia, the main shopping
treet in Barcelona, but it is far more animated and exciting. All
I'll say is that it's impossible to get bored on La Rambla. I was
lucky enough to be on it whilst the market was in full flow. I
have never seen such a variety of foods before.
My week in Barcelona with Don Quijote was both rewarding
and memorable. Not only did my Spanish improve enormously,
Sbut the trip proved to be a great way to make new friends. In
^many ways, it was the experience of a lifetime.
Rowan Khanna

I a m neither a b i o l o g i s t n o r a g r e a t athlete, a n d the m o s t I h a v e ever d o n e that w o u l d c o n s t i t u t e
h a r d w o r k w o u l d p r o b a b l y b e t u r n i n g a particularly h e a v y p a g e in m y current b o o k . N e v e r t h e l e s s ,
I felt I o w e d it t o m y s e l f t o listen t o t h e voice o f m y a d v e n t u r o u s spirit b e f o r e it v a n i s h e d forever
a n d t a k e a d v a n t a g e o f t h e s c h o o l ' s trip t o M a d a g a s c a r . For a n y o n e w h o h a d s p e n t their c h i l d h o o d
e v e n i n g s g l u e d t o t h e latest D a v i d A t t e n b o r o u g h d o c u m e n t a r y , fervently w i s h i n g t h a t t h e y c o u l d
g l i m p s e s u c h w o n d e r s in t h e flesh, there really w a s n o alternative.

T

he expedition fell more or less into two'halves', terrestrial and marine, with our first two weeks spent
scurrying between the rainforest island of Nosy Mangabe, the sun-blasted dry forest near Ankarana National
Park and yet more lush rainforest nestled within a range of extinct volcanoes on Montagne d'Ambre. If
anyone is in any doubt about this repetition becoming boring, let me put their minds at rest right here and now:
we have essentially spent two weeks in one of the most unique habitats on the planet and getting face-to-face
with some of the rarest wildlife in the world, crammed together in such a frenzy of biodiversity that you are certain
to see something new and fascinating on more or less every walk. Let me give you an example, just for the sake
of perspective. On Nosy Mangabe, in between intermittent bouts of torrential rain that managed to turn even the
most durable of waterproofs into a soggy tissue within minutes, our dining cabin was regularly investigated by a
local troupe of white-fronted brown lemurs, who were so used to the presence of eco-tourists like ourselves that
they were quite content to hover on the beams just a few feet over our heads and even dive down after we had left
to hastily make off with a few stray bananas. Lemurs are rarer than a PhD in the Big Brother House, and here we had
them sitting on our breakfast table and cramming whole bananas down their gullets. Think about it.
Things only get more spectacular from here on. O n Nosy Mangabe alone we were shown trees bearing fruit
rally loaded with enough strychnine to induce a heart attack, and wildlife ranging from green-backed mantella
frogs to leaf-tailed geckos. There were even pods of humpback whales cruising in and out of the bay on occasion.
The rest of the terrestrial segment passed in similar style: be it stumbling around on our hands and knees trying to
catch some stubbornly elusive frogs in Forest Camp's nearby stream; sitting with praying mantises on their patient
vigils; or casting our binoculars eagerly skyward for, yes, yet more lemurs, making leaps from tree to tree that would
shame a comic-book superhero. For our keen resident birdwatcher, Mr Porter, things could scarcely have been
better. On Nosy Mangabe alone we must have seen more pygmy kingfishers than you could count, followed by

Forest sessions spent picking out yellow-billed kestrels and harrier hawks (or the awesome sight of a
swarm of giant fruit bats) against the harsh sky and, the crowning glory, Montagne d'Ambre's endemic
breed of rock thrush. For anyone who gets the wrong impression from lists of species names, suffice to
say they communicate very little unless you are lucky enough to be there, on the stop, enveloped in a
symphony of calls and colour. Or just listen to the excitement in JP's voice when he remembers
The last week of the trip, the'marine'segment, took place in one of the many calm inlets dotting the
bay around Diego Suarez, more specifically the deceptively named 'Manta Camp' (although whoever
was lucky enough to see said manta rays on one of his dives must currently be settling back into a life
in front of the fire with a good book, confident that his life is at last complete). Still, mantas or none,
you didn't really have much room to complain once you donned your diving gear and took to the bay's
local coral reef for a session of exploration. When pretty much everything you meet down there can
sting you, bite you or otherwise make your life extremely unpleasant if you get on the wrong side of it,
there's plenty of incentive to just sit back and let the eerie, otherworldly splendour of it all suck you in.
Lionfish, sea urchins, puffers and stingrays are all perfectly harmless, provided you keep your distance
and admire them from afar. And if you want a more convincing indication that you've absently
wandered into an episode of Blue Planet, just try being lucky enough, on your first dive, to come face to
ace with what must have been the most placid turtle in the sea, drifting along quite merrily with your
own party and seemingly unfazed by the stares of goggle-eyed wonder it was attracting. Between the
shimmering shoals of reef-fish, the crags of fire coral and, on one memorable occasion, a black-spotted
moray eel that looked like a cross between a Dalmatian and a medieval dragon lurking threateningly
just inside its hole, it's hard to say what you most miss when you finally realise that you're running out
of air and will have to return to the surface.
I'm willing to grant, it wasn't all roses. I did, for instance, get bitten no less than three times in the
first week alone: a trip record, I would think, and only once by a truly aggressive animal (ask around for
the truly humiliating story of my furious gumming at the hands of a gecko and a petree chameleon).
Some of the insect life was no treat either, particularly for a recovering arachnophobe: one of our party
was attacked (there is no other word for it) by a huntsman spider on Nosy Mangabe, while I awoke
one morning in Forest to be greeted by the charming spectacle of a wolf spider that had taken up

"...getting face-to-face with some of the rarest
wildlife in the world, crammed together in such
a frenzy of biodiversity that you are certain to
see something new and fascinating on more or
less every walk."

residence in my raincoat. The diet, between the ecstasies of zebu brochettes
and fried bananas we were treated to in Diego and Antananarivo, consisted
mostly of rice and beans. A n d I'm willing to wager tempers were frayed almost
to breaking point by the miles of trekking through m u d and rain outside
Maroansetra to get a glimpse of an elusive aye-aye.
But then reality suddenly hits home, and I realise how absurd it is to complain
about the sight of one of the rarest mammals on the planet in its natural
habitat. Or about the tedium of hunting through the leaf-litter on M o n t a g n e
d'Ambre for a glimpse of the brokesia minima, a chameleon no bigger than
one's thumbnail and the smallest reptile in the world. Even the receding bitemarks on my right index finger from my encounter with a local snake seem
more like m o m e n t o s than scars of some tropical misery. At the end of the day,
I have been offered what must surely constitute one of the great'once-in-alifetime' opportunities of this life: to travel to the other side of the world and be
brought face to face with a culture and environment that many of us may be
utterly oblivious to. A n d if y o u aren't excited by something like that, y o u need
your head examined. Preferably by a curious lemur.

T H E PARENTS ASSOCIATION TRAVEL SCHOL
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n r i y interest in Japan dates back to when I was a young boy watching Poxemon on early Saturday morning TV. This interest developed throughout
L y i my childhood and teenage years, all the while branching out to cover new areas of Japanese culture and history. It eventually came to a head
LjV-/Uat the age of 14 when I decided that I'd spend my Gap Year in Japan and so began to plan the trip, taking up Japanese as a language, hoarding
money away to fund the trip and reading up on any aspect of Japan that I could find. As the deadline got closer the preparations stepped up; an actual
plan was formed and I applied for (and luckily received) a Travel Scholarship, from the PTA, to help fund my trip. Finally the day arrived and I began the
gruelling 14hourplanejourneytotheLandoftheRisingSun.
V P
I was to spend three months in Japan. My original plan was to spend the first month
^ ^
at a Language School in the city of Okazaki, fine tuning my Japanese to help survive
p, . j L
the next two months of travelling around the country. But as with all good ones,
.
the plan changed almost constantly throughout the trip. My time spent at the
jfl^^^^M*
language school was a great amount of fun. My Japanese improved exponentially
^ B M ? >
and I made a lot of friends from all over the world, all sharing a common goal and
^^Hj1
j.
all with interesting tales to tell of what life is like in different countries. I found
' \
**
staying in a dormitory whilst studying to be another great experience. I learned
^ ^
\
,v ^ H
how to look after myself, how to cook, how to clean and just generally how to
survive by myself in a strange, unknown place. Given that I would be leaving for
lfc 11
University almost as soon as I returned home, I found it a great way to prepare

a - J S S ia J k ^ H * l / W

myselffor what is to come. In fact, I enjoyed my time at the Language school
so much that I extended my course by an extra three weeks, meaning a frantic
reorganising of schedules, hotels and flights.
Eventually, though, I did have to leave my new friends, my cosy dormitory and
my cheap, stable meals to begin my travelling. During the next five weeks I visited

R H f

Sapporo In the northernmost island of Hokkaido to Kyoto, Hiroshima and Tokyo
on the central island Kyushu, and then all the way to sweltering tropical Naha on

the small Island of Okinawa far to the south of the main islands. I visited dozens of

%

the most impressive shrines, temples and castles; I saw some of the most famous
landmarks in the country and even climbed Mt Fuji (though I didn't quite make it
to the summit). I saw and met many fantastic Japanese people, all of whomiwere
amazingly polite and friendly, including the old lady who followed me arou • t T T ' f " -

expensive and exhausting of my trip, yet I still had an amazing time and even

considering all the early mornings, late nights and lots of travelling, it was well
worth while. My learning at the language school proved Invaluable throughout my
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with at my previous language level.
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Finally, after what seemed like too short a time in some ways, yet too long in
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to trying to return some time
next year, when I hope to
w

complete the Mount Fuji climb,
I whole-heartedly recommend
A.
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to return

to getting home, back to'my
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— f r i e n d s , family and my own
bed, yet at the same tim? I
would have liked to stay longe^..
^
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home. I was looking forward
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travels as I often found myself in situations that I would not have been able to deal
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eighteen different cities all over the country for various periods of time, from frigid

supermarket singing Amazing Grace to me! These few weeks were by far
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<vgap year that incorporates a
few months of travel: you will

meet loads of great people, see
^^nmazing sights and come home
^ w i t h experiences and memories
that will stay with you for your
entire life.

Matthew While
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/ h e r e on earth, you might ask, has the

\ / \ / 9 r o u P decided to venture to now? And
V

V

what on earth is a Middelaldercentret? We

were in fact travelling to the Danish Middle Ages
Centre, on the small island of Falster, two hours
southeast of Copenhagen. A n d we didn't just fly
half-way round Europe to go to any old reenactors'settlement, we went because it
is the best medieval village in Europe: a
re-enactors' paradise.
Of course, the centre's reputation

and our campsite looked out over the small
harbour where the historic boats were moored.
So after settling in and pitching camp, the first
day dawned upon our adventure. After patching up
(or finishing!) our costumes we proceeded to acquaint
ourselves with the daily routine of the various displays;
the firing of huge stones from an even huger trebuchet,
the knights'tournament which put its British counterparts
to shame, and, most welcome of all, the
bread and pancakes freshly baked by
kindly Danes. Amongst the hordes

was in the back of our minds as we

of German tourists we discerned a

set off for Denmark, but we had not

few Danish visitors and (even more

yet seen the place with our o w n

surprisingly) a loveable gaggle of

eyes, or even set foot on Danish

geese which we soon warmed to

soil, so it is fair to say that we were

- even if they did try to eat our

fairly apprehensive. Costume

tents!

worries added to our problems:

As the days passed, we became

we boys had been making ours

more familiar with the centre

for most of the summer, and had

and its staff. We met Soren, the

discovered that the result of our

trebuchet master with amazing

handiwork was to be (amongst

facial hair; Kaare, the wonderfully

other garments) a bizarre medieval

polite manager who spoke

contrivance known as "split hose".

better English than we did; and

Fourteenth century folk, it appeared,

best of all Jakob, the beer-bellied

had got bored of trousers and instead

blacksmith who, in addition to

invented an odd combination of giant long

his somewhat earthy sense of

j o h n s - "braies"- and stockings to cover the

humour, was the only man in

lower half of the body. This was, needless to
say, rather perturbing.
However, as soon as we arrived things
began to look up. Erected on the side of
a fjord, the centre is remarkably beautiful,

Denmark able either to draw our
war bow, or to beat Mr Davies in
Ian arm wrestling contest (point
of information: in fact they
drew on both occasions they

wrestled, arid Jakob never drew the bow to the ear).
We rapidly became involved in the busy activities of the Centre.

our eyelids. Luckily,
visits to Copenhagen

We occupied the brand new, massive and red painted merchant's

interceded to give us

house with our various displays of furs, spinning, spices and

a rest and a chance

scrivening, whilst in our encampment we cooked, practised

to explore Denmark a

swordsmanship and used our mint to make g o o d English coin.

little more. Highlights

Every day we were involved in loading the trebuchet, walking

included visits to the

like hamsters inside the wheels that were used to load the largest

armouries, rowing

example, a copy of which resides in Warwick castle. Will, Josh

on the canals, and

and Cat were lucky e n o u g h to fire it; a sight that impressed even

drinking hot chocolate

the most hardened re-enactor, as large stone balls were hurled

in the Black Diamond.

hundreds of yards into the fjord, a distance only exceeded by

After a day or two

Mr Davies'bow when he shot against it on the last day.Three or

more at the centre,

four of us would then run the have-a-go archery where Mohini's

we realised that our

combination of French and German and Joe's height and reach were

time in Denmark was

especially useful. Later in the day we were busily involved in the

drawing to an end, and

joust as squires, flag sellers, (an excellent job done there by Josh

after packing up the

and Philippa) or guards controlling the numbers in the stands, as

minibus (to be driven

well as doing the essential and exhilarating task of setting up and

back again on the ferry

retrieving targets. Then we hurriedly set up our archery display,

by Mr Davies), jumping

shooting across the harbour, sometimes from the warship sheltering

into the fjord and celebrating Josh's birthday, it was time to depart.

there, recreating a historical scene that had not been witnessed

After giving presents and thanks to those w h o had made us so

for at least six hundred years. We brought a score of g o o d bows

welcome, we in turn received the thanks of the Centre and an open

and e n o u g h arrows to impress the visitors and even the other

invitation to return, either as individuals or as the Group: quite an

re-enactors. As the week progressed we took on more and more

accolade from the best regarded centre for historical recreation in

roles, duties and responsibilities around the site, making ourselves

Europe.

more than useful. Some found employment with Jakob in the forge

A hugely enjoyable (though exhausting!) time was had by all.

whilst others worked with Jelmer and Soren making rope. The

Many thanks g o to Mr Davies, Miss Burnett and especially Miss Asher

more nimble fingered practised medieval embroidery under expert

(not normally one of our number), as well as to Charlie Rowley, Peter

instruction and everyone spent some time learning skills from

Davies, Tom Davies and Ian Ingram (old members) for coming back

others in the group, such as scrivening or spinning.

to help out. We shall return!

The routine of hard work, short lunches and sleeping in tents
in foul weather led to a decline in energy that matched the fall of

Gregory Stacey

KES Alpine Club

I H I m i i - t e - I h u u i ^ n i n i g Sim
mem n
„ n

ut-to-hutting is a wonderfully low-tech way of spending time
in a spectacularly beautiful part of the world. It simply consists
of walking between strategically placed refuges which dot
the alpine landscape of France, Switzerland and beyond. These alpine
refuges vary from hotel-like accommodation to something more like
a bunk-house, but all of them provide a warm welcome after a day's
walking: some hearty food, maybe a shower, possibly an indoor loo,
" and usually a large communal sleeping area of crammed-together
1
bunk beds or mattresses on the floor. No tents, food or bedding are
.-required, so while rucksacks are needed these need not weigh more
! than 10kg; this is happy walking, not D of E!

n

The last week of the summer holidays saw the inaugural outing
J of the KES Alpine Club: twelve lads at the end of their 4th or 5th years
plus Mr Connor as the mountain guide and Mr O as the bloke at the
ack. The walk started and finished in the pretty French alpine town
of Chamonix and the six days' walking took us across the border into
Switzerland for three nights.
An early highlight was arriving, extremely hot and fairly tired, at the
Refuge du Lac Blanc at the end of the first day's walk. This white lake
looked particularly enticing and within minutes Mr O was looking for
a discrete place to have a dip, while the boys simply stripped to their
boxers and leapt in, much to the amusement of other walkers who
were sensibly sipping a beer at the end of a hard day. All the boys
swam the width of the lake and some swam back, too, though it is fair
to say that while they entered as men they got out as eunuchs - quite
simply this was the coldest water any of us had ever experienced. I
think if Mr Connor hadn't been 6'8" and in charge of our fate for the
next few days, we would have all teased him far more for not having
the courage to get in himself...
The third day of walking was another highlight, mainly because it
was such a monster of a day, the kind of day that, had you known the
extent of it at the start, you might not have begun at all. But it was
stunningly beautiful, through alpine woods and lovely meadows, up a
valley with a towering glacier ahead. But it was jolly hard work, too: so
very steep, and the jagged rocks of the Fenetre d'Arpette that marked
the end of the uphill stage remained stubbornly in the distance.
Finally we made it, after a vertical mile of ascent. What lay ahead was
a knee-knackering vertical kilometre of descent. At our refuge that
evening Mr Connor and Mr O supped beer from unfathomably large
glasses, unable to move, crippled and arthritic. But the lads downed a
quick Coke and, as became their custom throughout the trip, inflated a
rugby ball and went out into the meadow for an hour's touch rugby...

f

Mention must be made of the Albert Premiere Refuge, at 2706m
the highest hut we stayed at and another vertical mile to get to it. It
marked the end of possibly the loveliest day's walk, and not simply
because there was no downhill, but because of the variety of the
walking - rivers, meadows, forest, rocks, glacial moraine, and stunning
views of the toweringly gorgeous Mont Blanc in the distance. The
Albert Premiere is a proper mountaineers' hut and looks out over the
du Tour glacier as well as the Aiguille Vert and Aiguille Chardonnay.
The lack of showers and the old fashioned French toilets caused a
certain consternation amongst the lads, but this was nevertheless a
yery special place. Sitting outside, all watching the sun go down, a
little mellow music emanating from the odd iPod, was a lovely way to
close the day.
Every day had many highlights - it really was a very fine trip indeed. «
But for me, one of the best aspects was the lads themselves - you
would be hard pressed to find a better group than Alex Bion, David
Browning, Will Divall, Mike East, Kit Fowler, Mike 'The' Hoffman, Tom
Hubscher, David Mason, Oily Moreton, Dan Mort, Seb Ostrowicz
(arguable I suppose!) and James Shirley. And Mr Connor wasn't bad
either!

Having wired home for the
type of financial support
that only a teenager's
parent will understand, a
night out was arranged.
Muse were phenomenal,
and we agreed that our
misfortune was rather
fortunate/'

n a grey and unassuming morning in mid-August, Alistair
Eggo, James Shirley and I set off from Birmingham. Later
that day, after a smoother-than-expected flight with
Ryanair, the intrepid trio inspected their home city for the next
week with cumbersome backpacks. Dublin has the instant feel
of a capital city: topless double-decker buses and tourists, garish
shops containing more Guinness memorabilia than you can shake
an overpriced Guinness stick at, and busy-looking
businessmen rushing past with
their soy slim double shot
mocha grandes.
Our goal during the trip
was to take the Wicklow
Way (a cheerily well
maintained path that winds
south from Dublin towards
Wicklow) towards the largest
mountain in County Wicklow,
Lugnaquilla. However, the great
British sunshine, or lack thereof,
followed us west and much
of our trip was disrupted by
storm

building that changed hands many times before it was made a
youth hostel in 1953.The cottage saw action during the battle of
Glenmalure in 1798, and there is even a play, In the Shadow of the
Glen by J.M. Synge, set in the cottage. According to an Oige (Irish
youth hostel) website, "This basic hostel brings you dose to nature
and provides a unique experience for any hosteller, with no running
water,
diBfc electricity or flushabletoilets."The
experience certainly was unique,
and truly enjoyable. The cottage
was meant to be our base over
two nights for our ascent of
Lugnaquilla, but torrential rain
and flash flooding got seriously
in the way of our plans. The
stream that runs behind the
cottage, which served as
one of the coldest and most
exhilaratingly refreshing
showers I have ever had,
had a small bridge that was so
with water that the top of the bridge
was no longer visible under the torrents.

conditions. However, the storm
forecasts weren't without
their perks. The upshot was that the beginning of our journey was
delayed, giving us extra time in Dublin.This coincided with Muse's
tour, a stroke of luck for three deserted fans. Having wired home
for the type of financial support that only a teenager's parent will
understand, a night out was arranged. Muse were phenomenal, and
we agreed that our misfortune was rather fortunate.
• Eventually, our journey along the Wicklow Way began: we enjoyed
the beautiful scenery and walked with high spirits again. The
highlight was reaching Glenmalure Youth Hostel, a hugely historic

Tired from walking, we spent the last two nights in a Dublin youth
hostel which provided the perfect contrast in accommodation to
our stay in Glenmalure. The deserted Glenmalure was a thousand
miles away from the bustling, multicultural haven of the city youth
hostel. In Dublin, we spent our time wandering the streets, taking in
the Irish way and generally enjoying ourselves in a very enjoyable
and interesting city. I would like to speak on behalf of the other two
boys when I thank Mr Connor and Mr Ostrowicz for the opportunity
to have such an exciting and independent school trip.
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Lawrence Pardoe
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Silver Expedition

Divisions' Travel Scholarhip
n the midst of the summer holidays, Anand Sodha, Hari Sharma,
Amar Shanghavi and Gaurav Mehta left soggy Britain in search of
adventure in the previously unvisited territory of Eastern Europe.
Our first stop, Prague, is a city rich in culture and we did our best to
experience as much as we could. Our days consisted of visits to sites
such as Prague Castle, and the astronomy tower. Highlights included
the refreshing old town with its cobbled streets and dodgy back
alleys, as well as a surprisingly informative and ahead-of-its-time Sex
Museum. By contrast our nights were spent dodging the streets as
well as trying local cuisines such as goulash, which even the Czechs
seemed to dislike. Prague was especially beautiful from our hostel
rooftop, where early mornings were spent watching the sun rise.
Moving on from Prague we entered the famously scary domain of
Slovakia, stopping at a student residence in the heart of Bratislava.
Once you got used to the smell and the distinct dislike for the
English, Bratislava proved a strong city with hidden beauties such as
the (unfortunately closed) Bratislava castle and the glorious Danube.
At first we were taken aback by what seemed like quite a brash and
dull place, but Bratislava's character and richness overcame all of
that for a truly memorable and satisfying stay.
Vienna, a direct contrast to Bratislava, lived up to its stereotype of
"beautiful but expensive"and we enjoyed the hustle and bustle of
the city as well as the calm of the river. From there we followed what
seemed like a siege of travellers to the
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lright, first things first, let's set the record straight: our
group did not get lost. Admittedly, stranded helplessly on a
horrendously rainswept and wind-scoured hill, staggering
through water and treacherously tangled bracken, we managed
to arrive almost one hour after all other groups, to find them
ensconced on the coach and cursing us for such tardiness. And,
yes, we were thoroughly sick and tired of DofE. But of course, that
is the natural state of hill hikers returning from a physical sojourn,
especially for those of us whose idea of a trip consists of reading,
eating, sleeping and flicking through the pages of Marie Claire.
Ahem.
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The walking expedition started off briskly at the crack of dawn
(say, 07:00) on Monday 12 July. We loaded massive packs and
thermoses the size of Spanish salami onto a coach bound for a
stretch of North Wales, the Vale of Llangollen, aware that this was to
be the first of three, not two, days of walking. For the academically
inclined, this came as a rather rude jolt of reality - fast becoming a
veritable electric Shockwave when we debunked into the rain and
sleet of Cymru.
Allowing no silly or overly time-consuming pauses, we darted
away over the rolling hills, through fields filled with virile cows
and dense brambles, past deserted farmhouses with a distinctly
Aldrich-eqsue ambience. Our only stop was for the completion of
our'purpose'- a slightly meandering and gratuitously violent film
(aptly titled Country for Killers) that would have possessed far more
dramatic bite without the constant (and ludicrously improvised)
discussions about Nadal's Wimbledon victory, invariably followed by
an action-packed ambush and flamboyant overuse of fake blood.
Even allowing for our auteur activity, arrival at the first of two
campsites was embarrassingly late, and we were forced to end
the day with packaged meals and gossipy raconteuring. Day Two
proceeded in much the same vein - filming time was scaled down,
a cappuccino was enjoyed at lunch, and camp cooking (somehow)
improved. We were even able to speed up our walking pace,
managing to clear four checkpoints in the time that it took the
jockiest groups to clear only five. Things were looking up! That is,
until the camera went dead.

capital of
Budapest. Split into two islands, Buda
and Pest, the city was extremely rewarding both for aesthetic
qualities and kind inhabitants. Our hostel, as it turned out, was
run by Jake, the nicest person ever to come out of China, I swear.
Coincidentally our week-long stay in Budapest coincided with
a week-long music festival similar to England's Reading, albeit
cheaper, longer and better. We figured this had to be fate and thus
emptied our wallets to the sounds of Iron Maiden, The Sex Pistols
and R.E.M. The festival was mind blowing and this, complemented
by the Hungarian natural baths and beauties such as Buda Castle,
resulted in one of the most exciting and energising weeks of my life.
The Travel Scholarship allowed us a hugely entertaining trip,
leaving all four of us with memories [and banter] that will last a
lifetime. The benefits of travel are extremely huge, which is why
the large number of fellow travellers we came across was so
encouraging. I fully recommend the Travel Scholarship, and travel in
general, to anyone and everyone!
Amar Shanghavi

And so, freed from directorial constraints, the expedition was
brought to an exhausted-but-elated close. The camping had been
fun(ner than Bronze), the filming fluid, and the walking swift.
Feelings of achievement were rampant, of course (mixed with that
unquenchable thirst for a shower), and a sense of camaraderie
detectable. And who knows? Maybe three days away from
exfoliating soap wasn't too bad in the long run.
Henry MJ Tonks

Divisions' Trip to Landrover
s A-level Design Technology students, we had the
opportunity of a guided tour of Land Rover, the company
behind Britain's most famous 4x4 range, which has been
designing and manufacturing vehicles in the West Midlands
for over 50 years. We first visited the company's HQ and
design centre at Gaydon.
Following a presentation about the different elements that
go into designing a Land Rover vehicle, we were taken to the
area inside the complex where specialist engineers buy vehicles
from other companies and strip them down to see what they can
learn about how each one was designed and made. Each vehicle
is taken apart from the chassis inwards and every part catalogued
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and stored to be examined by a specialist. We were
told that almost every largescale design company
has bays like these, where
they reverse engineer
each other's products in an
attempt to stay ahead of the
competition.
Part of Gaydon's function
as a design centre was to
build and test Land Rover
prototypes, and we had the
chance to see the testing centre
where each new prototype is
put through its paces. There is a
"rolling road"flat-bed, a special
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conveyor that simulates a road,
and a high-tech 'elements room',
which, as the name
implies, tests each prototype's ability to withstand the elements. The
suite could drop the temperature lower than -40°C, raise it higher
than any temperature ever recorded in the UK, and even simulate
wind speeds of over 10Omph.

Finally our tour guide took us to the climax of our trip: an
adventure across the bumpiest off-road course ever, designed for a
Land Rover Discovery. Our driver took us up slopes and into ditches,
and at one point managed to balance the vehicle on a sixty degree
slope. We all looked out of the windows in panic and wondered how
this was even possible, but our driver assured us that we were quite
safe, due to the Discovery's special chassis, that gave it a low centre
of mass. This allowed it to do manoeuvres that would have been all
but impossible in any other vehicle.
Our next trip was to Land Rover's Solihull manufacturing centre,
which is responsible for the production of Land Rover vehicles in
the West Midlands area. After a brief introduction (and a chance
for Stuart to mess around with the engines on display yet again)
we were taken to the newest addition to the Land Rover site: the
giant press shop where different parts are pressed out of sheet
metal. The press itself is an enormous machine covering an area
at least the size of Big School but the precision which it is able to
achieve, despite its size and the rate at which it produced parts, is
phenomenal. We also saw workers going inside the machine itself
to clean and re-align the moulds - we all agreed that with tonnes
of metal hovering above, waiting to press down, this was not a task
we'd be happy doing!
Next was the automated assembly area where parts from all over
the plant begin to come together.The highlight here was definitely
the scores of robots that were 'hard at work'. The number of robots is
vast (I reckon at least over 500), and it was an awesome sight to see
these huge, lumbering machines with drills, welding equipment,
lasers and various other pieces, working with extreme precision to
produce identical parts. It was quite an odd experience because
there were hardly any workers around due to the machines being

fully automated; so the only sounds were
the robots carrying out their repetitive
tasks.
Lastly came the final assembly area,
where seats, dashboards and various
other parts too complicated to be
assembled by machines were put
together by hand to create a finished
vehicle. The production line was
extremely complex as each part had
to be added in a specified order, and
we saw people wearing special 'heavy
suits'that allowed them to add heavy
items more easily. Every so often
a tune would play: sometimes the
tune from Close Encounters of the Third Kind and at
other times the first few notes from The Simpsons. When we asked
our guide, he said these tunes summoned various members of staff
to different areas, and each staff member got to pick his or her own
melody. As this was the end of the line for Land Rover vehicles,
we also got a chance to see the test beds here. They use a similar
system to Gaydon's, with a rolling road that tests all the different
parts of the engine. After this, the vehicles are driven off to be sent
all around the country (and probably, the world) to be sold at local
dealerships.
The trips were a great experience and many of us hope we can
go again next year. Mr Balkham and Mr Walker deserve thanks for
taking time out of their day to accompany us: I hope they enjoyed it
as much as we did.
Simon Worthington

History Trip to Normandy
he History Departments of KES and KEHS cooperated to
conduct the third of their popular and successful Easter
visits to Normandy: forty two boys and girls made their way
cross-channel to experience the pleasures and pitfalls of French
plumbing, shopping, history, culture and food.
The horribly early start on the first day was compensated for with
a gentle sea crossing and in the afternoon we visited the battlefield
and museum at Agincourt. No-one who experienced the audiovisual presentation there will forget the date of this most famous
battle, although it wasn't made entirely clear (for the sake of the
entente cordiale) that the French had lost.
This year we made a lunch stop in Honfleur, a pretty little seaside
town which, if only we had not visited at lunchtime, would have
been open! As it was, it was a pleasant break in a long drive and will
be repeated next year, a little earlier or later in the day.
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We arrived again at our favourite hotel in the world: welcoming,
clean, peaceful and increasingly adventurous in its menu, it was a
pleasure to stay there again. France does not quite understand the
concept of vegetarianism, let alone the more subtle shades of faith
or allergies, but they did their best to meet our varied needs. The
beach, as always, proved a popular resort at the end of long days
sightseeing; although the weather this year was more arctic than
Mediterranean.
The first visit was to the Bayeux tapestry, which isn't a tapestry
and should of course be in Canterbury if the Elgin marbles go back
to Athens. Actually Bayeux, the tapestry and the town are a strong
favourite of those who go on this visit. The tapestry is the highlight:
the luminosity of the colours and the vigour of the drawing are a
constant source of amazement to all who visit it.

in what is a pretty arid peaceful
village. We made our usual visit to
Le Memorial, a museum that places
the events of that conflict into a
broader perspective, and made
a pilgrimage to the Canadian
military cemetery where those
f who were killed on the beach
S: at St Aubin are buried. This,
tc
as always, was a sobering
but moving visit which
the children thought was
perhaps the most significant
event of the trip.
Thanks, of course, to all
the staff from KES and KEHS who
made this visit possible.

The trip to Caen's Cathedral, castle and Museum was
conducted in sub-zero temperatures which did
little to reduce the enthusiasm of
the boys and girls. Clearly
the British tradition of being
at your best in adversity is
one that the present young
generation have inherited.
There was time for an
introduction to French History,
architecture and life, with cider
and calvados looming large in the
past and present life of Normandy.
The events of 1944 did not go
unnoticed. The hotel we stay in at
St Aubin is on one of the principal
invasion beaches and there is still
evidence of that conflict to be found
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What the staff thought: "Wea
safe, sound and very, very tired, ready for a ne

Ho-all

What the kids thought: "^^u
*
'
*
X\ ,
• I really enjoyed all the shopping and independence that the teachers
allowed.
• One of the best trips ever
• I would recommend it as I liked speaking French
• Making lots of new friends
• Some French things are strange (toilets).
• Made friends and practised French. I have made a lot of new friends; and
you can make friends with girls.
• I had a very good time. I learned a lot about French culture.
• Helps in encouraging independence
• Tasted new foods

(51ob£ Th£atr£ Trip
irst, a lively, entertaining actor took us on a tour of the
theatre. He informed us that, of 3000 people present,
nobody died when the original Globe Theatre burned
down in 1613. The purpose of this trip was to ready ourselves
for the Shakespeare Schools' Festival in October. An acting
workshop, in which everyone became so involved that we
failed to realise we were cutting it tight for the performance,
provided an opportunity for us to pick up new skills for
interpreting this difficult Shakespeare text.
The performance itself was a storming, raging, fire-spitting
success. Despite the distractions of the exceedingly hard
benches, we were held captive by Lear, his daughters and
Gloucester, while the Fool provided entertainment through
his animated temperament. The gory eye-gouging of the Earl
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of Gloucester naturally proved an instant hit, as did
the beautifully choreographed sword-fight between
the brothers Edgar and Edmund. The audience at the

Globe feels very close to the players, and the feeling of intimacy
and understanding between character and audience was
something that would be good to take away with us into our own
performances.
Much talk followed about the performance, which gave us a broader
understanding of the structure of the play, along with greater
insight into the characters we will soon be playing. This topic of
conversation and our
iPods served us well on the gruelling
five-hour journey home!
Oscar Denihan and
Andrew Macarthur

itting, for the second time, on a school coach bound for the
Bay of Naples via Heathrow, guidebooks lovingly prepared
by Mr Lambie in my lap, I methodically checked off each of
my essentials. Digital camera; check. Toy baboon; check. Packed
lunch; check. Money for frappuccino; check. Issue of Vanity Fair
with a cover shot of Emma Roberts; check. For us veterans of the
Pompeii Trip '06, all preparations were routine, all last-minute
packing a ritual - but, as ever when travelling in the company of
the legend that is Mr Lambie, we were compelled to expect the
unexpected. Add to the mix our revered Chief Master and his family;
a motley assortment of rudely insouciant curators and managers;
and a changing room full of.... well, let's just say that mayhem was
guaranteed.
The week began with our arrival at the hotel in Vico Equense
(a vast improvement on Moon Valley, as '06ers would know!), an
unloading of luggage in our (pleasantly Spartan) rooms, and some
quiet reading at the poolside. Dinner of rice and plaice preceded a
short night's sleep and the first of two visits to Pompeii on Day Two.
Instructed to stay on "turd alert", we roamed the ruined streets and
forums of the city, sipping granitas and conducting the "Teacher of
the Day" photograph competition (all plaudits to Mr Worthington
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on this count!).
When one compares Pompeii to its fellow ruined town,
Herculaneum, the latter must inevitably come out on top. Pristinely
preserved and intriguingly intimate to explore, Herculaneum is
the real deal of Roman Campania, a Marilyn Monroe among Jane
Russells. The rest of the trip, meanwhile, was taken up with visits
near and far from Vico: the Naples Archaeological Museum was a
highlight (rumours were rife that certain Rems were barred from the
Erotic Section), and hiking up Mt Vesuvius was just as spectacular as
in '06. Even the food at the geothermal pools had been upgraded!
Perhaps it was hard, for a week, waking up at 07:00 and not
beginning my day in a leisurely fashion with Frasier and Cyndi
Lauper, but the jam-packed trip was yet more enjoyable the second
time around - and the champagne provided a nice conclusion! The
staff, meanwhile, eager to send Mr Lambie off in style, recruited
Madhav and I to select a gift for him, commemorating his last
Pompeii Trip. It was only after the lavish print of Paestum had been
handed over that Mr Lambie announced he would be taking the trip
next year!
Henry MJ Tonks
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Shells' Camp
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own amphitheatre. We gathered a huge amount
of wood, including a log so heavy that
it needed £ight boys to carry! Once we
had gathered the wood, Mr Boardman
Jit needed
lit a small match and some twigs,
m
arly one June morning, three tired but extremely excited Shell
had gathere>
building the fire up and up as more wood
y —»•-. H
was added. Then, as the fire subsided, we
j ^ F ^
classes embarked on coaches to Beaudesert Park, where ( we
lit aenjoyed
small m;a snack of roasted frankfurters
all
.
»
would spend three days packed with excitiqg games, hairbuilding
the marshmallows around the
and
toasted
raising activities, tasty steak burgers and toasted marshmallows.
was added. 1
•tampfire!
T ^ R
z & '
After pitching our tents and eating lunch, we began the
allWe
enjoyed
a
all greatly
enjoyed the activities that
>* H i
first of the five activities for the trip in separate groups. These
and
toasted
had been
arranged for us. My personal
^
activities ranged from the skilful art of modern archery to an aerial
campfire!
favourites were the Aerial Descent and the
Aa
descent via a zip wire. All were extremely enjoyable and involved
We all gre;
Go-Karts.
I will never forget the feeling of pure
pj^
considerable bravery (and in some cases lack of common sense!) __
had
been rushing
arr
adrenalin
through me as I leapt off the
to complete. However, it was not all perilous challenges at the
favourites
wi down the zip-wire, or my dismay
platform and
campsite. After the day's events, there was always the prospect
J at
Go-Karts.
I
w
being outstripped
by my friends on the racing track. It was a real
of cooked camp food, straight from aTrangia (though painful
adrenalin
ru; for most of us, myself included, to throw ourselves
test
of courage
memories of blackened sausages and a lot of washing up come to
platform
anc
off
the platform,
but almost all were able to conquer this fear and
mind)!
at being
out; us a real sense of achievement. Of course, challenges of
jump,
giving
One of the highlights of the trip was the huge water fight which
test sort
of courai
this
are what Shells Camp is all about!
Mr Boardman had arranged for us. Many people were armed to
offEverything
the platfo good must come to an end, and when the time came
the teeth with water pistols, guns or
jump,
giving
to leave
Beaudesert Pa[j<, everywhere you looked there were sad
cannons, and those $vho did not have
this
areBut
\ as we prepared to leave, a fresh wave of excited
Shellsort
faces.
a gun used water bqttles to great
Everything
Shells
poured out of the arriving coaches, all ready for a fantastic
effect, namely drenching someone
to leave Beat
camping
trip. They were clean with beautifully ironed clothes; but
7:'" ^
at close range. I remember vividly
Shell
B days they would be sopping wet, muddy and totally
in
thefaces.
next few
being the target of three full water
Shells
pourec
exhilarated. Or course, we didn't want to tell them and ruin their fun,
cannons soaking me at point-blank
camping
did
we? trip
range. My clothes took the whole
in the next fe
Written by James Kuo, photos by Adam Philips
three days to dry!
exhilarated. C
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Another high point of the trip
was the campfire at the Park's

did we?

onfronted with an A-level examination, led by the
enthusiastic 'Venetophile' and sheltered by the Hotel
Bellini on the Grand Canal itself, not even Ruskin could
have complained about the opportunities afforded to our
students of A-level Art.
I have been accused of out-walking KES pupils in some
spectacular cities but I think it fair to say that our lightning tours
of Venice were in a league of their own. The pace was not for the
faint-hearted, I can tell you. Raucous cries of'can't we stop here?'
and'how much further is it?'were ignored or just not heard, as
each stunning new vista came within our horizons. Normally
the Art trips are known for 3 gallery visits a day, minimum. This
pace is sustainable, given the content of the galleries and the
fact that the purpose of the trip is to study. However this was to
be a different sort of tour: the whole city, weather included, was
integral to the purpose of our trip.
For example, if you have ever taken the time to study some
ofTurner's watercolours of his tours of Venice, held in the Clore
Gallery at Tate Britain, you may, like me, have pondered the
poor quality of some of his colour work by comparison with the
sharp luminosity of other works in the same Venice sketchbook
collection. The day that Bob Cheel was completely overtaken,
not by one of the infamous Venetian plagues but by a similarly
hideous migraine, gave me the opportunity to watch the whole
city shrouded by the grey fog that drains every shred of colour
from Venice, in much the same way that Bob's face went seethrough just before he had to recall what breakfast had been.
Turner's colours suddenly made complete sense.
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The fish market was a particularly ripe place, one that the
pupils found to be rich with material for their project work. The
guide had other plans for me: "You have to take a traghetto trip."
So I did: it was a truly unforgettable experience. Remember it
was foggy, so the crossing of the Grand Canal was somewhat
akin to playing chicken on the M6, except, obviously, on the
water. The Ca' d'Oro is a most fabulous building and I found that,
as long as I could focus on its beauty, I could almost ignore the
exquisite, vintage 1950's, sleek, wooden, solid motor launch that
comes at you from one direction, the ridiculously over-laden
barge coming from the other and, seemingly, all the gondolas
in the world flitting past while you stand (yeah, stand: only sit
if you're a woman) crossing the Canal at right angles to all the
other traffic. Holding one's breath is surprisingly effortless in such
circumstances. Then there is the return trip. After that it seemed
only fair to hold Elliot Weaver's camera and offer him the same
experience, while watching the Ca'd'Oro without distractions.
Goethe wrote that "Venice can only be compared to itself."
This is obvious to any who visit this rich jewel; but it was not so
obvious, I think, to some of the party, who felt that the place
was rather full of fliers and graffiti and looked to them like any
other great example of European urbanisation. However, in a
moment of calm (Jeanette was off shopping somewhere), the
Guide took me on another "do or die" trip. The surprise this time
was to come face to face with theTiepolo paintings adorning the
ceilings in San Polo. Now that is something very special. It is a
much understated church, tucked well out of the way and easily
missable, but not to the trained expert who had just finished
another memorable phone call to a scion back at KES. To see
these works exactly where they were intended, unhindered by
crowds of National Gallery visitors and militaristic guardians, gave
me a glimpse of what Goethe meant. Will we come here again? Oh
most certainly, and again...
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Ruskin claimed in his Seven Lampsro
^chitecture that "Ornament cannot
be Overcharged if it be good, and is
always overcharged when it is bad."
Ijhc^giew from the roof of San Marco;%relaxed moment in which the words of
Ruskin were obviously discussed and
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David had fallen too. Yes, they had been held by the boys at the end
t all started on a Monday morning. While the rest of the school
of the ropes; but my confidence was being eroded. Could I trust my
were settling down to exams, 121 boys were about to go on
team as I abseiled down?
one of the best trips KES has to offer - two forms to North
When you go "Ghyll Scrambling", you have to crawl up a stream.
Wales, three to the Lake District. My form, Rem M, were in the latter
We started by climbing a two metre waterfall. The waterfall was
category. After noisily dragging our very heavy bags down two sets
quite easy and we helped each other get up. After that we slipped
of stairs we set off.
and clambered our way up the stream, making our way toward a
The long coach journey was an interesting one. We had music
plunge pool. We entered it only to see Henry sitting under a huge
from all corners. There were tunes from the back on the more
waterfall where he seemed to stay for three whole, cold, painful
modern mobiles (accidental alliteration!) and from the front we had
minutes! The plunge pool was good for just that - plunging into
grade 8 violin music from Alan's not so modern cassette player.
- and all of us had a go. It may have been June but the
Our first night at the youth hostel was troublesome,
"the next day
water was icy-cold. At another place we jumped off a
as our sheets were so damp it was unbearable. Mark
we met our mad,
fallen tree straddling the stream into a very deep pool
was complaining all night about the smell of cheesy
cheerful canoe
of water. To alarm us, our instructor told us that there
puffs and cigarettes - quite a good description. But
instructors, who
was a massive big spike in the water, but in truth it was
the food was good: not restaurant standard but simple
calmly told us
too deep underwater to have been a risk.
and filling.
we were going to
The next day we met our mad, cheerful canoe canoe nine-and-aThe walk up Helvellyn was amazing. From the summit
instructors, who calmly told us we were going to half miles up the
of Birkhouse Moor we could easily see the two aretes
canoe nine-and-a-half miles up the entire length of entire length of
of Swirral Edge, which we went up, and Striding Edge,
Ullswater, the second largest lake in the Lake District. Ullswater"
by which we came down. I found Swirral much more
We eventually canoed up to a place where we could
daunting. The walk was a classic scramble and I would
make our own pizzas. All you need are: a canoe, dough, a fire, a hot
love to do it again.
pan with a lid and some pizza toppings. It certainly wasn't the Ritz of
On our final night, Mr Lambie fell asleep in an arm chair. Rather
the Lake District, nor Nigella Lawson's way of cooking either, but the
than wake him up at bedtime we took advantage of the situation to
cooking was fun and took our minds off the horrors of such a massive
watch the contestants arrive at the Big Brother house: what a bunch
canoe journey.
of weirdoes!
Then came the rock-climbing: there were six climbs, all of roughly
I would like to say thank you to Mr Ostrowicz for organising this
the same height. By the third climb (which I managed to get to
trip even though he didn't come on it, and to all the teachers who
the top of) I became rather nervous and began shouting at the
came on the week.
instructors to ask if I could come down. I had just seen Henry fall a
metre and almost break his neck (OK, slightly exaggerated!), and
Tom Fenton
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Why cycle from Land's End to John O'Groats?
The first question you're asked when you embark on the LEJOG
route is "why?"
And this is a question that you ask yourself many times during
the trip, not least when you're cycling up yet another horrendous
hill in the middle of nowhere, into the wind, 60 miles still to go
that day and 14 days of the trip in front of you. But once arrived
at John O'Groats, the answer to the question is clear, and the only
remaining problem is "when can I do it again?"
So what answers did the "KESLEJOGO8" group give to the
question in the title? Here are five of them:
1. For charity
Joe Harrison's young cousin Olivia had recently died and so
Joe, along with Hamish Robertson, John Lumley and James
Shirley, decided to raise money for the Acorns Children's
Charity. £6000 was raised through sponsorship, Olivia's
mother and grandparents visited us along the route and
people we met up and down the country pressed money
into our hands. A fine gesture and achievement from all
concerned.
2. It's a challenge
No doubt about it, cycling over 1000 miles is a physical
challenge. We weren't aiming to set any records (43 hours is
the current record on a bicycle!) but riding between 60 and
70 miles a day every day for over a fortnight is demanding,
not least when you're carrying all your kit - no namby-pamby
support vehicles for KES cyclists.
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It's a mental challenge too, though I never had the
impression that anyone doubted their ability to make it to
J O'G. Getting up in the morning, easing a sore bum onto a
hard saddle and asking aching legs to propel you up an early
hill is not necessarily fun, as we well remember on the day
from Ratlinghope when, having cycled 93 miles the previous
day into a headwind, we set off on an 85-mile ride to the
alluring destination of Warrington, only to be faced after less
than one mile with the second worst hill of the trip, the climb
of the Stiperstones in Shropshire (Drumnadrochit in the
north of Scotland would later be unanimously acclaimed the
worst hill). Nevertheless, altitude means stunning views and,
usually, thrilling descents, so all was soon well.
3. I like cycling
I may be the only person for whom this was the principal
answer to the question, but it's true! There is no better
way of passing through a region of any country and really
being able to appreciate it. Unlike a motorist, the cyclist
feels in his legs the geography of the area, sees over the
hedge its landscape and wildlife, smells its particular odours
(aah, Warrington again) and has the chance to talk to its
inhabitants. As we cycled east through Cornwall and Devon,
it was clear that their rivers ran north to south! Highlights
included the lush pastoral landscape of Herefordshire
and Shropshire with its dozy cattle, the Lune estuary in
Lancashire, the Lake District (not always thronged with
tourists) swiftly followed by the comparatively deserted
Cumbrian Fells, the virtually empty countryside of Dumfriesshire, the midge-ridden mountains of the isle of Arran,
the stunning hills and coastline of the west of Scotland,

followed by the narrow Great Glen and finally the
windswept east coast.
4. People like LEJOG cyclists
In balance this is true - not everyone reads the
Daily Mail or watches Top Gear, we must conclude.
Youth hostel wardens, hoteliers, restaurateurs,
shopkeepers (especially the many unbelievably
helpful cycle shop owners who mended Dan King's
featherweight rear-wheel every couple of days),
and the general public all showed interest in our
endeavours. Even motorists were tolerant of our
slow progress up long hills or in narrow lanes.
5. It's fun
I'm not sure I'd cycle LEJOG by myself, but as part
of a group - especially such a cheerful, amusing
bunch as ours - you could never struggle for long.
There was always someone to encourage you, or
at least to share your suffering. We weren't always
awheel, of course, and we enjoyed the evenings
in cinemas, restaurants and pubs throughout the
country.

So the title question has been answered and only
one question remains - would I do it again? The
answer's yes, in 2011, and you're welcome to join
me!

KDP

Cycle Tour of Low Countries
t 4.30 a.m. on an August morning the first group of 70 cyclists
set off for Dunkerque. After a coach and ferry trip, a 10-mile
cycle from the port brought us to our hostel for what was to be
our only night in France. Many of the group spent the evening on the
famous Dunkerque beach which witnessed the miraculous evacuation
during the Second World War.
We crossed into Belgium at 10.30 am the next morning and for most
of the day cycled on flat windy roads alongside a canal. For two years
during the First World War this canal formed the battle front. Close to
Ypres we stopped at the place where the famous poem "In Flanders
Fields" is written in brass letters. That evening we were fortunate to visit
the "In Flanders Fields Museum" in Ypres, which provided an audiovisual
representation of the First World War. Later on we attended the Last
Post ceremony at the Menin Gate, which is performed every day of
the year in memory of the soldiers who walked that road but never
returned. The gate bears the names of 54,896 soldiers who died during
the war but whose bodies were never found.

A

The following day gave us a rare insight into conditions in the
trenches during the Great War. The Passchendaele Museum has
recreations of a bunker and a place called "the pits", which was where
soldiers lived whilst waiting to go to battle. The surrounding terrain
was slightly hilly and we were reminded of the battles waged for four
years to gain these hills over ninety years ago. The last stop of the day
was at a war cemetery in which 2000 bodies are buried: the names of
soldiers who died but whose bodies were never retrieved are written
on the walls surrounding the cemetery. A chilling memory of a most
horrific war. That night we stayed in Brugge. My group had a wonderful
evening in the town square (crepes) but got lost coming back to the
hostel, arriving after midnight to find Mr Boardman waiting at the door:
he was not impressed!
Having travelled 91 miles at this stage, we had an easy day of
pancake flat cycling of 38 miles that brought us into Holland. The
most striking feature was the numerous windmills dotted across the
countryside. Crepes were the order of the day. Our hostel that night
was no ordinary hostel: it was a thirteenth century castle with an
inner and outer moat. The conditions on the following morning were
horrible, with a very strong headwind and driving rain. Unfortunately
we had a 59 mile journey, which made this our most difficult day.
We passed many wind farms which produce lots of energy for the
surrounding areas. Amazingly my group were first to arrive in Bergen
op Zoom, wet and exhausted. We retired to our beds on time - for once.
On our final day we had our longest ride, of 62 miles, but luckily the
weather was in our favour. We passed the World Heritage Site housing
the largest concentration of windmills, and saw two huge Archimedes'
Screws churning up water. To reach Amsterdam we crossed a river
and canal by ferry. Surprisingly there were more bicycles than cars.
Eventually we arrived at our hostel and flopped onto our beds after a
tiring day.
The following morning we went to the Anne Frank House, which was
fascinating. There were quotations from the diary etched onto the wall
and the magazine Anne read, Cinema and Theatre, was on display. At
the Vincent Van Gogh Museum we saw the famous self-portraits, "Starry
Night" and "The Sunflowers" and thoroughly enjoyed our visit. We
promptly returned to the hotel and cycled the final 20 miles to the port
before boarding our ship for an overnight return to Newcastle.
Our trip was most successful, with a good mix of fun, exercise,
historical education and, most of all, a crepe feast! I can't wait for the
Boardman tour of Denmark.

Conor Murray

n Friday 8 March, the KES Ski Club set out on a coach
journey which ended uneventfully (if you discount the
lost side-mirror) twelve hours later in the Austrian town
of Serfaus, where we were greeted by our guide and translator
Bridget and a miraculously bright eyed Miss McMillan (courtesy
of Ryan Air), who promptly gave us a quiz to do over the week
(still working on that, incidentally). Mr Evans introduced us to
the infamous "Fine Book" and dished out his first series of 50 cent
fines. After a good(ish) meal and a good rest, we awoke to the
perfect weather which was to grace us all week on the mountain.
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The first day was spent sorting out kit and meeting our
instructors. The skiing was great, as the slopes weren't too
crowded. While the beginners were finding their boots, the
most experienced were traversing what was proving to be a
generally nice mountain on one ski. The Fine Book was stolen by
an anonymous pupil but mysteriously turned up under Mr Evans'
plate after multiple fines were imposed. In
the evening Skittles competition, the winners
I L ^ S

On the third day of skiing, some were to witness greatness
in the form of an off-piste flip by the top group's instructor and
others in the return of a certain Richard Aydon, holidaying with
his wife. The teachers conversed merrily and in the apres ski were
seen to get rather jolly with their interpretation of the'can can'.
We have proof! That evening we went swimming in what was
supposedly a 'public' bathhouse, but one which had been taken
over by marauding KES boys.
On Wednesday, yet another day of perfect snow and weather,
some of the older boys decided that this merited taking their
shirts off, to sunbathe in the snow. We were also joined by Mr
Roden, who with his 'Gold' class skis carved up the slopes before
joining us for dinner. The evening entertainment was a journey
into Serfaus for a festival of skiing. While the Freestyle skiers did
double back flip 360's, they were serenaded by impressive light
displays, fire eaters, fire jugglers and fireworks. There were the
"golden men", who did impossible feats of
Q r—i
aerobic and athletic prowess dressed only
i H t / H l S )
in speedos and gold paint: one managed a
[Tj
one-handed handstand on another man's

were awarded their much-sought-after Ski
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Club '08 t-shirts by Mr Balkham.
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head. The display was amazing, with the
After a Monday morning of good skiing
/fe.
.
on deep powder, the club met to eat lunch
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piste bashers coming down to shoot off yet
together and exchange stories of crashes and
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more rockets and display in gleaming letters
'wipe outs'. To the relief of Miss McMillan,
'Serfaus Danke.'
there were still no injuries, so she and Mrs While continued
A restful night prepared us for the final day of skiing and the
ripping up the slopes with no worries. Mr Monks and Mr Evans,
trip home. We gave the ski instructors some gifts and had a
I was told, had more trouble and resorted to what was described
great final day skiing. After giving the teachers their presents
as the 'token arthritic position.' The coach journey back at the
of Gluwein (the staple drink and diet of the staff), we set off for
end of the day was enlivened by the Yodelling Competition's
home. Overall, the trip was fantastic, the teachers were great and
first appearance (courtesy of Mr Evans, himself mediocre at
the students behaved themselves on the whole. We would all like
the ancient Austrian art): the drivers were so amused that a
to thank again Miss McMillan, Mr Howard, Mrs While, Mr Monks,
momentary lapse of concentration lead to the destruction of
Mr Evans and Mr Balkham who made the trip successful. Now for
another wing mirror. They were fined! The evening was to consist
Italy!
of the legendary Balkham quiz. After a mind quenching ten
or so rounds, team t w o were awarded the grand prize of some
chocolate and a t-shirt each.

Upper Middle Geography Field Trip to
Church Stretton.

4ths Geography Field Trip: Aberystwyth
n June 2008, a large g r o u p of eager a n d enthusiastic 4th year

n October of the Upper Middle year, G e o g r a p h y takes a step

g e o g r a p h e r s set out to Aberystwyth to explore the area a n d

outside the classroom, encouraging students to form their o w n

investigate our subject in a m u c h greater depth. We were raring

ideas about certain geographical topics. Our field trip to Church

to g o after the arduous coach journey to the Welsh coast, a n d one

Stretton a n d the Carding Mill Valley was the perfect opportunity to

by one the g r o u p s departed from the coach to their different study

get out into the "real world" and was seized with great enthusiasm

locations, including Borth, Aberdovey, Towyn, Machynlleth, and,

by all. Located at the foot of the L o n g M y n d , the t o w n is the perfect

obviously, Aberystwyth itself.

location for studying both physical a n d h u m a n geography.

Investigations started virtually immediately, involving

The day b e g a n with investigation in the Carding Mill Valley. The

questionnaires, interviews, photography, the drawing of sketch

valley's landforms a n d the nature of the streams, including the

maps, a n d analysing housing in the area. The general public,

interlocking spurs a n d waterfalls in a valley, were explained in detail.

including pedestrians and even shopkeepers, were fantastically

We also visited the Light Spout waterfall, heading up to find the

helpful to our quest for geographical knowledge, since they

source of the stream in a b o g g y area just below the L o n g M y n d

were willing to answer any questions we had for them, a n d even

plateau. We all had the chance to put into practice the skills that we

give in-depth answers w h e n required. The evenings were spent

had picked up in theory about river measurements, discharge a n d

productively; tabulating data, looking for trends in our work or

velocity of the river. The second half of our day was dedicated to

simply drawing up maps for the following morning.

h u m a n geography. The boys began to investigate hypotheses o n

H o w can we forget the tasty meals that were kindly provided

Church Stretton about decline a n d prosperity, tourism, retirement,

by the Universities and its staff? The student study-bedrooms we

services a n d housing. This was the time w h e n we were able to s h o w

were provided with, each of which had the luxury of an en-suite

our o w n personal thinking o n these topics.

bathroom, proved to be a pleasant surprise, a n d were vital in

During the day, we were able to pick up new practical skills a n d

reinvigorating us for the day ahead. The usual routine was followed

w h e n we came back to school, w e were able to look back o n the day

o n the final day of the trip, yet with a few hours set aside this

and appreciate that whilst we had learnt a lot, we had also had a

time for beach-football o n the golden sands of Aberdovey, and

g o o d time exploring a new environment.

m u n c h i n g o n a glorious feast from the chippie.

Andrew Macarthur & Stephen

Thatcher

Biology Field Trip

Overall our trip was a total success, a n d we w o u l d like to
acknowledge the fact that none of it w o u l d have been possible
without M r Cumberland, Mr Roden, Miss B u b b and M r Davies

n the day immediately following our final A S exam in July,

O

sacrificing their time to make this rewarding trip possible.

a n d after a rather tedious, five-hour coach journey, 30

Adam Forrest

Divisions were d r o p p e d off in the deepest, darkest corner

of Wales, accompanied by Dr Galloway, M r Witcombe, M r Porter,
and M r Lampard. We had arrived at the Orielton Field Centre in
West Pembrokeshire, and were pleasantly surprised to find our
accommodation not a d i n g y hostel, as many of us had feared, but

an elegant Georgian m a n s i o n set in 120 acres of rolling ancient
woodland.

Morecambe Field Report
arely a m o n t h into our A S G e o g r a p h y course, we were

B

p l u n g e d into our first field trip, a 3-day excursion to North-

East England and the coastal t o w n of Morecambe. Mr.

Cumberland's top set were dropped off at the small a n d cosy Hotel
Prospect, where the friendly couple w h o o w n e d it greeted us with

After a short introduction by the staff, we unpacked our b a g s and
were led to a stable block that had been partially converted into
classrooms: our place of learning for the next few days. We w o u l d
be studying ecology, a substantial part in one of our A 2 modules.

a w a r m drink while the remaining sets carried o n d o w n the road to
the Seacrest Hotel.
O n Saturday morning, half of us remained in M o r e c a m b e and
started collecting residential data for our all-important coursework

That first afternoon we travelled in a motorcade of mini-buses to

for the next m o n t h via surveys and photos. The remaining half

the ferociously cold a n d windy Broomhill Burrows Beach, where

travelled to the nearby village of Overton in the minibus to analyse

we carried out statistical tests o n sand dunes. W h e n we got back to

its evolution a n d m o r p h o l o g y over the last few centuries in order

Orielton, we did s o m e follow-up work, a format which was repeated

to further their rural settlement knowledge. After a quick lunch, w e

on each day of the trip.

switched roles. After a long day out and about, we were provided

W h e n we weren't out o n a field excursion or in the classroom, our
time was spent in a n d around the mansion itself; the majority of free
time was spent playing a large 15-a-side (including M r Witcombe)

with s o m e free time in which we visited the beach at Morecambe,
before returning to our hotel for dinner a n d a g o o d night's sleep.
Early S u n d a y morning, we set off east towards North Yorkshire a n d

game of football which lasted, each evening, until eventually play

more specifically M a l h a m Cove. After an eventful two-hour journey

had to stop w h e n the ball vanished into darkness! There was also

w e disembarked and b e g a n a long walk up a hill to a prime example

an opportunity in the evenings to watch thousands of bats, Lesser

of limestone pavement, m u c h to Mr Davies'great excitement. Here,

Horseshoes, leaving their roost t h r o u g h a door (think steady trickle,

w e viewed almost all the weathered features present in a karst

rather than Batman-esque explosion!) to embark o n a night's

landscape that we had been learning about in our lithosphere

hunting.

course, including clints, grykes, swallow-holes a n d various other

The next few days were spent studying rocky shore ecology at
Sawdern Point, freshwater ecology o n the Orielton Estate itself,
and agriculture at a local farm; o n the final day we took a long walk

weathered landforms.
After at least a couple of hours climbing, we had a well deserved
ice-cream stop, a n d were then granted s o m e free time to wander

through the beautiful Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, which

around Malham, in which the majority of students crammed into

included a brief bird-hunting excursion with M r Porter. I k n o w I

the p u b to watch England in the rugby. All in all, a fantastic end to a

speak for all the boys o n the field course w h e n I say that the trip was

great trip a n d introduction into A S Geography. Thanks g o to all the

thoroughly enjoyable, a n d that I a m grateful to all the staff involved

teachers w h o m a d e this trip possible.

in making it happen.

Ashik
David Lester

Gandhi

Leadership Weekend, March 2008
r Roll decided that this year's Leadership Weekend should be a team-building exercise for our
Leadership Divisions, exclusively. So, on what started out to be a fairly sunny Friday afternoon, 30
of us embarked onto two minibuses, without any idea of the adventures that lay ahead.
After an hour, dropped off in some obscure location and split into teams for the next two days, we were
given a list of questions, the answers to which were scattered in a 5km radius. The arrival of sporadic yet
heavy rain showers made this a true test of physical and mental strength. A n d this was just the beginning.
This task completed, we made our way to our accommodation, and after dinner dived straight into the
first game, which would occupy us for the whole of the next day. The atmosphere was full of tension,
competitiveness and excitement as we absorbed and began deciphering all the information provided to
us, before LMR announced that our hard work would be repaid by a visit to the local pub.
The next day came far too quickly for all of us, with a 6 a.m. start. It was cold, dark, and we had to rely on
some fairly vague arrows guiding us up a seemingly never-ending hill. The main proviso of the task was
• that all team members should reach the top of the hill together, which proved difficult as some people were
rather inappropriately dressed (in slippers, pyjamas, and other odd combinations). However, at the top
of this hill, the pain seeped away as we were greeted by our cheery mentors, who provided us with a vital
clue that would help throughout the rest of the day. The day was dominated by an extensive orienteering
task requiring that some had to cycle up to 15km, others to run the same distance, whilst everyone had to
remain in constant communication for updates and progress checks. However, the motivation and drive for
victory was immense in every team and everyone got involved, without any complaints.

M

The highlight of the weekend came on Sunday: essentially a team race from one grid location to another,
complicated by the fact that all members of each team had to canoe for one section of the race. Both teams
arrived at the finish without their canoeists, so the clock remained running. All depended on whether
Phil's team's canoeists could arrive 10 minutes before Tiz's team's canoeists. Shortly after, Phil's canoeists
arrived and the clock was stopped, but the canoeists from Tiz's team, Hari Sharma, Rory Leadbetter and
Tom Elliott, came into sight with 5 minutes still in hand. With only a 200 metre stretch left for them, victory
was almost a certainty. Egged on by fellow team members on the bank, they increased their intensity
and effort. However, for the increased intensity they sacrificed balance, and the canoe capsized, sending
onlookers into ecstatic laughter. Tom Elliott and Hari Sharma abandoned all hope at this stage, and waded
ashore, but Rory Leadbetter, exhibiting true Leadership spirit and determination, stayed with the boat,
hoping to bring it towards the bank to secure his team victory. Unfortunately the currents swept him
downstream, but everyone was in awe of his commitment to the cause.
Taking our leadership skills beyond the classroom and into unfamiliar and challenging circumstances
proved enjoyable for us all. The memories and the shared experiences of the trip achieved its aim of
uniting the Divisions. It is fair to say that our expectations of Leadership were changed for ever due to the
weekend. We would all like to thank Mr Smith, Mr Lambie and Mr Roll for their support during the event,
particularly the latter for his great organisation, and for making that leap of faith and deciding to take all
of the KES Leadership Divisions on the weekend.
Nyma Sharifi
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Rat holes oftrenches are no less than castles,
'Less i f d be safer there.
- .

the general, . m a n of dignity and

Is no more savage than a Viking.

Snowdon
A giant coated in a veil of white,
The cone-shaped king of the mounds of boulders.
And yet, despite its gargantuan height,
Some brave people climb upon its shoulders.
Most riding the caterpillar of metal
That rolls up the king with effortless ease.
Others climb hard and watch the train settle
At the bitter, cold top where the climbers freeze.
The thick, dense fog hides the landscape from sight:
A disappointment to those who scaled
The massive challenge, and all of its might.
In their quest to look out, they sadly failed.
Once down again from the towering mound,
The climbers look back from safe on the ground.
ipw -

Rick Collins, Rem
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People are everywhere:
A man sitting on a chair,
Which may be in the air,
Or on the ground, - y h
Depending on where you stand
Which way is upf^ira I^P ^
Which is down?/ l y ;
^fc
[ f e I wonder; it makes me frown! ^ ^
And the stairs with people on both sides,
Form an impossible,
SLV
Mind-boggling triangle.
^

Alex Wood
Shell D

What could potentially
have been a divisive force
became instead a unifier
a creator r>-f~
" Me"
Memories."

Reflections on the House System
n January 1904, arguably one of the most far-reaching decisions
in KES's history was taken; in that year the House system came
into being with the creation of four Houses - Blue (Mr Manton's),
Green (Mr Reynold's), Red (Mr Measures'), and Yellow (Mr Heath's).
The next month's Chronicle commented, "an attempt is being made
to infuse additional vigour into the School Sports by the formation
of four'Houses'.....Every boy has been allotted to one these Houses
and a spirit of competition is already springing up."The edition of
July 1904 reported, "The decision to include the (Athletic) Sports
in the House Competition was responsible for a great display of
keenness....fellows thought more of their Houses than of winning
prizes for themselves."
KES boys, then, immediately responded to the opportunity for
competition and to the chance to be a member of a group which
brought together all ages in the school. What could potentially have
been a divisive force became instead a unifier, a creator of a sense of
identity, the stuff of memories. My brother-in-law, at KES in the early
1960's, still recalls with relish being in the Evans Junior cricket team
which bowled out Heath for one run (the run actually being scored
in the first over). In his first month at KES, he went to a House party
in the Dining Hall to celebrate Evans'victory in the previous year's
Cock House. Only one other Shell boy from Evans went with him,
but they were treated with immense kindness by the Senior boys in
the House. It's a memory he treasures.

I

Who could forget being a member ofVardy House in the 1960's,
when Vardy won the Cock House several years in a row, or being
in Evans, who finished runners-up almost every time Vardy won?
Who could forget scoring two runs off the last ball (for Evans) in the
Senior Cricket Final to beat the first seeds (Heath), a victory made
all the sweeter because Evans went on to win Cock House by the
narrowest of margins (over Heath), enabling the batsman to claim
that he had won the Trophy on his own! Who could forget being a
2nd XI cricketer who took nine wickets for Vardy in a Senior Cricket
Final victory against a mighty Heath team (again!) stuffed with 1st XI
players - all the more amazing when you consider that Vardy's star
man was absent playing for England Schools. The latter, in fact, went
down in history for being awarded an England cap before qualifying
for Vardy House colours!

A memory I personally cannot forget is, on the last day of the
Summer Term of 2002, seeing my House Captain in tears after Vardy
had been beaten into second place (by 1V2 points) having led for
most of the year; it wasn't the fact of defeat but the unfairness of it
that hurt. The winners, Heath (yet again!), pipped Vardy at the death
because they won Senior Cricket, though they had been beaten in
a previous round by Gifford, who were then disqualified (rightly) for
playing an ineligible (though, in the game, irrelevant) player. The
result was hard to take, for him...and for me; after all, after 27 years
as Vardy Housemaster I never had the pleasure of winning the Cock
House trophy! Not quite true, actually; Vardy did lift the trophy
once (and I have a photo of a happy House with the cup, taken
on the South Field). Unfortunately, the following term the Games
Committee discovered an error in the Cock House scores which
relegated Vardy to second spot, and the cup was re-awarded in Big
School!
Over time, the House system has expanded considerably. In
1949 the number of Houses increased from 4 to 8, though they
were still called after the Housemasters. In 1951 this was changed
and the Houses were given their current names. The other area
of expansion has been in the competitions which are included in
the Cock House. The increase came about partly because School
sports wanted recognition in the House system, partly as a means
of involving those members of a House whose talents did not lie
in the sporting sphere. So in came House Challenge, House Chess,
House Debating, House Music, and for a time House Bridge. Perhaps
we should consider re-introducing a feature of House life which was
in force until the 1960's: House tables in the Dining Hall! Members
of each House would sit together and would even act as waiters
for their House tables. This led one Housemaster to suggest, in all
seriousness, that there should be House Waiting Colours!
Every year in every House each individual will have his own (big
or little) memories of being a part of a House's effort. It may be a
case of Heroes and Villains, Victory and Defeat, Glory and Shame,
but, whatever, the House system creates a sense of belonging, of
community... and of memories.
GAW

Heath
espite Miss Tudor's positive "this is the year we'll get back
on track" attitude, expressed on the first day of term,
throughout the year that followed we never quite
managed to pull something out of the
bag, despite the best of efforts.
We ended up at sixth place in
the Cock House competition.
Nevertheless, promise for
a brighter future has been
provided by a number of
talented boys in the lower end
of the school, notably the UMs,
who managed to clock a total of
5510 athletics standards points,
more than the Fifths', Divisions',
and Sixths'totals added together.
Outstanding efforts in Standards
came from Gabriel Bintley, Callum
Crombie, Andy Wilson, Brad Garmston,
Alistair Malhotra, Sam White and
Stan Cousins. In the House Athletics
competition, special mention must go
to Brad Garmston, who gained four 1 st
places and a 2nd place, breaking two
school records in the process. No doubt
he will be a force to be reckoned with by
other Houses in the future!

D

Despite the very questionable Standards
performance from the Senior end of the
House, one of the greatest moments of our year came in Senior
House Rugby. Led by Max Haig, the Heath team played with great
heart and determination and finished by putting fifty points
past Levett in the final to gain 1 st place. Particularly outstanding
performances came from Nathan Kerr, George Hancock, Joe Hughes
and Mike Hawrylak.
So, another year of disappointment has passed us by since the six
consecutive victories in the glory years of 1999 to 2004. But we do

C@vy Gilson
ould it just be too cliched to describe Cary Gilson's past
year as one of highs and lows? Perhaps it would, given
our fairly low Cock House position; perhaps our year
ran throughout in the same manner in which it ended: less than
fantastic.
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Perhaps not. Perhaps now, in the midst of another year of Cary
Gilson fun, it would be a good time to look back on some of the
things we managed to get spot-on last year. Chief among them,
of course, is our success over Jeune in the final run. However, as
anyone who spent the early noughties in Cary Gilson will tell you,
the Cock House results aren't what really matters. It's the little
triumphs that count. We got off to a fairly good start with a third
place in Challenge up against stiff competition from the likes of
Vardy and Prince Lee. A few weeks later we won table tennis in both
the UM and Remove years, then continued our success in the lower

have a great
foundation to build on, with awesome
individual and team performances throughout the year,
and much to look forward to from some very enthusiastic Shells
and Removes. Oily Mitchell and Dan King were appointed joint
House captains in the final meeting of the year, and their personal
strengths will be combined in 08-09 to produce a more yellow
future for us all. It remains only to thank Max Haig and George
Hancock for their efforts as Captain and Vice-Captain and to thank
all the House tutors, Mr Smith, Mr Stacey and Mr Golightly, for their
tireless support throughout the year.
Oily Mitchell

years with a win
in Shell rugby.
Then it
happened. Amid
seven Houses'
worth of booing, a
band of Gilsonians
took to the Big
School stage, and
in a wild blaze of
hot, hot, hotpants,
Wellington boots,
inflatable men, highpitched singing and
face-melting guitars,
House Shout victory was
ours. For me, nothing
quite compared to the
delight of carrying that
crumpled old bit of brass
to Geography Room A and
holding it aloft before a
crowd of rejoicing Gilsonians.
I think the best thing about
our Shout effort was the sheer
number of people keen to be
involved. This is one triumph
that can truly belong not just to
a select few, but to many people
from the House, including some
of our youngest members.
It was in fact the younger
members of Cary Gilson who went on to help us claim our next
great triumph, and it took place not on our school's hallowed
playing fields but in its swimming pool. Water polo and swimming
were both won by our Juniors, a precursor to our victory in
swimming standards in Minor, Junior and Senior categories. We then
finished off the year's competitions with a very respectable second
place in the triple-weighted slog that is athletics standards.
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So what sums up the past year for our House? What goes to show
that we don't just represent the House of Robert Cary Gilson, we are
the House of Robert Cary Gilson? What our select triumphs show is
that, while we currently lack the sheer jockishness to score the win
in the hyped-up events, one thing we have in common is the House
pride that bands us together in the name of the Black and Blue.
Tom Gammage

n
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f only Prince Lee had been rightly disqualified for the effeminate
colour of their ties, then perhaps we could have been celebrating
an unlikely Evans victory. Our Sixth form were obviously weak,
having come consistently eighth in every event that they had
participated in during their first four years. By the Fourth year they
had actually scored their first try. The omens were not good.
The Autumn Term was only marginally better than cataclysmic,
punctuated with rare crumbs of comfort. Second place in Minor
House Debating, thanks to the efforts of Dom Bealby-Wright and
Sam Arrand, and second place in Senior squash kept us just above
the wooden spoon position at Christmas. James Eyre deserves credit
for having a fine term.
The second term is traditionally our strongest and did not
disappoint. First term lethargy was shaken off and the jolly green
giant emerged like a tiger released from captivity. The Shells and

UMs both won Cross Country and the Fourths were second. Special
mention must be made of David Newton, who won both of his
races. Rugby resulted in first position for the Removes and second
for the UMs. Connor McGirk and Jonathan Duckett were highly
influential in the Remove victory. Ryan Millar was impressive for the
UMs. Gurpreet Kainth led the Junior basketball team to first place.
Roberto Ruisi must be congratulated on achieving second position
in the Classical Music competition, an achievement which can have
few precedents for a Shell. Second position was also achieved in
Shell fives, Remove fives, Junior badminton and Junior squash.
Rory Singh had a terrific term, starring in both basketball and cross
country. At the end of the term we had suddenly catapulted up the
table into second place, now twenty points behind pretty in pink
Prince Lee. We even acquired an excellent new House tutor in Miss
Khan. A feeling of hope and excitement began to grip the House.
Could we now catch table-topping Prince Lee?
Unfortunately we could not. The Summer Term was spoilt by the
fact that the pink panthers Prince Lee rudely decided to win virtually

every competition in sight. However, our tennis remains strong,
with the Juniors winning comfortably and the Seniors coming
second. In the Juniors Joe Tankaria and Wes Payne won all of their
matches at first pair and Ed Ratdiff, Adam Forrest and Josh Jackson
also contributed to the victory. In the Seniors, at second pair Nick
Watson and Andy Halton managed to repair most of the damage
done by a hungover and jet-lagged first pair of Ravi Soni and Henry
Arnold. In athletics we came second overall, missing top position by
a slim margin. The Shells and Removes both won their competitions
and the Fifths came second. Fine individual performances were
achieved by David Newton, Harry Bowler, Nick Ecclestone, Jonathan
Duckett, Connor Mcgirk, Ryan Millar, Chris Lawrence,Tom Hubscher,
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The Ballad of a Jeune House Meeting, July 2008

When the summer term, with its rays so bright,
Did drearily bimble t'wards the end in sight,
We wearied souls of the house of red
Did await the Cock House result with dread.
"Absolute silence and listen" came the familiar tune,
Of the cry of the Taffy House Master of Jeune.
We knew we were lagging, we knew it would need
Some form of miracle for us to succeed.
So, perhap this blessing would come from Athletics?
But our ranking suggests we're a house of asthmatics;
In fact, the only result close to 'nifty'
Was Nafis's standards card: a thousand and fifty.
Another year let down by our 'cards of standard':
No determination - we just simply meandered
T'wards indifference and hence, t'wards loss and disaster.
A tear pricked the eye of our noble House Master.
Tennis and cricket both failed to impress us,
Joining our pool of embarrassing messes.
But was there light at the end of our tunnel of shame?
Senior swimming and water polo: first and second we came.
In Minor Cricket we achieved a solid second,
And in House Shout our performance, Mr James reckoned,
Being a sterling rendition of power and musicality
Deserved second, not sixth, in honest reality.
But as the captain's report concluded,
Nothing on earth could have precluded
The positions of Captain, Vices and Recorder
Being bestowed on the new order.
Lumley the Fish and Thanh the Tank
Eagerly took the Vice-Captain rank,
Whilst Joe Bunce and Nomaan Tahir
Became joint House Recorders to a raucous cheer.
And the House Captain's golden chalice,
To sit on the throne of the almighty Jeune palace,
Went to the dashing, cool, incredibly beefy
And terribly charismatic Nyma Sharifi.
Thus he stood up, and gave a speech,
Though inarticulate and bumbling did manage to reach
The hearts of us men, and, after a pause
He met standing ovation and rapturous applause.
But the result of the Cock House contest did not
Reflect the spirit that we soldiers have got.
Our heads hung so low, our guts full of anguish:
In eighth-place position our proud house did languish.
But there was that niggling feeling within:
If we believe in ourselves, we truly can win.
And next year, we will awake and arouse
As our army shouts, "Who's house? Jeune house!
Joe Bunce

Matt Eyre, Alex Winyard, Sam Hobbs, Rory Singh and Simon Gateley
amongst others. These successes were not replicated in cricket and
swimming. More disappointingly, athletics and swimming standards
results were well below par. This led to an overall second spot, a
long way behind eventual winners Prince Lee.
Congratulations must go to Mr Porter on a first Cock House trophy
adorned with pretty pink ribbons.
Simon Gateley was deservedly appointed House Captain with
Andy Halton Vice Captain. Rory Singh was awarded the Evans Senior
House shield and Ryan Millar the Junior House shield. Many thanks
to Henry and Ryota, the House tutors and all of the green army.

Levett
fter its brief moment of shining glory under Euan Sterling,
Levett House seems to have sunk back into the shadows of
mediocrity in recent years. For the younger members of the
House mid-table finishes are beginning to be seen as the norm, and
a certain sense of despondency and dread now meets every reading
of the Cock House Standings. The elder statesmen of Levett still
occasionally speak, teary-eyed, of those golden days. We hark back
longingly to the days of Grigg, Huxley, Hanson, Jones, Cartwright,
Hosty and Lau.'Where have all the legends gone?', the cry rings out
from the Levettian masses. And at first glance, it seems that Levett
House is in fact a bit scant of heroes at present.
The new system of allocating Shells to
Houses according to their
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predicted
abilities,
rather than
randomly,
has seemingly
done us no
favours. In fact,
it seems that
this bizarrely
egalitarian Harry
Potter-esque
sorting ritual has
actively discriminated against us Levettians. The Shells are a nice
bunch, and we hope that they all gel together and become the best
of friends over the next 7 years. However, there's no denying that
they've struggled in their first year, racking up 8th place finishes in
basketball and cross-country, 7,h in squash and 6th in badminton.
In stark contrast to the Shells'disappointing year, the Rems took
the House by storm, securing 4th place in rugby and basketball, 3rd
in table tennis and badminton and 1st in squash. Most remarkably,
our Rems managed to come 2nd in cross-country despite having no
runners in the top ten; a true testament to the strength in depth of
that year.
Elsewhere in the House, things carried on as usual. Despite the
bluster and bravado of the Senior debating pair, the Minors showed
them how it's done, winning a smart 1st place compared to the

Seniors' paltry 4,h. The other intellectual event, House Challenge,
became a fiasco of miscommunication and no-shows, resulting in a
shameful 8th place. Speaking of no-shows, the entire House let out a
united gasp of disbelief when it was announced that the 'mercurial'
Will Murcott had shown up for Senior table tennis. And not only
that, but he and partner Ben Spannuth also managed a respectable
3rd place.
Other rays of light also occasionally penetrated the gloomy
backwater that is the MPL, with 3rd place in Senior Fives and Chess
and 2nd place in Senior badminton, hockey and rugby. Although he
was inexplicably robbed again, John Garner
and
his violin glided to 2nd

place in House
Music. And a ragtag posse including
Michael Scoins, Mark Heath, Alistair Pardoe, Ben
Howell and the fearless Shell Nick Porter strummed and sang to a
nice 3rd place in House Shout, with Soul Man by the Blues Brothers.
Finally, the athletics results brought a smile to everyone's face, with
outstanding individual performances from the likes of Joe Kiff, Matt
Sedgwick, Ben Spannuth, Ismail Akram and Jack Ready papering
over the cracks of an average collective performance.
A legacy of its clandestine past, Levett is unfortunately a House
with enemies. Therefore, I'm sure it will bring peace of mind to
every Levettian to know that we came I 1 ' in shooting. These rare
successes are what keep us Levettians going in tough times; these
and Ranvir's seemingly LSD-influenced PowerPoint presentations,
Mr Roll's scathingly humorous one-line putdowns and the unerring
belief that the good times are just around the corner. With all this in
our favour, and with Jack Ready leading a new'golden generation'
of heroes and legends, you other Houses should take note: the
phoenix is rising.
Sandip Sangha

his was a year of transition for Vardy House, with Mr Melvill
taking over as House Master after the revolutionary Mr Milne
and hoping to reinforce the image of this House as a contender.
He has performed valiantly in his debut year, arousing the sort of
hunger for success that I and others wanted for this House: I'm
confident that his, and Vardy's, time will come.
Led by House captain James Allsopp and vice captain Andrew
Cowan the blue machine started off brightly, winning the likes of
House Challenge and Chess (3 years in a row now) with ease as well as
picking up high scores in debating. Moving through Autumn and into
the Winter, events continued to go our way: there were respectable
finishes in the indoor competitions across the board. How Prince Lee
managed to end up 36 points ahead of us at this point is a mystery
to me. The Spring Term came and went without much to talk about
- although the Fourths did extremely well to win cross country, while
the Seniors secured 3rd place in House rugby and, amazingly, 6th in
Cross country.
But all of these achievements were eclipsed in one day. Three
words to send a shiver down the spine of (nearly) every non-Vardian
in the school. Those words are: High School Musical. After literally
months of preparation and coordination, the production of possibly
the greatest ever show put on at House Shout took place. Yet even
on the day unknown powers strove to knock us off course. The
London School of Economics stole one of our lead singers, another
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one's microphone mysteriously didn't work, and Mr Howard even
delivered our balloons to the Cary Gilson set. We persevered with the
act and scored full marks for the dramatic side, therefore securing
a second place finish that was looking unlikely at the end of the
performance. Other Houses looked on in shock, some in horror, as
we rose through the standings at the end, but the amount of effort
put into this performance was phenomenal and richly deserved its
position - despite what others might tell you. Maybe we should
use sex dolls next year? Huge amounts of credit must go to Andrew
Browning, who masterminded the musical side of things, and to Miss
Stokes and Mr Bartlett for their hours of work with the dancers and
the choreography.
We continued through the Summer Term with more hope than
expectation of taking back first place. Cricket has been for so long
the Achilles heel of Vardy, but this year the Juniors secured a seedbeating 5th place, while the Seniors, who haven't achieved higher
than 8th place in three years, put in a monumental effort to also
secure 5th place thanks to heroics from many members of the team.
Vardy was well represented at Sports Day and most people handed
in standard cards to finish off the year. We haven't won the Cock
House competition - Prince Lee are worthy winners considering the
amount of time they've been at the top of the tree - but as per usual
this House has given its all for the cause. Whilst we still wander in
the proverbial Cock House wilderness, I have no doubt that Vardy
spirit and commitment will continue next year and we will again be
challenging at the top end of the Cock House championship.
Andrew Cowan
i
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Gifford

fter finally realising his dream of a lifetime last year, the
first-place-bliss that is the Cock House Trophy, Mr McMullan
returned for another promising year with his buoyant purple
army. The Giffordian Revolution had reached its peak, so how to
follow it? There was chatter amongst the Giffordians, who now knew
it could be done: the glory days of Gifford's past needn't be distant
memories; we were fully convinced that Gifford could retain its trophy
and once again purple rain could pour down from the skies.
After an unspectacular start the House got right back on track
with 1st places achieved in Senior Table Tennis and Senior Hockey,
and a 2nd place in Senior Fives. New motivation had been brought
to the Concert Hall simply by the word "Yeah!" and as we strode
through the year, preparing strongly for events such as rugby and
badminton, this motivation told, with a large number of decent
results. However, as Gifford has never been a House that settles for
mid-table mediocrity, we soon realised that we would have to steeply
improve our performances if we were to give ourselves any chance of
another victory.
Gifford had become a force to be reckoned
with, and it was apparent that our group of
fine gentlemen were fully capable of dealing
with some stiff competition; but there were
areas in which the House underperformed
when our eagerness to conquer momentarily
faltered. It seemed that people were just not
concerned with Junior Fives, for example, and
this mentality surely had to end if we were to
challenge for a top-table position.
Christmas came just in time to give Giffordians
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a chance to reflect on what they wanted this year; we realised we
needed to stir up that purple blood that pumps through our veins.
And lo and behold, the mid-table results slowly started moving well
into the top half of the table and a new positivity gripped the House.
On the horizon we could see House Cricket rising, along with House
Shout - historically two of Gifford's stronger events. We scored no
lower than 2nd place in any cricketing event, so it was shaping up
to be a successful round-off to the year, yet we couldn't quite top
the table in House Shout and ended up finishing in a respectable 3rd
place.
I think that last gasp push at the beginning of the Summer Term
might have been a little too late, as we ended up finishing in 3rd
position in the table (although closely behind 2nd place).To my mind
this one result cannot sum up our year as a whole; all the moments
enjoyed in House meetings, the frivolous gatherings of our thrilling
House...3rd place fails to depict this. Although we could not quite
^reach first place, I consider
the year a great success
|and now devote myself
[to the difficult task of
[trying once again to
make Mr McMullan's
[face light up, by
^bringing the Cock
^House Trophy back
ome to the Gifford
jjtrophy cabinet.
Rowan Khanna

omething monumental has happened. We speak of an
. occasion so long-delayed and buried under the years
' of waiting that many people doubted it would ever
happen. Yes, Mr Symonds can finally retire. The reason? He has
been released from his Faustian pact with Prince Lee House
on the occasion of their finally, after some 30 years of toil and
expectation, winning the Cock House!
If the triumphant roars of Mr Porter and his merry entourage
amid the raised cups of pink lemonade didn't give you a clue,
the great victory of 2008 has been a very long time coming. Ever
since the Pink House's renaissance under JP's inspired leadership
triggered a metamorphosis from a perennial minnow languishing
in 7th or 8th place to a top-of-the-table juggernaut, we have
all been watching our progress up the table, willing it to nudge
those final few places towards 1 st place. With Ci Yao, Phil Neale
and the other leavers determined to make this Prince Lee's year,
things got off to a good start; after victory in Senior Debating, the
statistics speak for themselves. Senior fives, first; Senior squash,
first; Shell table tennis, first; Shell rugby, first; Rems rugby, first;
Junior badminton, first; Rems badminton, first; Minor tennis,
first; Senior Cricket, first; Junior Cricket, first; Senior tennis, first;
and Minor swimming, yes, first. Imagine those italics being
punctuated by the cheers of victorious warriors in pink and you
can imagine just how g o o d a year it's been.
But it was with standards, both Athletics and Swimming, that
Prince Lee truly enjoyed its finest hour this year. With victory in
their nostrils, they had all the incentive they needed to turn out
in unprecedented numbers and rake in every precious clutch of
points that they could manage, determined to see themselves
immortalized in the Guild Hall's own Pantheon of Pink. Their
efforts were not in vain: consistently second in swimming
(enjoying a record-smashing streak by newcomer Fabian Evans),
Prince Lee pulled out all the stops as it stormed the athletics fields

and, after hefting javelins and sprinting as if their lives depended
on it, emerged at last in.... Can you guess? First. With the titanic
lead built up by this process, Prince Lee had only to pull off
the coup de grace in the Athletics Competitions to close its
fluorescent paws around first place and the Cock House Trophy.
There have, unquestionably, been disappointments. Despite
Dileepa Nathavitharana's performance taking a 1st in individual
Music, Prince Lee's rollicking rendition of Elvis Presley's Jail House
Rock only managed to take 4th place in House Shout, behind the
more'musically challenged'(to use JP's diplomatic turn of phrase)
antics of Vardy and Cary Gilson. And as always there are a number
of competitions in which we're not so hot. In chess and Senior
rugby we're still stone dead last, as in Rems basketball and Junior
tennis. The fact, however, that this was about as bad as it got did
little, against triumph after triumph everywhere else in sight, to
make a dent in the armour of the Pink House.
It has been, to say the least, an eventful year of passion and
performance. Prince Lee has smashed records for Athletics and
Swimming, fought like a demon at all levels of competition,
seen off all comers on Standards and engendered possibly
the most controversial House Shout result in the history of the
competition. But, as Mr Porter reminds us amid the euphoria,
this is only the beginning. If Prince Lee is ever to hope to join
the ranks of past giants like Heath (how the mighty have fallen!)
then the one thing needful is consistency. Pulling off a repeat
performance of this stellar year will not be an easy task, especially
as our departing goliaths of the sixth form hand their legacy on
to Rory Leadbetter and Chris Duncan in the Divisions. But if the
consistency of our performances in recent years tells us anything,
it is that if any House has the potential to capitalize on such a
legacy it can only be Prince Lee. The word is out, and the world is
finally taking notice (especially Mr Symonds): Pink is Perkier!
Tim Kiely
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n a boarding school, houses are made out of bricks and make sense. After all, boys
don't go home for their tea. A boy will eat and work and sleep and be unpleasant
to his contemporaries and annoy his housemaster in his house, so that the house
becomes the obvious way to group boys to play sport and compete against each
other. At Eton, for example, there are 25 houses; so a lot of long summer days and
short winter days can be consumed playing the Cricket House Sides and the House
Field and the Senior Sine and the Junior Cake and the Bumping Races. Indeed, with
25 houses and 1270 boys, there is always someone to play and there isn't really much
need for the school to go looking for matches with other schools. That's why public
schools were quite happy to invent their own games with their own rules: Eton Fives,
Rugby Fives, Winchester Fives, the Eton Field Game, Harrow Football, Winchester
Football, even Rugby Football (at last, a game we know). It's just that only the last of
them caught on, whilst silly old Association Football colonised the North.
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In a day school, houses don't have such an obvious reason for their existence.
There are no bricks or dormitories. They, like Saturday morning school, gone but not
lamented, a preposterous school song and the playing of rugby itself, might be seen
as evidence that day schools did little more than copy their grander and smarter
cousins, the boarding schools. And yet, it is the Chief Master's duty to assert that
Houses continue to have a function and a value. He is meant to say piously that they
form boys into different groups and allow them to form different friendships; that
they enable senior boys and junior boys to be together; that they encourage senior
boys to organise and lead the younger ones; that they enable lots of boys to do lots
of things that they wouldn't be able to do otherwise; that they enable everyone to do
something; that they engender an esprit de corps and a healthy spirit of competition
within a school; that they may not be made out of bricks, but they are a cement that
holds a school together.
That is the kind of stuff that a Chief Master is meant to say, to inspectors and
parents and old boys. But do I believe it? Well, funnily enough, I do. Houses do work.
Thirty five years on, I have clear memories of moments of House life and of my
friends in Jeune; of my House Master, Jock Ramsey; of a senior boy reading the whole
of TS Eliot's Ash Wednesday in a House assembly so that we were all farcically late for
first period; of the Junior Gym Competition with Derek Everest; of the opposition
bowling underarm at us in the House Cricket because they thought we had too
many good players. And now, it doesn't seem all that different. Junior House Fives
may not be on the direct line to the London Olympics of 2012, but it's a friendly and
human way for some boys to compete and learn a game. Senior House Cricket
may not be saleable to Sky, but it's no bad way to fill the dog days of
the year. Athletics Standards is one of the great institutions
of this school, and no article on Houses can pass over
the Vardy publications. And the two House Music
competitions, than which no two things could be
more different, are truly highlights of the year.
Indeed, the House Shout, despite or perhaps
because of dodgy addition and descending
dolls, brings hilarity to the edge of anarchy, and
not many schools can do that. I'll never forget
What's-his-name as Freddie Mercury.
And then, of course, there is the crowning
glory of House life, whether in a boarding
school or a day school: the sight of the
grown-ups being more competitive and
desperate than the boys. I have been there,
and so has MrTinley. Long may Houses
prosper. Stetfortuna domus, or perhaps
stent fortunae domuum.

"that they may
not be made out of
bricks, but they are a
cement that holds a
school together/'
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year, with the KEHS Lecture

Those who have previously never debated have gloriously
stepped up to the challenge with some very impressive
performances on topics such as T h i s House would Close Down
Oxbridge', T h i s House believes that Holocaust Denial is not a
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a month to behold epic clashes

Crime'and 'This House would allow Torture Warrants for Terror

(

between the best from either

Suspects'. Special mentions must go to superb performances by

school. The victors were paraded

Gerry McHugh, James Eyre, Gaurav Vohra, Michael Scoins, Matt
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enjoyed a hugely successful

Theatre filling up at least three times
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through the streets of Birmingham

Hodgkinson and Mark Davies; the latter two being responsible

on the back of a white elephant

for the aforementioned occasional sexist remarks, such as Matt's

while being honoured with a

attempt to explain to a largely female audience why the Y

twenty-one gun salute. Underneath

chromosome is better than the X. It is a testament to the lack of

a spectacular display of fireworks, tears of joy flowed copiously

existence of karma that Matt went on to win that debate (that, or

upon the cheeks of adorning fans who craned their necks from

most of the audience had a crush on him).

the windows of the Bristol Road to catch a glimpse of this week's

I would like to give a huge thank you to Mrs Shore-Nye from

Immortals. In the short intervals between chanting the names of

KEHS, who gave this society the initial push it needed to expand

these Heroes, Shells, who have yet to figure out why on earth they

from its earlier forms in previous years. Rainbow Crawford's efforts

are referred to as objects found by the seaside, took a moment to

to ensure that a venue was always available must also not go

reflect on one thing: they would aspire to have their names chanted

unmentioned. Most importantly, I would like to thank everyone who

- they would join the KES/KEHS Joint Debating Society. OK, you

took part in their own way, whether it was by stepping up into the

got me, I lied - the debaters didn't have to be the best from either

limelight to debate, contributing to the impressive standard of floor

school.

debates throughout the year, or merely laughing at some rather

It is a great shame that debating has been reserved for the select

awful jokes to make the debaters feel more at ease. As I leave KES,

few who wish to partake in competitive debating (and when I say a

I have every confidence in Jaivir Pall, whose capable hands have

few...I really mean a few!) But no more - the Joint Debating Society

picked up the torch of KES/KEHS Joint Debating Society, and I have

has brought debating to the plebeians of our two great institutions.

no doubt he will do a far better job than I managed this year. I wish

Critics who wished to conserve the old system of elitism have been

him and his KEHS counterparts Katie Myint and Manasi Jyothish the

proved wrong: despite the previously unchallenged consensus,

best of success.

debates have not disintegrated into mass brawls with sexist remarks

Adil N. Ahmad

being flung in every direction. Well, almost never.

An
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any times did I wonder what this bizarre thing called
"Anagnostics"could possibly be. The posters on the walls

I of G3 did hint as to its existence, but it was always a

mystery. What did it actually do? It is time for the society to come
out of the shadows and into the limelight, where it belongs.
Anagnostics has been something of an inner sanctum, revealed
only to those who are studying Classics; and, sometimes, not even
to them. As to what it actually is: it is a society devoted to reading
one of the most noble and ancient forms of literature, Classical
Greek Drama.Through plays involving gory deaths, hilarious
innuendo (intentional or not) and ludicrous over-acting (or rather
over-reading), this sadly under-examined area of literature has
made the G-corridor resound, sometimes with laughter, every
Thursday evening since early in the Autumn Term.
We held a total of 18 meetings this year: a record for the society,
and much better than the paltry two of the previous year. We even

managed to break into double figures in the number of members:
Anagnostics is no longer a society coughing out its last dying
breaths and struggling to survive, like so many of the characters
we have portrayed. Our interpretations of Greek Tragedy have
been manifold, with the mighty Heracles played as a gruff figure
from the Deep South, and aged Pheres as an ancient equivalent
of the Godfather. However, the most bizarre and possibly funniest
moments of the year were provided by Ed Powell, who kept alive
with exceptional stamina the Greek tradition of male actors playing
female roles through use of a falsetto voice.
Who knows what the future holds for this society as it gradually
emerges from its shadowy hiding place? What innovations and
interpretations will the new year bring to the society, now under the
leadership of Guy Brindley and Millie Ismail? Whatever the future
holds, I am sure that the madness and Bacchic revelry of the past
year is just the beginning.
Hugo Holmes
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fter much debate it was decided that w h a t t h e pupils of KES
needed in their lunch-hours a b o v e all was FUN. Education
in the classics of film was necessary but not at t h e expense

of having a g o o d time. This logic was the inspiration for most of the
weekly output of CFS in 07/08. W h e t h e r it w a s c o m e d y (Airplane!,
The Philadelphia

Story, Modern Times, The Royal

Tenenbaums),

adventure (Police Story, The Adventures of Robin Hood, From Russia
With Love), or musical (The Rocky Horror Picture Show,

(ASAIUNCA

Scrooge,

High School Musicals 1 &2) o n e could rely on CFS to bring joy and
happiness to a school day w h e n both w e r e in urgent need.
W i t h attendances reaching 105 per showing (not including
the CFS Film Festival which attracted over 300 people), CFS is
undoubtedly t h e most popular society in t h e school. A society that

w

attracts Shells and Sixth-formers, draws girls from KEHS and even
tempts teachers out of the C o m m o n R o o m is nothing short of an
all embracing success. Posters adorned the walls, notice boards
were commandeered, and adverts rang out in Big School Assembly
(Andrew Browning informing Big School that he w o u l d inflict
violence on those not attending was a passionate, if excessive,
articulation of his love of CFS).
W e had our fair share of conflict and controversy, including the
moments w h e n a m e m b e r of the IT department took issue with
the artful (yet ink devouring) poster campaigns, and w h e n the
same individual confiscated Pulp Fiction out of t h e DVD player

A
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(the disciples fortunately m a n a g e d to finish watching t h e film
courtesy of t h e blessed internet, however). Thanks to a series of
correspondences with the BBFC the society was revealed to be

•Jlocm

acting entirely legally and ethically and lived to fight another day
against t h e malevolent forces of censorship and repression. A n d

m

fight they did. Always o n e to stick up for the little guy, CFS s h o w e d V

(>
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for Vendetta, If..., Super Size Me (to coincide with the boycott of t h e

camaraderie it establishes a m o n g its members. W h e t h e r it is singing

dining hall) and

along to High School Musical, doing t h e 'Timewarp' during (and after)

BrokebackMountain.

In addition to t h e unprecedented classics that are

Casablanca

The Rocky Horror Picture Show, laughing oneself to tears at Charlie

and Rain Man, foreign films Pan's Labyrinth (Spain), Police Story

Chaplin, being thrilled by Errol Flynn, c h a r m e d by J a m e s Bond,

(Hong Kong) and Tell No One (France) w e r e also shown. Not content

or enchanted by Casablanca,

with showing CFS's first ever foreign and black and white movies,

been, nor likely will there ever be, a society as g o o d as CFS. All that

it remains the case that there hasn't

w e decided to push the proverbial boat out and show the Charlie

remains is for m e to wish A d a m Mian and J a m e s Reilly g o o d luck in

Chaplin silent classic Modern Times.

leading CFS next year. Long live CFS!

W h e r e CFS succeeds w h e r e many societies fail is in the
James Eyre

rophrc Unjversc
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his year has seen t h e Graphic Universe continue to regenerate.

The Friday afternoon option is busier than ever, with a large group

W h e n I arrived at the school, t h e Graphic Universe was thinly

of d e v o t e d Fourths and several boys from the Fifths, Divs and Sixths.

attended, with only occasional meetings. However, in the last

This year has been d o m i n a t e d by the brilliant

BattlestarGalactica,

two years it has experienced a revival. I think that this can mainly

which has kept us both thrilled and shocked. Not forgetting the

be attributed to the return of Doctor Who to our screens, which has

Graphic Universe's roots, t h e Friday afternoon group also invests

introduced a brand n e w audience to the exciting world of sci-fi. For

plenty of time in American comic books, spending many a happy

the first time in the society's history, a meeting has been held every

hour reading the latest Superman

Thursday lunchtime, with R o o m 160 packed to the rafters as t h e KES

classics such as Watchmen

science fiction community converges to enjoy another memorable

a little concerned by Mr Milton's worrying obsession with Danger

slice of sci-fi film or TV. As you can imagine, Doctor Who remains

Girl.

a staple of these Thursday lunchtime sessions, but the delights of
other masterpieces such as Heroes, Alias, and of course
Vampire Slayer keep us entertained.

Buffythe

or X-Men adventure, or re-visiting

and I ' f o r Vendetta. However, I d o remain

This year has also seen the launch of the Graphic

Universe

Magazine, which reports on and discusses t h e world of science
fiction in all its varied forms. It has proved to be an instant success,

with boys from the society contributing articles on many different
topics. We have even had "Teachers Talking Sci-Fi"as well as Henry
Tonks' latest outspoken comments on the film world.
The future is looking good for Graphic Universe. We are greatly
looking forward to Tricia Heifer's visit, and every Thursday lunchtime
we will continue to be transported to worlds and adventures far
removed from our own.
Finn Milton

L

ast year's activities of the KES Maths Society were restricted
to the Autumn Term: not for any good reason, it just turned
out that way. We journeyed long and far to find
good talks to listen to. Our first trip, however, found
us no further afield than the University across
the road, where the showcase lectures of the
London Mathematical Society attracted a
record crowd of over a hundred to find out
about mathematical knots and some
Swedish woman's crocheting.
In October, Dr Bridges put on
one of his highly colourful
presentations of the
Mandelbrot Set
- a talk broadly
self-similar to
one given a few
years ago (a little
in-joke there,
just in case you
missed it!). We
also trundled off
to Derby where
David Acheson of
Oxford University
gave a demo of
several snippets of
personal interest acquired
during his many years as a
mathematician.

In November, we completed our tour of
drab Midland cities with a visit to Leicester
for a talk on the engineering behind
the Tay Bridge disaster. Later the same
month, a group of around forty KES
boys, from UMs to Sixths, joined in our
annual pilgrimage to the Adrian Boult
Hall in town to take part in the Maths
Inspiration Conference, where the maths
mingled side-by-side with such activities as
juggling, guitar-playing and chanting football
hooligans.
All in all, we had much fun on these outings,
and ate several hearty - if not exactly healthy
- meals along the way.

A a o ro
ver the course of the year the society has hosted
eleven lunch-time talks and discussions on a range of
philosophical, political, and psychological topics. These
have been given, variously, by pupils and teachers from KES and
lecturers from Birmingham University, and have regularly attracted
audiences exceeding fifty. Sessions taken by pupils generally
consisted of a talk on a particular subject followed by a debate
on issues raised, involving everyone present. This provided an
informative, stimulating, and intellectually lively atmosphere for all
lucky enough to attend.
I began the year's programme with a well received talk on
Existentialism and How it Affects Our Lives'. We learned what
the existentialists believed, not to trust video and that room 180
would not be large enough to hold all talks in the
future. A talk on 'Religious Fundamentalism' by Jack
Donelan and Danny Elphinston started a vivacious
but reasonable and well-mannered debate, which
came as a relief following the dramatic, yet potentially
incendiary, poster campaign. Following this the
Agora crowd was blessed with the opportunity
to hear Dr Daniel on the relationship between
science and religion. His heart-warming anecdotes,
impersonations of satellites, and advanced postNewtonian physics were a joy. Michael Scoins was not
deterred from raising objections during the session,
and his maverick bravery and conviction were put
to good use in his own talk/discussion, with Caleb
Wooding, on 'Plato'. The Agora faces the difficulty that,
whilst striving to be the force of intellectual rigour
and integrity that is so very much needed in a postMTV, check-list-examination educational system,
political-soundbite age, it must also be accessible to
its entire audience, which ranges from teachers and
sixth-formers to Shells. This dilemma was brushed
aside on this occasion however, as Scoins, with his
close reading of Plato's works, was able to provide an
insight into the scope and importance of Plato whilst
at the same time remaining critical and fair. Caleb's
brightly coloured PowerPoint presentation provided a
more whimsical take on the life and works of possibly
the most important philosopher who has ever lived. The following
talk (on the very next day) was on the brain and was helmed
appropriately by Ci Yao and myself. References to the Buddha,
Burger King™, Ludwig Wittgenstein, and no small amount of roleplaying, contributed to a very entertaining and equally scholarly
talk.

O

speaker who endeared herself instantaneously to the many present.
The talk itself was on 'Are Human Beings Rational?' and the logic
behind inviting this fine speaker was never in doubt. The success
was made clear by the throng of eager students accompanying
Dr Bortolotti to the university precinct at the end of lunch in order
to further the talk a pied, and by the clamour I received asking for
another lecturer to be booked. So ended a busy Autumn term for
the society.
Agora was to meet just four more times in the remainder of
the academic year. The first meeting heard Karan Jay Modi and
Ryota Nishikawa on the'Philosophy of Violence': a multi-media
presentation rooted largely in the American black civil-rights
movement and the comparison of the approaches of Martin Luther
King and Malcolm X.Then came'Evil': Anees
Ahee and I led a wide ranging discussion
looking at historical interpretations of
evil, cultural relativism, and the use of the
word in politics today. Sadly, we may have
disappointed the hordes of people who
turned up looking to practise devil-worship.
Dr Francis Longworth of Birmingham
University presented the intelligentsia of KES
with a talk and Q&A session on 'Causation
and Determinism'and the related topics of
free-will, the existence of God, and questions
raised by quantum theory. It could have been
too much to get one's head round, but Dr
Longworth managed masterfully to convey
the ideas in a way that was both accessible
and stimulating. To follow such a competent
professional is a daunting task and one which
very few students would have been up to.
Luckily Agora managed to persuade Adil
Ahmad to take time out from his debating
to give us a talk on 'The Fine Line Between
Normality and Psychiatric Illness'.The
product of several months of research and
thinking, the talk was one of the best given
all year - wide-ranging and fascinating whilst
remaining filled with detail and argument (I have read his script
several times since). It proved a fine climax to the year.

"Any suggestion
that we at Agora
are nothing more
than armchairintellectuals with
nothing relevant
to say about the
outside world
was effectively
quashed by
Jerome O'Neill
and his analysis
of the current
political climate
in the lecture
'The Decline of
Socialism in the
Labour Party'."

Any suggestion that we at Agora are nothing more than armchairintellectuals with nothing relevant to say about the outside world
was effectively quashed by Jerome O'Neill and his analysis of the
current political climate in the lecture 'The Decline of Socialism
in the Labour Party'. The first external speaker of the year was
Birmingham University's Dr Lisa Bortolotti, one of the world's
leading experts in the philosophy of psychology, an engaging

For getting the ball rolling at the preparation stage last year,
booking Dr Bortolotti, advertising at KEHS and allowing her room
to be used by the society, many thanks must be extended to Mrs
Ostrowicz, who supported the society greatly. Thanks also to those
who were part of Agora in any capacity, be it presenting the talks,
arranging furniture, distributing posters, or simply turning up. The
year could not have been as successful as it was without them.
James Eyre
Many thanks to James Eyre for being an outstandingly dynamic and
committed leader of Agora!
A. Ostrowicz

fter witnessing the downfall of the old KES Warhammer
society, three of the old team decided to resurrect the
forgotten club. What rose from its ashes is a lively (if rather
noisy) concoction of Shells, Removes and occasional older boys. We
are a friendly community of enthusiastic gamers.
We started this year with a small number, mostly beginners, but
they quickly grasped the basics of the games. With most of our
talent in the futuristic version of the game, we quickly started up a
league table for all the gamers. Our Thursday sessions seemed to
be a hit: we were besieged by requests for another session, due to
potential gamers having various other commitments.
Our priority for the moment, however, was the upcoming match
against Turves Green Boys School. On the last day of the Autumn
Term, we led our brave band of hopefuls into three matches of
vicious combat; we won two convincingly and the other was a
narrow defeat.
'The Three Founders'of the new Warhammer (Sam Ceney, Monty
Williams and Ben Phillips) then went on a trip to Warhammer HQ
in Nottingham. It was a great trip, with two main highlights: we
met Bek Hawkby, the woman behind the School League and Club
Support, and we gazed in wonder at the amazing painted models of
the Citadel Miniatures Hall. We also got a sneak peak at a new type
of Specialist Historical game, which involves pirates...
In the first week of the Spring Term we launched our Monday
sessions, producing from the woodwork a whole new host of
gamers. We were astonished at the popularity of the newly

A

select group of Shell and Remove boys armed with little
more than their imaginations, and a few hard-working
Divisions students, staged an epic production based on the
world of superpowers. Twins Joseph and Daniel Clements played
a pair of evil villains - a telepathic/telekinetic brainchild and an
intellectually challenged martial arts master, Memo and Dim Sum
the Karate King - with a dastardly plot to destroy the world. When
'Pandora's Box' is stolen from the town museum, the superheroes
turn on each other, and we see battle between Fabian Evans, as
gentleman-cum-horrific monster Fluffy, and Shivam Sharma, as the
rather irritating copycat Mirrored. The tension rises when Abrajit Giri,
pulling off a convincingly mysterious Dr Electron, battles Nicholas
Porter, the ever-controlling Puppet Master. Would Jamie Mitchell's
master of the elements, The Elementor, be a match for Tom Haynes's
self-replicating Ditto? At the diffhanger end of an exciting adventure
deep in the Forests of Gump, with an exciting climax atop the great
Mt Brokeback, the small audience were left begging for more: could
Furniture Man (played by a chair) save our heroes from the twins'evil
plot to destroy the heroes and conquer the world?

A

With interspersed sessions of scriptwriting, stage fighting,
Stanislavsky-esque character development, costume design,
improvisation based on the popular television programme Whose
Line Is It Anyway?, and various drama games, the Junior Drama Club
had a busy time, and look forward to equally productive year with a
fresh bunch of new recruits.
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Joe Bunce

reformed club, as the old club has been covered in cobwebs for
years.
Our hopes for the future are high, and we hope that one day the
club can become a Friday afternoon activity. We have been amazed
at the growth of Warhammer's popularity, and think that in the years
to come, even after the current leaders leave, the club will continue
to grow.
Sam Ceney

he society provides the opportunity for
younger students to have fun while learning
how to express their points of view clearly
and logically in a non-competitive environment.
Motions this year were chosen from national and
international politics, science and technology,
education and a wide variety of topical issues
relevant to students, such as whether police officers
should have the right to bear arms and whether
studying a foreign language at school should be
compulsory. Issues much closer to home were
covered: the juniors even debated the introduction
of the International Baccalaureate to KES, which
proved a lively debate as interesting issues that
were raised and discussed are going to affect many
of those involved. More informal debates were
also held near the end of term: members got the
opportunity to let their true feelings out as the great
rivalry of KFC vs. McDonalds was settled. Debating
talent exists in the lower half of the school and we
look forward to another good year.

T
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ne of the highlights of this year for the Society has been
the weekly Jumah prayers. This year we have been having
weekly cash collections so that Muslims and non-Muslims
in the school can have a well-deserved party on Friday lunchtimes
after the Jumah prayer. Each week the menu was different, but
whether we brought in ice-cream, cake or pizza, the one thing that
remained special was that everybody should leave feeling in a good
mood after the Jumah prayers.
Although this sounds really cool,
partying is not the main purpose
of the Islamic Society. This year
the talks given by Muslim pupils
during the Friday Jumah prayers
have been of particularly high
quality, and have reminded us
how we should behave not just in
school, but in our everyday lives. We
have also held discussions twice a
week throughout the year, giving
chances for pupils to talk about
and debate various aspects of Islam
and allowing us to answer as best
we can any questions that people
may have, to clear up any queries or
misconceptions.
The key event each year is the
annual Iftaar Party held at the end
of Ramadan. This year saw our
largest ever attendance, and it was

a great opportunity to celebrate the end of fasting and to meet
some Muslim Old Edwardians.This event always proves to be great
fun, which is why many teachers came and joined the feast. Once
again, it has been a very successful year for the KES Islamic Society
and we look forward to next year!
Dani Malik

cientific Society has been blessed this year with a cascade of
illuminating talks and presentations by a range of speakers,
each presenting his topic of choice with a distinctive style.
The talks have been open to all, and even attracted KEHS pupils and
teaching staff.
The Venus Flytrap by Mr Lampard was the subject that opened the
year's proceedings. Although the talk was aimed predominantly at
the younger years, all who attended were intrigued and charmed
by this unusual plant. Mr Lampard informed us that the flytrap
mechanism exists to trap and digest insects so as to obtain extra
nitrates, allowing the plant to live in an environment which is
deprived of proteins. Once the prey is trapped, digestive juices
are secreted and the nutrients can be absorbed. Mr Lampard
offered advice on treatment and care, and offered those present an
opportunity to buy these plants, to raise money for the impending
Madagascar exhibition. After such a captivating talk, this was an
offer few could refuse.
The next speaker,
pupil Tom Gammage,
demonstrated his
engineering skills. He
had managed to design
and assemble, albeit
over a considerable time
period, his own fully
functioning Tesla coil.
He explained that by
using transformers and
capacitors and a series
of tightly wound coils
he could generate a
huge electrical voltage.
He demonstrated that
electricity stored in the
coil could be discharged
into the surrounding air
to produce a spectacular
display of'home-made'
lightning. The audience
stood well back.
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the body, soul and personality. The talk was rounded off in heated
debate about some of these issues.
How do we see colour? This was only one of the questions
answered by William Clarke, resident Chemistry genius of the Sixth
form, in his talk on The Chemistry of Colour. His array of chemical
structures was accompanied by an equal quantity of colour
changing displays, and despite a few technical problems, this talk
brought the Society's year to a fantastic conclusion.
The best part of this year has been the depth of topics covered,
especially so by pupils of the school. Tribute must be paid to
organisers of the Scientific Society; AdamTownsend, Daniel Sullivan,
Adil Ahmad, and of course the Head of Chemistry, Dr Brooks.
It has been a most enjoyable year for myself and hopefully for
speakers and audience alike, and I hope the Society continues with
maintained enthusiasm next year.
Ci Yao

M*cn?orino S o c i e t y
he Mentoring Society has developed from a single weekly
lunchtime to flourishing over several lunchtimes (Mondays
-Wednesdays).Thanks to the guiding hand of Mrs Thorpe
and a number of dedicated mentors from the Sixths and Divisions,
Mentoring has become a thriving Society where help, guidance and
advice are offered in a supportive environment to anyone from any
year group.
Many students find the pace of some lessons difficult to follow
and do not always fully understand the topic: this is where the
Mentoring Society can help! Many students who come to mentoring
simply need some personal help from their regular partner to clarify
and explain particular topics in a range of subject areas and, with a
vast range of resources and revision guides, this is the service that
the mentors can provide.
The outstanding success of the new Mentoring Society would not
have been possible without the help and support of Mrs Thorpe and
all of the mentors who give up their lunchtimes to help younger
students. So I would like to thank all of them for their hard work
throughout the year. I wish the best of luck to the Mentoring Society
in the future and I hope it continues to flourish.

T

Govind Sharma

H f l B H H H H B H H H
(the
society),
presented by Upper
Sixths James Eyre and Ci
Yao, was on the curious
subject of The Brain and
the Mind. With copious
amounts of acting and
frivolous anecdotes we
explained some of the
phenomena associated
with the brain: our
senses, memory and how
it works, and the different
roles of parts of the
brain. We moved on to
the mind: its distinction
from the brain, the extent
of its association with

H
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n its inaugural year, the KES Modern Languages Society burst
onto the school society scene before being buried somewhat
under the pressure of the exam season. Founded by three
linguists, Mark Heath, Gaurav Mehta and Faisal Karim, the society
was created with the idea of promoting an extra-curricular interest
in languages within the school community, outside the constraints
of the GCSE and A-level syllabi.
After an admittedly slow start and a difficult first few terms we
hope to begin in earnest in 2008-09, building on the clear interest
that has been shown by those who turned up to our first event:
a talk given by Ms Nati Knight, head of the Brasshouse Language
Centre in central Birmingham. Ms Knight talked about the benefits
of foreign languages in the world of work, drawing mainly on her
personal experience of a lifetime career in languages. With the
initial interest shown at this meeting we hope to extend the society

I

to both KES and KEHS with a particular focus on the Remove and
Upper Middle years, for w h o m choosing and then continuing with a
foreign language is extremely important. To interest the Sixth form
linguists more foreign language films are to be shown along with
the continuing French and Spanish weekly news. Future society
talks already being lined up take advantage of our links with the
Brasshouse Language Centre and include speakers from across the
world.
Finally, very ambitious plans are also afoot to establish the school
within the Prime Minister's Global Fellowship scheme, which allows
one hundred school and college leavers a year the chance to visit
some of the major countries of the new global economy. Starting
this year with China, India and Brazil, the six week trips include
two weeks in a foreign school or college, two weeks as the guest
of a global company, and a two week cultural program involving
immersion in the life and language of the country itself, as well as a
trip to Downing Street to meet the Prime Minister. W e hope to have
this new opportunity established at the school by the time w e leave
and are forced to pass on the baton to our successors, and w e hope
it will encourage linguistic excellence in a school already renowned
for its academic success.
Mark Heath

Christian

Union

B

was so much more to Classics than simply learning your

tables of noun declensions (fascinating as servus may be). Whilst the
A-level may be meant as a chance to study at a higher level, it seems
in truth merely to encourage students to jump through hoops and
to punish any genuine intellectual spark, at least in Classics. With
Oxbridge interviews and attendant preparation sessions finished, it
seemed fit to replace them with some manner of society devoted to
looking at Classics beyond the syllabus.
Opening with the Chief Master himself on why Herodotus is
superior to Thucydides (a fascinating presentation, even if I remain
unconvinced), the society gradually found its feet and got into the
swing of a mixture of discussions and presentations on such topics
as whether or not Book 12 is a fitting end to the Aeneid, the life of
Pyrrhus, the root of the term "pyrrhic victory" and what Homer is
really on about.
The society has been a forum both for debates, such as those on
whether or not Thucydides can be trusted and whether Aeneas is
really a hero, and also for more measured musings upon the nature
of heroic ideals in Homer. Oddly enough, argument seemed to
grow more heated in the Chief Master's presence, and hopefully

"The LORD gave and the LORD has taken away.
Blessed be the name of the LORD."

ored by the constrictive A-level syllabus, I decided that it was

time to show to any and all w h o were interested that there

such intellectual passion will continue into the future. As this year

Job 7:2 7

draws to a close and the baton of Classical Society passes on to Guy

hristian Union has seen massive changes over the course of

C

this year. Our first meeting was optimistic, with ambitious

Brindley and Millie Ismail, I wish them every success in expanding
the society and furthering its intellectual endeavours.

and exciting ideas being tossed back and forth: anything was

Hugo Holmes

possible. However, the departure of our society head, NickToseland,

was both a spanner in the works and a devastating moment for

Socint

all of us. It somehow fell to me to take over leadership, one week
before the Christmas holidays. That meeting felt a lot like a funeral
despite the fact that w e were decorating Christmas cards.
W e returned after the three-week break with a fresh start ahead
of us and our first meeting was reminiscent of that first meeting in
September: w e started to plan big, public events for the coming
term. The two biggest ideas to come out of this session were the
'Eggs'giveaway and the Resurrection talk, both relating directly
to the Easter festival that was just around the corner. Sam Mabley,
one of our younger members, had a parent working at Cadbury's,
which facilitated the 450 Cadbury Creme Eggs disappearing in an
unbelievable 5 minutes, and a local student worker, John Taylor, a
friend of Mrs Stokes and Mrs Putt, made the talk possible. Indeed,
so successful was this talk that the famous dividing wall between
Rooms 180 and 181 had to be removed to make more space.
At the regularThursday lunchtime meetings w e heard talks from
Mrs Putt, myself, Matthew Clegg and Laura Ralph. Sung worship
began to make its way back into our meetings after a long break,
and prayer remained a firm cornerstone. After the Easter holiday,
three further talks were arranged, featuring John Taylor and the
great Johnathan Wu. This long run of activity was rounded off with
the "Big Debate", which was also greatly successful.
W e have been blessed this year. God took away from us in
December, but he gave to us all year round, and w e blessed his
name through the good and the bad. We've seen a huge growth
and development in how the Christian Union works and runs, and
w e expect a bigger, more exciting and hopefully better organised
year for 08/09.

t has been a largely unsuccessful year for the Shakespeare
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Society, which when at its peak is truly amongst the creme de la

creme of KES societies. Only two meetings took place during the

entire year (a contrast to last year's huge success). There is, however,
still hope for this society, and consequently for the salvation of the
minds of our young, in that the two meetings that were not called
off due to low attendance were very successful. Those w h o were
not able to witness Tim Kiely's performance in The Comedy of Errors

should embark upon a long and tireless journey of self-castigation.
W h y was there such a stark contrast in attendance levels between
attempted meetings of this year and the previous one? It could be
because this year's Upper Sixth, w h o made up most of last year's
attendees, found little incentive to turn up after the departure
of their personal statements. It could be due to my inadequacy
(which is quite possible), or to a general distaste for the works of
Shakespeare outside the constraints of the English syllabus across
the school. No, that's just crazy talk. Alas, as Hamlet famously said to
his friend, "there are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than
are dreamt of in your philosophy." Whatever the reason, I hope that
future Secretaries of the Society have more success than I've had
in the past two years. A special mention must go to Dr Hosty, Miss
White and Tim Kiely for their efforts in keeping the society afloat
throughout the year.
Adil N. Ahmad

Robert Cheel
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phoenix from the ashes
ith our founding father gone, the Classic Rock Society

W

(CRS) was left Dazed and Confused. Our charismatic

was on Top Of The World when he chose to focus on Nirvana.

With Not Enough members contributing to meetings and GCSEs
looming on the horizon,

leader, Rousseau

the number of meetings

Dasgupta, had gone Rockin'

held went Down, Down to

All Over The World, and it
Up stepped Matt

Bowker, the rocker from

w-mtm

its lowest depths since the

was time to find a Substitute.

Classic Rock Society Returns

A phoenix from the ashes

Solihull. Using his extensive
knowledge of the music,

he set about making CRS a

force to be reckoned with.

Saying Don't Stop Me Now

to those that questioned
his band selections, he

would Ramble On about

his favourite bands, Guns 'n'

Roses and Aerosmith, and he

society's creation in 2005.

The society seems to be

No More: but hopefully we

will see more members

next year and CRS will be In
Bloom once again. We look

forward to seeing you on the
Stairway to Heaven in the

years ahead.

Mark Wright

his year has been a good year for KES Literary Society. Most

f the fact that the Senior Production had already moved in a bold

'get literary' in a consistent fashion again, which, having

give you a big enough hint, change is in the wind for Senior

T

importantly, however, it's been a year which has seen us

tried desperately to find a kind of rhythm and regularity for years
previously, is always a challenge. That being so, it deserves some sort

new direction with the performance of Romeo and Juliet didn't

Drama under the guiding hand of Mr Bartlett. Bearing in mind the

challenges of A Level preparation and the extra-curricular juggling

of reflection.

that usually accompanies the Seniors in their struggle for dramatic

Fortnightly Review in which, quite abstractly, he deemed John Milton

in which a good time has been had by all.

attained this reckless level of discernment, and it is probably as well,

the vital importance of acting games and exercises in order to

of Paradise Lost made Room 176 (almost certainly) the definitive

energy levels, so that after a few rounds of "Um Ah Went the Little

in a Warhol-esque feat of multi-media never before attempted on

It's been an eclectic few months, leaping with infectious enthusiasm

downright freshness by including the simultaneous projection-onto-

some of the clunkier translations) and Marlowe's Faustus by way

In September 1914, where Ezra Pound wrote an article for the

"a wind-bag". Despite its many years, Literary Society has not yet

for the enthusiasm with which its attendees read the first two books
outlet for blank verse on a Wednesday lunchtime. Not only this, but

an English corridor, several readings saw the 'Soc. demonstrate its
screen of a relevant painting by William Blake.

These five-or-so meetings (a recent record by itself) formed the

highlight of a year which, come July, had increased to three its

expression, this year has been an ambitious one and, crucially, one
Each weekly session begins with Mr B demonstrating practically

generate a rapport within the group and bring up our collective

Green Frog", we are ready to deliver an afternoon of acting brilliance.
between Sophocles' Antigone (whilst attempting not to laugh at

of the Irish opus The Plough and the Stars by Sean O'Casey, this last
replete with some suitably shocking Irish accents. There was even

time for Alan Ayckbourn's Between Mouthfuls, performed with

number of completed texts (also a record). John Osborne's Look Back

an authentic staging that involved the Waiter dashing frantically

through three acts, encapsulating accurately Fifties' Britain though

audience attempted to ignore the marital scandal blazing in their

in Anger accounted for this last read; an angry play railing its way
some bits had clearly'aged'.

Still, without any major publicity, it was all good fun, and the

between tables scattered all over the Drama Studio while the

midst.

It might have been an intimate gathering of only some half-dozen

success of this year has gone some way in laying the foundations for

or so dedicated 'thesps', but it was still an experience that, if only

doubt taken the Autumn Term of 2008 by storm. Thanks, many, go to

everything alright with the world, and it is something that deserves

the well-organised performances and readings which will have no
SLS and all those who attended.

Jack Allen
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briefly in the haze of back-to-school shock that is Monday, made

attention and adulation from the waiting public.

Tim Kiely

T
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•he athletics season
always inspires me. The
unfaltering dedication
and enthusiasm of all the
athletes, despite the pressure
of exam term, is impressive. Although athletics is often very much
an individual sport, KES has an incredible team ethic, with every
member prepared to step into unfamiliar events to ensure team
success. Izu Chukwulobelu immediately springs to mind: a discus
thrower, he was prepared to compete in the 2000m Steeplechase
against some of the best athletes in the country at the Harrow
Invitation Match. After finishing the event, he ran to the other end of
the track to finish competing in the discus!

0

Everyone is to be praised for his effort, commitment and
achievements. Each individual has contributed to the success of
the team as a whole and should be proud of his input into another
truly outstanding team performance this year. We have had a
phenomenal season, winning 9 of our 12 fixtures. We were placed
3rd in the Harrow Invitation Match, competing against 7 of the top
boarding schools in the country, including Charterhouse, Highgate
and HarfOT^i
There are certain athletes who deserve special mention for their
exceptional achievements, both for school and region. A number
of athletes were selected to compete in the West Midlands Schools
Championships, namely James Griffith (placed 1" in Inter Triple
Jump and 3rd in Inter Long Jump), Alex Cattaneo (placed 2nd in
Inter Discus), Connor McGuirk (placed 7,h in Junior 800m) and Brae

Garmston (placed I s ' in Junior
100m and 1 i! in Junior 200m).
Brad also finished I s ' in the
1200m at the Mason Trophy
Inter-County Match, and as a
result was selected to represent the West Midlands in the English
Schools Championships on the 12th and 13lh of July, in which he
managed an extremely creditable second place. James Griffith
(Inter Long Jump and Triple Jump), Brad Garmston (Junior 100m
and 200m) and Jonathan Duckett (Junior Long Jump) have also all
entered the record books this year.

0

Of course, none of this would be possible without the Athletics
Staff. Special thanks must go to Mr Birch, who dedicates so much
time to maintaining the team and ensuring the success of all
athletes. Sadly, after over 30 years of running KES athletics he has
decided to hand over his duties to MrTurner, an Old Edwardian who
was in fact a Senior Athlete in Mr Birch's very first athletics team in
1973! We owe Mr Birch so much and will be forever grateful for the
inspiration and passion he has shown throughout his years at KES.
His departure will be a great loss to us all. Nonetheless, he has left a
team with the right determination and energy to continu<yiis good
work under what we know will be the excellent new IsAdership of
MrTurner.
Given all the blossoming young talent in the team, as well as the
incredible attitude and enthusiasm of all the athletes, I anticipate
great years to come, and wish all athletes the best of luck in the
future.
Chris Duncan
- J k
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he future of b a d m i n t o n at King Edward's S c h o o l is looking
bright after the formation of a n e w M o n d a y after-school

club. At the start of the A u t u m n Term 2007, the n e w club,

jointly h e a d e d by Sixth form student Ranjit Samra a n d M r Lampard,
w a s proposed, a n d b a d m i n t o n w a s back o n the a g e n d a . A major
innovation was the e m p l o y m e n t of former E n g l a n d B a d m i n t o n
coach, David Eddy. M r Eddy - or Dave as he preferred to be called
- helped to give the b o y s a sense of direction.
The club really benefited from his tuition; he has a wealth of
k n o w l e d g e deriving from years of practice, All E n g l a n d finals a n d
E u r o p e a n C h a m p i o n s h i p s (many of w h i c h he had previously w o n )
as well as an incredible ability to assess individual players. The
m e m b e r s have h a d the privilege of b e i n g taught in a way b a s e d o n

their o w n level of playing, a n d special e m p h a s i s has been placed o n
i m p r o v e m e n t of technique.
After several weeks, inevitably, discussions were held a b o u t
forming a competitive School b a d m i n t o n team.
This underlines the interest that the
g a m e generated - a n d still continues to
generate - a m o n g students. Sadly, the
b a d m i n t o n team did not play a single
fixture in the school year of 2007-8,
t h o u g h steps will be taken to remedy
this a n d m a k e use of an evidently
apparent potential. Currently,
the sessions run from 16.05
to 18.00 o n Thursdays
after school. A n y o n e
interested in playing is
w e l c o m e to c o m e along.
Chai

Bhalerao

ES has enjoyed great success at basketball for many
H y e a r s now, and the 2007/2008 season has continued
that proud tradition. The U14s played 5, won 3 and lost
2, and although there are no competitions for this age group,
their season has played an important role in shaping the players
of tomorrow. The many successes of the U15 and U16 sides
are documented elsewhere in this section of Chronicle. The
U19 team's stat sheet reads like this: played 22, won 8, lost 14.
However, the stats don't reveal the whole story.

With a team average height of around 5'9", it was always going
to be a hard season, and it was made even tougher as we were
the only school in our league not actively recruiting basketball
players. Facing teams with players who were questionably "under*!
19, the Senior side showed great resolve and determination. In
what would turn out to be the last game of the season and also
the last of Mr Birch's 35 year long coaching tenure, the U19 team 9
put in their best performance and were only very narrowly edgedjj
out of a nail-biting Birmingham Schools semi-final. We had p l a y e »
hard all season and were unlucky not to advance any further in
the Birmingham Schools competition.
Although that semi-final was the last official game of the sg
season, the last scheduled basketball event was the Old Boys'
Tournament which celebrated Mr Birch's 35 years at the helm off KES basketball. With around 100 OEs turning up to play, i n c M f t r g S
the captain of Mr Birch's first team in 1973, this supposedly
friendly tournament turned into a fast paced and fierce affair
with every single player from 17 to 55 years old competing. The
tournament provided a good opportunity for all of the players
to recognise Mr Birch's contribution to basketball at KES and, on j
the day, he was presented with a personalised track suit and a
canvas poster: and the Sports Hall was renamed after him - not a ;
bad haul after 35 years! The tournament was thoroughly enjoyed §
by all involved and was a clear reminder, if any were needed, that f
KES basketball is and always will be Mr Birch's legacy.
Ab Reddy

U16

he team, under the watchful eye of Coach Kayani, has had
a turbulent two years together, but the 2007/2008 season
was a time to put behind us the hardships of previous
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seasons.
We dominated the early rounds of the West Midlands
Championship and Birmingham League with several
wins, but the England Schools Cup saw us come up
against Northampton Boys. Driven by last season^ )

lASXtttAU
defeat, the team put on a defensive masterclass, constraining the
opposition to just 3 points in the first quarter. William Chesner
led the team in scoring, with 33 points which took us to our well
deserved victory.
The England Schools Cup also brought us into competition with
Aston Manor School, another nemesis from last year. The use of the
box and one defence allowed Rory Singh to target their England
U16 player, limiting him to only 6 points in the whole game. At the
other end Jack Manners and William Chesner provided the points,
and we claimed our ever first victory over Aston Manor School. We
qualified for the England Schools Cup'last 16' and faced Elsmere
Port, last season's national finalists. However, despite the valiant
efforts of Julian Khanna in scoring a season's best of 19 points, we
lost to an extremely impressive team.
Our focus then turned to the West Midlands Championship, in
which we were drawn against William Brookes, an accomplished
team from Shropshire. Our first victory over them saw Rory Singh
score a season's best of 28 points, while the second was in the semifinals of the competition. Jack Manners hit five 3-pointers to give us
a comfortable offensive position and the hustle of the entire team,
particularly the bench players such as Stephan Turner, gave us the
edge to win a place in the final.
Against Great Barr School in the final, a good start put us into
a comfortable position, but by half time Great Barr had levelled
the game. From then on, we continued to fight for the lead, but
neither team could break away. The offensive burden fell on Yaseen
Malik, who put in a stellar performance, scoring 36 points. Anthony
Ojukwu was also dominant under the basket, grabbing 15 plus
rebounds. The contest went down to the wire, with victory coming
after two free throws from Yaseen Malik and a fast break bucket
from Rory Singh.

he U15s started the season eager to build upon their
successful first season last year in the U14 age group. This
hunger to improve showed in the first training sessions, as the
team developed technically and the passion to win was evident; as a
result the team hugely improved on the court.
After dominating the Birmingham League and the early rounds
of the West Midlands competition, we found ourselves in the semifinals of both competitions. On the national stage the team reached
the last 16 in England, where we then came up against a very strong
Ellesmere Port side, the reigning National Champions. A tough
game resulted in our defeat by this hugely impressive side, but we
learnt a lot from the experience.
The U15s could then focus on the two regional semi-finals. In
the Birmingham League, we played a very strong Aston Manor
team who had not lost a game all season. We went into the game
confidently and played the best team basketball witnessed all
season. As a result, we proved to be far too strong for Aston Manor,
beating them 86 - 33, to go into the Final. The team went on to
build on this success by winning a place in the West Midlands Cup
Final by defeating Willenhall.
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We now found ourselves in two Finals, with the crunch end of
the season fast approaching. The first to be played was the West
Midlands Cup Final where we, as the defending champions, found
ourselves against an Arden side whom we had not beaten in three
attempts. This strong basketball school went into the final confident
but after the tip off, KES took the lead and never fell behind in the
tie. We played some terrific basketball and claimed a splendid 56
- 44 win to reclaim the West Midlands Cup Trophy.
In the Birmingham League Final, we were not as fortunate; not
playing at full strength, the team finished runners-up to Dame
Elizabeth Cadbury. Nonetheless, this was still a good achievement,
and the boys of the team should be very proud of what they have
achieved this year.

Accolades go to Matthew Chatwin at the point guard position,
who controlled the team's offensive throughout the entire season
with precision and timing; but none of our achievements would
have been possible without the commitment of Coach Asad Kayani.
We have decided to dedicate our performances in this successful
season to Mr Birch, who has spent 35 years in sculpting KES
Basketball into one of the most successful sports in the school.

I'd like to finish by thanking Dr Hayes for his heroic work with
the U15s in his final season, and for his general contribution to KES
Basketball. We have accumulated a good haul of silverware through
his efforts. On behalf of the whole team, I would like to say "thank
you and good luck for the future".

Rory Singh

Will Chesner

r Richard Simpson
has single-handedly
run KES Chess for
many years, and even came
out of retirement this year to
ensure that Chess continued.
In the last two years alone, he
has personally taken the First Team a
total of 933 miles, to matches as far
apart as the Welsh borders, Ipswich,
Nottingham and North London.
Commitment on this scale doesn't
come along often, and to say that
Mr Simpson went beyond the call
of duty is an understatement. So,
once again, very many thanks to Mr
Simpson for his years of service to
Chess.

M

Amongst a host of good players
over the years, two grandmasters
have graced the school's Chess team:
the first ever British grandmaster, the
late Tony Miles, and the youngest
ever British grandmaster, Ameet Ghasi.This year's First Team did
not include any grandmasters, but was one of the strongest teams
for years, spearheaded by England Youth International duo Dani
and Kaiser Malik, a force to be reckoned with both at regional and
national levels. Their performances against Camp Hill rescued the
game for us - Kaiser keeping his cool under time pressure to force
a mistake from his opponent and seal us the draw. Boards 3, 4
and 5 have all alternated throughout the year depending on our
opponents, but in general it has been the youngest member of our
team, Upper Middle Tom Lilburn, who has led the way, securing
several vital wins. On Board Four Fourth former Hari Dhesi, in his first
full year in the First Team, played an important part in our success,
including a textbook victory against Magdalen College School. On
Board Five captain Andrew Cowan, in his final year of KES Chess,
remained unbeaten, along with the Maliks, in the Nottingham E.C.F.
Cup qualifying tournament, and also in the cup itself until the last
match against Haberdashers. Finally Arron Rai was our Sixth Board.
He had many wins this year, including a brilliant victory against
Magdalen College School that gave us a strong platform to go on to
win the game comfortably 4.5 - 1.5.
Three players made their First Team debuts: Fourth-former
Colin Hock played in the Nottingham tournament and remained
unbeaten on Board Six; Remove Shakeel Choudhury secured several
wins; finally Shell Aaron Dhesi made his debut on Board Six during
the local rounds of the E.C.F. Cup and was unbeaten.
The First Team performed brilliantly this year, remaining at the top
of the table for Chess in Birmingham for the third year running. Two
years ago we progressed
to the finals of the E.C.F.
Plate and this year we
continued to improve by
earning a place as one of
the top 10 Chess playing
schools in the country,
qualifying for the last 8
of the E.C.F. Cup. We won
the E.C.F. Tournament
in Nottingham and the
KES Lightning Chess
tournament, as well
as coming joint first in
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Division 1 - a very good year.
The First Team also played
their annual exhibition match
against the Old Edwardians
in which we were victorious
5.5 to 0.5. I'm glad I've had
my chance to lead KES when
we've been strong but next year
may be even better: the vast
majority of the team are still here
and there are strong younger
players starting to break through. I
can only wish the best of luck to the
First Team and to Dani as captain.
There have been positive signs
at the bottom of the school that we
are finally acquiring the strength
in depth needed to dominate
Camp Hill in years to come. 11
Shells made their KES debuts this
year (not just in the Shell team
but also for Divisions 3 and 4).
Those 11 were: Alex Wood, Aaron
Dhesi, Michael Afnan, Richard Miller, David Foster, James Woolcock,
Walid Hussain, Chirag Soni, James Hunter, Jack Schofield and Saad
Lakhani.The U12 team finished 2nd overall in their league - a good
start from a promising year group. Ten players from the first two
years have been regularly attending Chess coaching provided
by Old Edwardian Malcolm Hunt. Initiatives like this have taken
KES Chess forward in the Birmingham League. Indeed one of the
attendees, Shakeel Choudhury, made the transition from the
Remove team to playing for the First Team this year, thanks in part
to Malcolm's coaching. I hope this coaching remains a permanent
fixture at KES.
KES runs 6 teams in the Birmingham league, more than any other
school, and was able to get out a team for every game - allowing
close to 40 boys the chance to play for their school. The U14Team
- spearheaded by UM Max Afnan and Removes Jaspal Jheeta and
Ashkaan Golestani - deserves a mention for winning the local area
competition of the National U14 tournament at Solihull despite
missing 3 prominent players! The U13 team came second in the
KES Lightning Chess tournament and were unfortunate not to win
the title. Division 2,3 and 4 were competitive all year and have
all had convincing wins during the season despite having to play
some Shells on the bottom boards due to lack of players. Highlights
include the Second Team narrowly losing to Camp Hill First Team
4-2 and the Third Team coming second in their league along with
the U13s, who improved their ranking by one place from last year.
There were three Sixth-Formers playing in these divisions who
have served KES Chess loyally throughout the years: in Division 2
Nick Owen and Shaaz
Farid led the line and
in Division 4 Dan King
spearheaded the team.
Also Luke Shipman
and NickToseland,
regular players from
the Removes up to this
year, deserve thanks for
the time and effort they
have given to playing
for KES.
Andrew Cowan

he season started notably with the whole team going
undefeated in all four matches of the Autumn Term, against
prominent Fives-playing schools such as Shrewsbury, St
Olave's and Orpington. In addition to this almighty achievement,
the KES pairs were successful in two mini-tournaments involving
two other schools and
came out with deserved
wins across the board.
A special mention goes
to Matthew Poole for
winning all four of his
matches, whilst the
outstanding duo of Jack
Hobbs and Tom Hook
in the 4th Form were
triumphant in all three
of their games.
The gold rush of
success did not subside,
with three wins out of
four matches after the
Christmas period. I have
great admiration for
the KES Fives players, who certainly know how to avoid overdoing
the Christmas dinner and the subsequent embarrassment upon
returning to play. The next challenge for the Fives players came
in the form of two festivals, in which we were placed second and
third respectively against the likes of strong opposition such as
Shrewsbury and Berkamstead.
Then came the final hurdle: the annual end-of-season bout that
is the Schools Championships at Shrewsbury. The U15 and U16
pairs produced a mixed bag of results in matches that were hotly
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contested. There was success for the U14 pairs, who all got through
to Round Two. Nick Gateley and Henry Glossop produced some
good Fives to reach the Third Round, but unfortunately lost to
Shrewsbury Fifth Pair. PairTwo remained composed throughout
to reach the lofty heights of the last 16, finally losing to the best
pair from Shrewsbury,
t. The skilled pair of
| James Claughton
and Girish Murali
| proved to be made
of some "quite stern
I stuff" as they swiftly
. j progressed to Round
| 2 without conceding
a single point.They
made a spirited
attempt to become
School Champions,
^F
defeating countless
Shrewsbury pairs
though succumbing
J P to their First Pair in
the semi-finals - a fine
achievement! The U14 Fourth Pair of Matthew Gill and Akhilesh
Mulay managed to win Plate B by beating Westminster 12-5, so Mr
Worthington can finally say he has won some silverware!
I would like to congratulate Tom McDonnell on being such a good
School Fives Captain throughout the season and setting a high
standard for the younger boys to aim for. We bid a spirited farewell
to our coach, Mark Herring, for inspiring the squad to aim higher
whilst laying down the foundations for more success in the future of
Fives.
An Te
|

[l^have great admiration for the KES Fives players, who]
[certSinjy know how to avoid overdoing the ChristmasJdinnerJ
[and the subsequent embarrassment upon returning toplay/T

National Competition: "May the fourth be with you"
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•he KES Clay Pigeon Shooting Team's annual "Let's go stand
in the rain in Derbyshire"outing was, in many respects,
immensely successful. We did get to Derbyshire, and it was
I ir
raining. Oh, and we did get to stand around a lot: almost five hours'
worth, in fact. In amongst all this we managed to get to do some
shooting at lots of strange little round objects that seemed to be
flying around the sky for no very good reason; and, as it happens,
we did quite well at it.

admirable, and I am sure that Hamish would have scored more
hits had he not been physically quivering due to the E-numberfuelled adrenaline rush he was experiencing. The sight of Hamish
eating non-stop from 11am to 6pm was quite a remarkable one.
Which must be so, as I have just remarked on it! I think Doveridge
ran out of their entire stock of cheesy-chips as a result. Wes's verbal
self-flagellation each time he missed a clay could clearly be heard
several hundred yards away in the clubhouse, even over the sound
of all the guns going off!

Particularly successful at this strangely murderous occupation
was team star Wes Payne, who scored an astonishing 63 out of 75,
My thanks to Will and Sam, in particular, who got the whole Claywhich placed him near the top of the National Leader Board. He
Pigeon team off the ground. Thanks to the three amateurs who were
was closely followed by team captain Will Clarke (55) and senior
brave enough to turn up and risk embarrassing themselves in front
team pro Sam Meredith (54). Leading the KES amateur brigade was
of hundreds of others; especially lain. And special mention must
Zander Weaver, with a very creditable 42, while Hamish Robertson
go not only to our star performer, Wes, but to his dad, Max, who
also performed admirably, with 38. The team of 6 was completed
arranged a practice shoot at Shugborough for the boys during the
by lain Evans, without whom we could not have entered the
Easter holidays, and then paid for the whole thing. Max Payne has
competition, and who was nobly sta
advice over recent months.
Luke's knee injury and subsequent
I am also extremely grateful to
operation meant he was unable
the Chief Master for his financial
to join the team at this event, lain
support and indulgence in
scored 21, but this was achieved on
allowing the whole thing to go
the back of only about four practice
ahead, even though it seems likely
sessions.
to be a one-off affair and thus
1 wvii"""''" Doveridge Clay J B
1
Sports Club
disproportionately expensive for
I think I possibly forgot to
mention that this event was
the Schools' National Finals at
Doveridge, and we were up against
teams of boys and girls whose
schools have their own shooting
ranges (on-site or nearby) and/or
professional coaches, and who get
to practice twice a week. Three members of the KES team have had
no more than seven practice shoots each!
Memories of the day will linger fondly for many years to come.
Iain's talent for avoiding hitting the easier targets (presumably out
of sympathy) in order to concentrate on the tougher ones was quite

Junior

A:

s usual, the
main event
kfor younger

boys was the ESAA Schools'Cup. The first round was held at
Kingstone High School in the depths of Herefordshire, surrounded
by tractor loads of cider apples. Some good runs from the Juniors,
particularly by David Newton of the Shells, were not enough to
take them through to the next round. Nonetheless, the Inter team
won their race easily and at the Regional Round near Warrington,
the Inters again ran pluckily, with best positions going to Andrew
Macarthur and Tom Hubscher. The opposition was too strong,
however, and they missed out on a place at the national final.
RTB

Senior

C

ross country at KES has seen a varied season this year, with
a team combining several novices trying their hand at the
sport with some of the remaining old guard, made up of
Nyma Sharifi, Jack Donelan and captain Liam O'Brien. Although we
did not fare too well in some of the larger races of the year, we did
have some success, as well as scoring several victories in some of
the smaller matches we entered. Our top two or three runners, most
notably Nyma Sharifi, Liam O'Brian and Jim Langran,

the School to have funded for the
benefit of only around a dozen
boys during the course of the year.
Last, but by no means least, thanks
must go to Ian Butler, owner of the
Hereford & Worcester Shooting
Grounds, who allowed us to use his
facilities and helped both with the initial training of the several boys
who joined the activity at the outset and with subsequent practice
sessions, mostly at a financial loss to himself. Without the use of the
H&WSG as a base, the activity could not have got off the ground.
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consistently occupied
Jhe top places.
At the start of the
'year, Nyma Sharifi
clearly dominated the
team. However, as the season progressed and the new additions
became more experienced, the team began to come together as
a whole. Jim Langran and Mike Hoffman began gradually to move
into a position to contest the higher rankings of the Birmingham
League, with Nyma Sharifi and Jim Langran finishing 11th and 9th
respectively in the Birmingham Schools League. Unfortunately, due
to a shortage of high placing runners we often placed badly as a
team, despite taking the first few places individually: we finished 6th
in the League out of the ten schools entered.
Jim Langran

1st XI
pril saw the team enthused and raring to go. The dawn of
a new era for KES cricket, with Mr Roll at the helm and new
all-weather nets alongside focused training throughout the
winter. After the seemingly inevitable cancellations for rain, our first
game was against Magdalen College, Oxford, a new addition to the
fixture list following Rob "I love my cricket" Milne's appointment
there as Head of English. We couldn't have asked for a better start to
the season than a convincing 7 wicket victory. Performances from
Kieron Iyer (80) and Phil Neale (53*) are worthy of mention, as is
Harris Ismail's superb slip catch.
We followed
this with a gutsy
fielding performance
defending a low score
of 100 against Old
Swinford after a poor
batting display. The
spin combination of
Amar Shanghavi (412) and Harris Ismail
(3-7) proved too
much. Having won
our first two games,
we went into the
Shrewsbury match
believing that this
year we might just
snatch victory from
rivals renowned
for their cricketing
strength. The game
was tight throughout: hopes remained high during the first half of
our innings; but sadly an eventual batting collapse dashed them to
the ground.

June saw us facing King's School Worcester at home. Strong
batting performances from Phil Neale (63) and Jack Cornick (63)
contributed to a respectable total of 216. Bowling was a different
story; Amar Shanghavi was the only bowler able to pick up wickets.
Against Bromsgrove, Phil Neale led from the front and made 104
in superb fashion, helping us get to 252. Sadly this did not stop us
losing the match by 8 wickets. Greg Jones tried his best, bowling
manfully into the wind. To this day Jones claims he would have
taken twice the wickets if only he had been bowling downhill. He
still managed to pick up creditable figures of 1-15 against a strong
batting line up.
After a loss to
Repton, we travelled
to Wolverhampton
Grammar, where
our confidence was
rewarded with a
well-deserved win.
The opening stand
from Simon Gateley
and Phil Neale, both
making 50's, gave
a platform for Nitin
Saul to launch an
attack of 85* off 44
balls, including six
6's. We managed to
keep the momentum
with a win against
Newcastle under
Lyme; the star of this
particular show was Sam Hobbs with 4 -17. This match also featured
the long awaited return to fitness of Ed Botha, who hit an unbeaten
56*.

May opened with strong victories. First against RGS Worcester,
winning by 8 wickets with stand out bowling performances from
Anish Mehay (2-9) and Kieron Iyer (2-22) holding the opposition to
173. This was followed by a win against the OECC. A brilliant batting
performance from Dan Christopher of 51* helped rescue KES to a
respectable 181. OECC fell short being bowled out for 153-10.
The season started to dip, in fact to plummet downwards, when
morale was threatened by 3 consecutive losses. First to arch rivals
Solihull, then we lost to the cunning veterans of the XL Club before
going on, frustratingly, to lose to Warwick by 3 wickets.
Captain Phil Neale lead the team into the Twenty 20, determined
to return to winning ways. We had an excellent Sunday in
Shrewsbury, filled with the fun of escaping revision to play
spirited cricket in the sunshine. Winning two of our three games,
we progressed through to the plate competition, to face Solihull
again: in our eyes justice was restored as we gave a courageous
performance. We finally won by 34 runs: remarkable really, given
Amar Shangavi's giving away three 6's from consecutive balls! Sadly
we got knocked out of the Twenty20 competition in the next round
by Abingdon.

The first of our two visiting Australian touring sides was Prince
Alfred's Adelaide, a team boasting a squad containing quite a few
Australian national players. A strong performance from our bowlers
gave us a more than realistic chance of chasing their total of 169-8.
We came close and credit must be given to Jack Cornick who made
50 in a classy innings. The future looks bright for KES cricket when a
fourth former can perform at this level.

A
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We were in the driving seat against the Old Edwardians, who were
118-6, chasing 254 with around 10 overs remaining, when the rain
became just too persistent. This match provided the rare sight of
one of Greg Jones's "jaffas" actually getting someone out, perhaps
because he is the (self acclaimed) unluckiest cricketer in the world.
The long planned match against Scotch College Melbourne was,
tragically, also rained off, disappointing as their team was made up
of boys we have met over the years of the cricket exchange. The very
next day we were able to host the MCC, in keeping with tradition;
we bowled first and well with Amar Shanghavi picking up 4-56 and
Kieron Iyer 3-48 heating up the battle for the leading wicket taker.
Sadly we fell two runs short, having chased with vigour and real
commitment.

The final game of the season came against the
Chief Master's XI: yet again he pulled rabbits out of
the hat and boasted a side who were certainly all
capable of playing cricket. Sadly we didn't give a
good account of ourselves, finishing over 100 runs
short.
Throughout the season we have played
good cricket, making a lot of runs and taking
wickets. Sadly, we could not always convert our
performances into wins. However, spirits remained
high thoughout the season. I would like to thank
Mr Roll and Dave Collins for all their hard work without them, it wouldn't be possible. Their advice,
if anything, was not called upon enough; but when
we did, it was priceless. One more change for this
season was the new groundsman, who has made
Eastern Road into one of the best pitches on the
circuit. We are all grateful for the time and effort he
has put in, and we hope to be using the facilities a
lot in the coming years!

L
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Simon Gateley

Averages
Innings

N.O.

Runs

Highest Score

Average

P D Neale*

22

4

736

104

40.9

J P PCornick

16

3

368

63

28.3

K J Iyer

23

2

592

90

28.2

S C Gateley

20

1

526

66

27.7

N K Saul

16

4

240

85

20.0

E R Botha

8

1

125

56

17.9

R D F Grant

14

3

178

45

16.2

H K Ismail

14

1

165

27

12.7

D L Christopher

14

2

200

51

16.7

Batting

Also Batted

Overs

Maidens

Runs

Wickets

Average

A Mehay

53

2

259

14

18.5

A S Shanghavi

148

17

612

28

21.9

H K Ismail

126

16

488

20

24.4

K J Iyer

173

16

813

28

29.0

G O Jones

102

10

443

13

34.1

N K Saul

149

30

484

11

44.0

S C Gateley

33

5

174

11

15.8

Bowling

Also Bowled

Catches
P D Neale -15 (7 stumpings)
S C Gateley - 8 (2 stumpings)
K J Iyer-6

King Edward's School, 1st XI Cricket Season 2008
Match Statistics
Played 24 Won 9 Drew 3 Lost 12 Abandoned 4
Date

Opponents

Result

Scores

16/4

Stourbridge

Abandoned

19/4

MCS Oxford

Won

50 overs, MCS 177-7, KES 1 7 8 - 3

23/4

Old Swinford Hosp.

Won

35 overs, Old Swinford 85 a.o., KES 100 a.o.

26/4

Shrewsbury

Lost

50 overs, Shrewsbury 212-6, KES 141 a.o.

30/4

Bishop Vesey

Abandoned

RGS Worcester

Won

50 overs, RGS 173 - 9, KES 174 - 2

10/5

Solihull

Lost

50 overs, Solihull 215 a.o., KES 117 a.o.

12/5

OECC

Won

40 overs, OECC 153 a.o., KES 181 a.o.

14/5

XL Club

Lost

Declaration XL 194 - 3, KES 190 - 2

17/5

Warwick

Lost

50 overs, Warwick 178 - 7, KES 176 - 6

18/5

Wrekin 20/20

Won

Wrekin 127-9, KES 1 4 5 - 6

18/5

Ellesmere 20/20

Won

Ellesmere 8 5 - 8 , KES 8 6 - 3

18/5

Shrewsbury 20/20

Lost

Shrewsbury 185-3, KES 97 a.o.

Kings Worcester

Lost

50 overs, Kings 218 - 4, KES 216 - 8

13/6

Solihull 20/20

Won

Solihull 180-7, KES 2 1 4 - 9

14/6

Bromsgrove

Lost

50 overs, Bromsgrove 250 - 2, KES 245 a.o.

17/6

Abingdon 20/20

Lost

Abingdon 173 - 5, KES 165 - 9

21/6

Trent

25/6

Repton

Lost

40 overs, Repton 237 - 5, KES 183 a.o.

28/6

Wolverhampton GS

Won

50 overs, Wolverhampton. 143 a.o., KES 269 - 6

29/6

Kestrels

3/5

7/6

Abandoned

Drawn

35 overs, Kestrels 3 7 - 4 , KES 143 a.o.

Newcastle-U-Lyme

Won

45 overs, Newcastle 147-8, KES 151 - 4

3/7

Prince Alfreds Aus.

Lost

40 overs, P. Alfreds 169-9, KES 162-8

5/7

OEA

Drawn

40 overs, OEA 118 - 6, KES 254 - 8

7/7

Scotch College Aus.

Drawn

45 overs, Scotch. 25 - 1

8/7

MCC

9/7

Nott H.S.

10/7

j Chief Masters XI

1

I

2/7

Lost

1

40 overs, MCC 177-7, KES 175 a.o.

Abandoned
Lost

Declaration, CM XI 212 - 6, KES 102 a.o.

j

U15BXI

U15 A XI
he under 15s had a very good season under the coaching of
Mr Melvill. We had high expectations in the cup competition,
as this team had been runners-up in the district finals twice
in the past three years. We also had Connor O'Bierne, Scott Wrigley
and Sam Starkins from Scotch College in Melbourne, Australia on a
cricket exchange.
We went into our first match against a tough Shrewsbury side
very confident and hoping for a big start to the season. We won the
toss and chose to field; Sam Starkins took an early wicket, but Will
Chesner was the pick of the bowlers, taking 4 wickets and breaking
2 important partnerships. On a slow and wet wicket Shrewsbury
did well to post a total of 207. Connor 0'Bierne(78) and Hugo Clay
(49) put on a partnership of just over 100 before they both lost their
wickets. We won by 7 wickets.
In very wet and rainy conditions we lost to Warwick, but our
next game, away to King's Worcester, was a thriller. We had never
beaten this side but we believed this was to be the year. All of our
batsmen chipped in; a quick blast from Wrik Ghosh(33*) and Ben
Harkcom(14*) in an unbeaten 50 partnership at the end saw us set
a total of 157 off our allotted overs. We took the field raring to go: a
fired up Oliver Dixon pitched in a few bouncers making the King's
Worcester openers feel very uneasy. Wickets started to fall. After a
few dubious decisions from their umpire, Kings managed to pick
up the rate in their 7th wicket partnership. Needing just 23 with 2
wickets remaining, Kieran O'Brien was called upon. His first ball saw
their number 8 have a swing at a wide one edging it to first slip - a
great catch from Will Watkinson. A couple of balls later Kieran picked
up his 2nd wicket with a plum LBW to win us the game."Cometh the
hour, cometh the man," Mr Melvill remarked.

T

Our first round of the cup was against Moseley. We kept them
down to a low total in their 20 overs and more good batting from
Will Chesner saw us home. Bishop Vesey's were our Semi-final
opponents. Jack Cornick and Haris Ismail opening the batting got us
off to a solid start, both getting 30s. Just past the 50 mark we lost a
few wickets, but boundaries at the end from the lower order got us
just past 150 after 20 overs. Again Oliver Dixon bowled superbly, this
time picking up 5 wickets and taking a hat trick. Six catches from
behind the stumps by Hugo Clay saw the opposition bowled out for
56.
In the finals against Solihull we bowled first, and started well. But
as soon as Solihull's start batsman started to hit out, things slipped
and we were put on the back foot. In the last five overs Wrik Ghosh
and Jack Cornick bowled some very tight overs and limited Solihull
to just 123 off 20 overs. We lost a few early wickets and we could see
disaster staring us in the face again. But skipper Will Chesner (28)
and Jack Cornick (62*) put on a quick partnership. For the first time
in a final, victory was in reach. Steady batting from Gaurav Budhwar
saw us to the finish line with an over to spare.
This win meant we would be facing Shrewsbury in the regional
quarter finals. Chasing 129 runs to win in 20 overs, we felt we were
in with a shout. But again early wickets fell and none of us was
able to get the runs we needed. This was a disappointing end to a
great season: the team played 12 matches, winning 10 and losing
only 2. A last mention should go to Jack Cornick for scoring two
unbeaten centuries in the space of four days, against Malvern and
Wolverhampton. Many thanks must also go to Mr Melvill for putting
in a lot of effort in with the team and for being a great coach.
Hugo Clay

ur first two matches repeated our poor performance of last
season: we once again failed to bat as well as we bowled.
The breakthrough of our season, and a great boost to our
confidence, was our crushing defeat of Warwick, featuring Subhaan
Inayat's six wicket haul. Thereafter Aman Kanungo, Amar Sodha and
Joban Tankaria all managed good batting partnerships and there
were promising performances from the bowling line up of Vivek
Kenth, Bilal Syed and Subhaan Inayat. Mr Golightly's coaching saw
the B team power through the rest of the season. Our last fixture,
against Malvern College, polished off our season with a dramatic
victory. KES had been bowled out for a low score of 87 but due to
our superior bowling we defeated Malvern by 15 runs.

O

Bilal Syed

U14AXI
he Under 14 team had an impressive season. We won eight
out of eleven matches and five of our players represented
their counties: Nathan Roberts, Sam White, Girish Murali and
Will Bowen played for Warwickshire, whilst Rob Wigley performed
for Worcestershire. Unfortunately, the team were without three
of these players when they were narrowly defeated in an exciting
game against Bishop Vesey in the semi-final of the Lords Taverners'
Trophy.
The success of the season was built upon the team's ability to
bat sensibly in order to set a target or chase runs. Nathan Roberts,
Jamie Ward, Sam White and Harman Khangure all notched up
scores of fifty or more. One of the highlights of the season was
the win against Wolverhampton Grammar School, which included
a fabulous 150 partnership between Sam and Harman. Sam, the
outstanding player of the season, was also the leading wicket
taker. He was well supported by the deft spin of Girish and the
fast bowling of Rob, Aniket Sonsale, and Will Bowen, all of whom
showed excellent potential with the bat. Tom Lilburn, Stephen
Thatcher, George Wilson and Andrew Macurthur also made
important contributions to the team. Thanks must go to the kitchen
staff for supplying the teas and the groundsmen for battling with
the English weather.

T

N. Roberts/RDD

U13 A XI

he highlight of the season came on 16th September, after
the normal season had finished, when the final of the
Warwickshire Cup competition was played at King's Heath
Cricket Club. King Edward's won the Leslie Fellows Cup in a wellfought final against Bishop Vesey's School. Batting first, KES scored
172 - 6 in 30 overs thanks to an excellent 67 from captain Auyon
Chakrabarti and a rapid 35 not out from Ed Burns. In reply, Bishop
Vesey's kept up with the KES run rate but lost too many wickets and
could not score the runs at the end of the innings which KES had
managed. In the end, they were bowled out for 150 in the last over.
All of the bowlers were economical; the main wicket-takers were Ed
Burns, Suhail Chaudhry and Ben Galyas, well supported by all of the
fielders and especially wicket-keeper Max Galla, who pulled off two
stumpings. In the field Sam Neale was outstanding, but the overall
quality of the KES effort is also reflected in the fact that there were
two run-outs.

T

U14BXI

n a very successful season, the Under 14 B's sustained only
four defeats. Recognition must go to the whole team for
a tremendous collective effort and team spirit, but special
recognition should go to George Adams for an outstanding half
century against Bromsgrove, which saved us the game, and to Nick
Gateley for a five-wicket haul against Worcester. James Claughton
and Shankho Chaudhuri deserve mentions for some great allrounder performances. Unfortunately one of our losses was against
Solihull in the cup, but we hope to go further in the cup matches
next year. None of this would have been possible without our coach
Jim Evans, who was key to the success of the team. A good season,
which we hope to repeat next year.

I

Nick Gateley

The county cup competition required KES to play six matches,
most of them won easily. Outstanding performances included
Chakrabarti's 114 not out in a 20 over match against Turves Green
and Ed Burns'2 for 0 against King Edward's Stratford and 4 for 2
against Twycross.
Clearly, the season outside the county cup was less successful,
with only 3 victories recorded: against Solihull, Himley CC and
Wolverhampton GS. Although several of the batsmen had good
matches, the main problem was a lack of sufficient runs when
batting first in order to give a good and varied bowling attack
enough opportunity to bowl the opposition out. Auyon Chakrabarti
scored most runs, with good support from Max Galla and Ed Burns

in the lower order. Sam Neale, Jaspal Jheeta, Aki Mulay and Will Filho
all had good games but needed to score runs more consistently.
The bowling attack was spearheaded by Ed Burns (20 wickets),
who opened the bowling, and Ben Galyas, with 19 wickets, who had
the best average. Naveen Kumaratne and Aki Mulay both bowled
well to take 11 wickets each; Naveen in particular was accurate and
gave away fewer than 3 runs per over, an excellent performance for
a leg spinner. Suhail Chaudhry opened the bowling with Ed Burns

and picked up valuable wickets. Fielding throughout the season
was generally good with Sam Neale being the best and Max Galla
setting a good example behind the stumps.
The team played at all times in the right spirit and enjoyed their
cricket with a total of 14 games played, of which 9 were wins. They
supported the captain, Auyon Chakrabarti, and each other. Auyon's
departure for India will leave a big hole which the rest of the team
will have to work hard to fill next year. I am sure that they have both
the ability and determination to rise to this challenge.
TM

U13 B XI

U12 A XI

his season we built on an impressive first year: we played nine
games, winning six, losing one and drawing one in a very tight
close to the season. Games of special interest are our match
against Warwick, which we lost when Warwick chased down our
batting score with one wicket to spare and two overs remaining. We
had to play with ten players, having also lost our opening bowler
and most experienced batsman to the A team. Taking that into
consideration, I think we played brilliantly as a team and would have
won comfortably if conditions had been better. Another memorable
match was an encounter with Bourneville Cricket Club where we
fielded reasonably well, though one dropped catch off their only
decent batsman proved to be costly. We chased down their score
and took the game to the wire: we needed runs off the last two
balls, and got two off the penultimate ball, leaving us needing two
runs to win. The last ball was hit straight to mid-on, who dropped
the catch and missed the run-out by a fraction, ending the game in
a well-deserved draw. It was a great season, and I hope we can keep
the good form for next year.

T

Nik Cooke

he Under 12 XI enjoyed a successful season, winning seven of
nine completed matches. The two defeats, one in the semifinal of the Gladstone Small Trophy, both came at the hands of
a strong Solihull side.
It was clear from the practice sessions in the Easter term that
there was both enthusiasm and ability in the year group and the
season got off to an encouraging start with a close fought victory
over Magdalen College School. KES recovered from the loss of four
early wickets to post a score of 110 with Shivam Pabari [26] and
Harry Bowler [18*] the main contributors. George Galla's figures of 4
for 9 ensured that MCS were bowled out for 99.

T

An impressive and mature performance led to a victory over a
strong Worcestershire CCC side. Tom Claughton [38*] and Shivam
Pabari [38] fought hard in difficult conditions to set the platform
for a winning score. All of the bowlers applied pressure by accurate
bowling before spinner Joe Attwood came on to take 3 for 4
ensuring a win by 33 runs. A win over RGS Worcester by 6 runs,
largely through Jake Roberts' [28] and more accurate bowling by all
the bowlers, led us in to the first Solihull game.
Although we finally lost the game by five wickets, there were
aspects of the KES performance against Solihull that bode well

for the future. After 14 balls the
KES score was one run for three
wickets, all the result of good
bowling rather than poor batting.
Harry Bowler [22], Shivam Pabari
[13], Laurence Finch [28] and
Ashay Patel all applied themselves
to the fightback, to the extent that
the chirpy tone of the comments
from the fielding side began
to change.To win the game
we needed to take key wickets
quickly which, despite an early
run out, didn't happen.
A strong batting performance
against Fairfax in the Gladstone
Small trophy saw KES declare on
152 for 1. The main contributors
were Jake Roberts [54 retired], Hari Pai [27], Nick Porter [29*] and
Shivam Pabari [18*]. The bowling was disappointing but Ashay
Patel's figures of 2 for 3, along with 2 catchers and 2 stumpings by
Tom Claughton, saw KES home by 45 runs.
Against King's School, Worcester it was the batting that
disappointed against a pretty moderate attack. Only Jake Roberts
[28] made a significant contribution in a score of 92. Ashay Patel
with 2 for 7 and Nick Porter with 3 for 10 played major parts in
bowling King's out for 61. Poor batting again led to problems
against Aston when the first three wickets fell for only 8 runs before
Laurence Finch [50] and Harry Bowler [70] led the recovery. A total
of 180 for 5 proved far too many for Aston, who were bowled out for
47. Siddharth Rao and George Galla both had figures of 2 for 1 and
Nick Porter finished with 4 for 11.

o

The Gladstone Small Trophy match against Solihull was very
disappointing: we were totally outplayed. Inaccurate bowling

allowed the opposition to
post a score of 129 for 4 off 20
overs and we were never in a
position to put any pressure
on the Solihull side. Only Tom
Claughton [17] and George
Galla [14] put up effective
resistance, but a partnership
of 30 for the eighth wicket
was too little too late. The
final match of the season,
against Wolverhampton
Grammar School, saw a vastly
improved performance.
George Galla [58] supported
by Shivam Pabari [23] and
Hari Pai [30*] led the way
in a KES score of 177 for 7.
Everyone bowled well as WGS were out for 47, Hari Pai's 4 for 8
being the most significant return.
Since the Chief Master [Warwickshire CCC], Ian Butler [New
Zealand] and Dennis Amiss [England] were regular coaches at the
Wednesday evening net sessions, it would have been disappointing
had the side not made progress.The fielding, and indeed the field
placement, improved over the season. Some good catches were
taken and Tom Claughton particularly impressed as wicket keeper.
Everyone in the team earned his place and everyone contributed.
The captaincy was shared between Jake Roberts, Shivam Pabari,
Nick Porter and George Galla and they must take their shares of
the credit for what was a happy, enthusiastic and successful side.
I would like to end by thanking Nick Porter's dad, who so willing
scored for us. I trust that by next season a suitable scorer will have
come forward to succeed him!

U12BXI

he Shells of 2007-8 seem to be a good year for cricketers and the depth of talent in the BTeam and beyond was impressive. I was
delighted with how many boys in the squad turned out regularly on Thursday lunchtimes to practice, though sadly the reluctance or
inability of other schools to arrange fixtures meant that the number of matches was disappointingly small.
A good number of players who did not get the opportunity to represent the School as Shells will, I am sure, feature strongly in future
years. Haris Khan-Cheema starred with both bat and ball in the 36 run victory over Warwick and he captained the side with confidence
and a willingness to learn. The side batted solidly throughout the
season but many players got a little bogged down early in their
innings, pushing the ball hard at fielders rather than working it into
gaps for easy singles. By and large, it was the bowling attack that
shone; restricting Bishop Challenor's to 43 off 16 overs was a superb,
accurate effort from 8 bowlers, with Rahul Karavadra especially
impressive, taking 4 for 4!
Perhaps the most valuable game though was the 6 wicket defeat
by Moseley School. The KES total of 76 always seemed 15 to 20 runs
short, and so it proved as one man from Moseley won it for them,
repeatedly smashing it as far as I've seen an Under 12 hit the ball.
There are times when you have simply to say,'Well batted!'but the
game also brought sobering lessons: how things can fall apart very
quickly if you panic in the field when a batsman is going bananas;
and the importance of bowling full and straight to restrict a batter
who has murderous intent. Even amongst the carnage, plaudits
again went to Rahul Karavadra who escaped with 3 for 5!
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1st XI
he season started with a run of good form: we drew against
a very strong Old Boys'team, reached the final of the Buttle
Tournament and lost to a useful Bishop Vesey side. Sadly
this did not last, and it took us five games to win another match.
Against old rivals Solihull School, the players were determined to
come away as victors. Unfortunately, despite outplaying Solihull
for most of the match, we succumbed to mounting pressure in the
dying seconds, to lose 2 - 1. Morale was raised again by inspiring
team talks from resident international coach Marvin'Beacons' Bam,
which led to two reassuring wins against Camp Hill.
The pinnacle of the season came against Princethorpe in the
quarter-finals of the cup, where a KES side missing its captain was
less than hopeful of a win. Nonetheless, Marvin Bam delivered a
team talk that will never be forgotten: a tight game culminated in a
nail-biting penalty stroke finish. Prathiba De Silva showed everyone
why he was 1st XI goalkeeper with some vital saves. KES won the
match by 9 strokes to Princethorpe's 8, with Prathiba saving more
strokes than KES scored. His contribution was so impressive that
after the win the entire team rushed to the goal, knocking it and
Prathiba over in the process.
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On a high after this match, KES went on to beat a strong King
Henry's Coventry side and Newcastle School, and completed a
comprehensive 8 - 1 victory against RGS Worcester. In the last
game of the season against King Henry's Coventry (again), KES were
unlucky to draw the match in the last few minutes.
We played good flowing hockey throughout the season but
sometimes around the opposition goal area lacked the killer
instinct which would have resulted in more victories. Nevertheless,
the 1st XI ended the season on a high note with the considerable
contributions of many players throughout the season being
recognised - many members earned their Half Colours for hockey,
and Prathiba De Silva, Dave Benhamou and Matt Sedgwick gained
Full Colours.
I would like, on behalf of the rest of the team, to thank Mr Roll
for filling in for Mr Lye for much of the year. After such a successful
season with a lot of promise for the future, KES hockey can only go
from strength to strength: it is a shame to leave. Good luck for the
future!
Matt Sedgwick

2nd XI

or the last two years, the 2nd XI hockey teams of King Edward's
have become increasingly noted for their expansive attacking
play, producing free-flowing and action packed games full of
goals and excitement. This year did not disappoint: 66 goals scored
in just 15 games, and only 15 conceded, showed our mettle. We won
13 and lost only 3 matches.
Consistent goals from Will Allen, including a double hat-trick
in one match, were complemented by contributions from Max
Haywood and Greg Divall, to ensure that we out-scored most of
our opponents. The defence remained solid, Amar Shanghavi's
partnership with Rob Dudley at the back implementing powerful
clean hitting up the pitch when needed: Adam Lax as keeper
seemed almost redundant in several of the matches. Jamie Cutler,
who has served the 2nd XI so well for the past few seasons, remained
a dominant force at right back, and was often seen sneaking his way
up into the opponents"D'.
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The greatest moments of flair and vision and the most wonderful
goals of the season came from the midfield. Aran Khangure
demonstrated silky skills throughout the season, and contributed
goals from near-impossible angles; Gareth Davies continuously
embarrassed the opposition with mesmerising runs through
clusters of opposing players, whilst captain Phil Neale, the holding
midfielder, delivered ambitious long balls to the forwards and wide
players.
The season was a great success, and all members of the team
showed leadership at times when 2nd XI hockey coach Mr Roll
was called up to the 1s" team in Mr Lye's absence, leaving us in the
capable hands of Mr Tinley and Mr Melville. The 12-0 victory on the
final day of the 2007/08 season seemed a fitting way to end both it
and, for many of us, five years of enjoyable hockey at King Edward's.
Phil Neale

3rd XI

rd

he 3 XI is often misunderstood: it is seen by many as a 'joke'
team, whilst others see it as the training ground for many
great KES hockey players. However, in truth, it is a place
where those Sixth formers denied a place in the higher ranks of
KES hockey, either by lack of actual talent or by limited ambition,
reside on many a glorious Wednesday afternoon along with many
5th form young guns. Once again this year, this hugely popular and
successful combination of players rose to the challenges of each
match and even exceeded the heights of previous 3rd Xls by losing
only a solitary game!
Young'uns such as Matt Poole and Matt Haywood backed up
the storming run of Mohammed Saqib, who netted 10 goals. In
defence Ben Madden and Dan Sutton provided a solid combination,
allowing the 3rd Xl's most capped player, James Callaghan (54
caps), to amble sublimely his way to the D and stroke home
some fine goals, while Jamie Baxter tackled all in sight. In the
midfield, numerous 5th formers soaked up the experience of Danny
Elphinston and Amit Rajput.
However, none of this would have been possible without the
driving force of the team, Mr'Tiger'Tinley, whose simply unique
training tactics yet again proved their worth, as highlighted by our
6-1 victory over Warwick and a 3-2 win over Old Swinford 151 XI!
Whilst some may move on to further hockey glory, others may never
again pick up their sticks, instead keeping them as mementoes of
what has been a truly spectacular 2007/2008 season.
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Danny Elphinston

4th XI

th

t may not be pretty, it may not be skilful: but the noble art of 4
XI hockey has flourished this year under the able and inspiring
coaching of Mr Melville. A ragtag bunch of lads with hockey
sticks was transformed into a lean, mean, winning machine with a
strong formation and a gutsy demeanour in the face of adversity.
After an initial 5-0 disaster against Solihull School, the team pulled
together and managed a winning streak of convincing victories
against Warwick, Bishop Vesey, QMGS and Camp Hill. Again we
faced our nemesis, Solihull, and were vanquished again, yet this
time, our defence was stronger and the score improved to an
admirable 2-1 defeat. After a brief interlude, we finished a strong
season with a 4-4 draw against Camp Hill.

Notable performances during the season have come from John
Lumley, with his steadfast, hunchback defending in the face of three

attackers; from Sarus Jain, with his screams of ecstasy on cracking
a shot into the back of the net; and from Gautham Sriram, his silky
smooth stick skills no doubt gleaned from training sessions with
Marvin Bam. Many young players have shown the potential to climb
the greasy pole of KES Hockey into the higher ranks; for the rest
of us, we've enjoyed our hockey careers. Our thanks go to Mr Lye
and Mr Melville for all of their hard work throughout the season in
organising and refereeing fixtures.
Andrew Browning

U15 A XI
he new season started with heightened spirits and raised
morale - we could only improve on our last season's record,
comprising one win and a handful of draws. Unfortunately,
this feat was not easily managed: we ended up with no wins, four
draws and seven losses. We conceded an average of three and a half
goals per game, yet managed less than one for ourselves.
However, a special mention must go to Sam Taylor, who retained
his title as our top scorer, embracing the position of centre forward,
converting over half of our goals (which came to a grand total of 7).
Also worthy of a mention is Thomas Hubscher, who regularly split
defences with his blistering pace, often finding, to his dismay, that
other team members could not keep up with him!
We started off with two lost games against the might of Solihull
and Warwick, whom we knew as strong and complete teams from
previous experience. The next match was against Loughborough,
in which we produced an excellent performance leading to a 2
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- 2 draw, thanks to an accidental goal from Adam Forrest and the
goal of the season by Sam Taylor from a short corner. The next
four games ended in defeat, most notably a 9-0 loss to the U14
Uppingham side.
In two of our penultimate three games, we faced sides that
had already defeated us. We were the underdogs, yet finished
with draws against both Bishop Vesey and Newcastle; the draw
against Newcastle was a significant morale-booster for us, since we
converted our previous 4-0 loss into a 1-1 draw, aided by two Upper
Middles as we were some players short. The highlight of the season,
in my view, was the 2-2 draw against Bablake, which truthfully could
and should have ended in a KES victory: we played the finest, most
flowing hockey we have ever produced, exploiting their weakpoints and dominating large sections of the match.
Adam Forrest

U14AXI
n our first match, we faced a huge challenge in playing Warwick.
Our team contained few experienced players; most were about to
play their first ever match. Many spectators were thus surprised
when we took the lead in the very first minute. It was a peach of
a goal - Sam White, our inspirational central midfielder, made a
commanding run forward and then chipped the goalkeeper from
ten yards out. Warwick battled their way back to gain a 2-1 lead, but
in the dying seconds George Adams cropped up with a goal which
secured a draw.
After this promising start, we went on to conquer Nunnery Wood
4-1 at home. After two games, we were unbeaten! The season,
though, was still young. In our first away game, against an efficient
Newcastle side, we made a poor start and succumbed to a 4-2
defeat. Our first cup game, against Warwick again, ended with a
score of 7-1, a disappointing loss for us.
Arguably, our best performance of the season was against
Solihull, whom we overcame 4-0. Fluid passing and great movement
off the ball resulted in the demolition of one of our close rivals.
However, we could not take our form into the next couple of
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"our best performance of the season was
against Solihull, whom we overcame 4-0.
Fluid passing and great movement off
the ball resulted in the demolition of one
of our close rivals"

matches, losing to Uppingham and then away to Nunnery Wood.
Against Bablake the team performed brilliantly and won 4-0. But,
our inconsistency proved our downfall again, so a poor display
against Solihull resulted in a 3-0 loss.
After this game, we started a five game unbeaten run to finish
the season. We drew with Newcastle and Bishop Vesey, perhaps
unluckily, with both teams scoring late goals to guarantee a
draw. The game against Queen Mary's Grammar was possibly our
most exciting, with Tim Griffith scoring in the very last play of the
game to give us a 3-2 win. The highlight of the season, however,
was a win over Warwick. Everyone played to his potential, and
we were triumphant by a score of 3-1. After a long season, we
played our 14,h and final game against KE Camp Hill. Despite not
playing particularly great hockey, we were much stronger than the
opposition, winning 8-0. Goals were scored by a variety of players,
including 2 from Girish Murali.

Overall, it was a great first season, with 6 wins and 3 draws out of
14 games. The whole squad should be very proud of themselves,
but special mentions go to our keeper Will Preece, our reliable
defender Alex Roberts, the midfield trio of Sam White, Harman
Khangure and James Claughton, the attacking midfielders George
Adams and Bruno Richards, and our hardworking striker Tim Griffith.
Let's have an even better season next year!
Girish Murali

U14BXI
The season started well with a resounding 3-0 home win over
Nunnery Wood: good goals were scored by Neil Patel, Vishal Patel
and Tim Griffith. KES approached the next match, against Old
Swinford, with high hopes which, despite some great saves from
Ed Ratcliffe, were shattered by a lucky Old Swinford goal. The
game finished 0-1 but the team could leave with their heads held
high after a brave performance. KES finished the season well with
a return match against Old Swinford in which we stunned our
opponents with three wonderful goals from Tim Griffith, Vishal
Patel and Ted Smith. The season yielded two wins and a defeat with
only one goal conceded - the whole team can be very proud of this
achievement.
Harry Davenport

KING EDWARD'S SCHOOL RUGBY CLUB
2 0 0 7 - 2 0 0 8 SEASON

1 S , XV
2nd XV
3rd XV
U16AXV
U16BXV
U15AXV
U15BXV
U14AXV
U14BXV
U14CXV
U13AXV
U13BXV
U13CXV
U13DXV
U12 A XV
U12BXV
U12CXV
U12DXV
U12EXV
TOTAL

Played
19
14
9
13
6
17
12
15
12
3
11
10
5
4
10
10
7
6
5
188

Won
5
4
3
3
5
11
7
9
6
3
9
2
2
2
4
6
2
2
2
87

Lost
13
10
6
9
1
6
5
5
6
0
2
7
3
2
5
4
4
3
3
94

Drawn
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
6

For
173
139
79
228
170
389
292
367
294
83
278
92
81
72
75
166
92
54
56
3180

Against
323
228
299
298
52
218
200
165
164
19
67
207
120
88
165
130
154
166
144
3207

K E S RUGBY CLUB
INDIVIDUAL PLAYER AWARDS

1 st X V Player of the Year
George Anfilogoff
1 st X V M o s t Improved
Player
George Hancock
2 nd X V Player of the Year
Ismail Akram
2 nd X V M o s t Improved
Player
Luke Tisdale
3 rd X V Player of the Year
Andrew Cowan

Team Honours
1 st X V

Daily Mail Cup Round 2

U16XV

North Midlands Cup Round 2

U15AXV

Daily Mail Cup Round 4

UI4A X V

Greater Birmingham Cup Joint Winners

U13AXV

Greater Birmingham Cup Winners

U12AXV

Greater Birmingham Cup Runners Up

Individual Representative Honours
Under 15
Greater Birmingham
W Chesner, S Cousins, E Davis,
M Sandher, W Watkinson
Under 14
Greater Birmingham
R Millar

132
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3 rd X V M o s t Improved
Player
James Reilly
C l u b m a n of the Year
Max Haig
Full Colours Awarded to:
G Anfilogoff, H Arnold,
E Battaloglu, I Chukwelobelu,
M Haig, G Hancock, B Howell I
Half Colours awarded to:
J All sop, E Botha, P Campbell,
A Cowan, P Delamere,
P Grewal, J Hughes, J Kiff,
D King, R Leadbetter,
W Murcott, R Nishikawa,
A Pardoe, S Reehal, S Sangha,
M Skerritt, C Yao, Y You
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KES Rugby Tour 2007 -Singapore, Australia and Dubai
e began our tour with the long flight to Singapore, where

W

we would spend almost a week. In this time we trained in
the local park (whilst the locals looked on amused, mainly

lJtXV
s we move into an age in which schools buy and sell players
yers
or provide them with a special pill each day, it has become

A

harder for senior KES Rugby to compete: in the 1 s ' XV we g o

by Mr James'accent), explored the area or relaxed in the hotel, and

by the view that if you win half of the fixtures, it has been a great

also played matches against Singapore University (for the 1 s ' XV)

season. Having come off a strong pre-season tour to Australia,

and the Singapore U16 national team (for the 2 nd XV). We had the

Singapore and Dubai we were confident that this year's team could

chance to visit a nighttime safari to see lots of exquisite animals - a

do really well, and our first game, a victory over RGS Worcester, built

thoroughly enjoyable evening. In the games on the penultimate

on our expectations. It would seem, however, that we peaked too

day, the 1st XV got an unlucky draw, which could have been a win

early, as this was to be one of only four victories. (If only we had

if Pat Campbell, the loveable hooker of the tour, had not missed

played eight games!)

a penalty from in front of the posts. The 2nd team put in a good
performance but were defeated in the end.
We moved on to Australia, where we came off an eleven-hour

Not a vintage year for the First Team then, nor an example to
show future generations how it is done, though the results do
not tell the whole story. Yes, we may not have won many games,

flight straight into a rugby match against Canterbury School in

but this does not mean that the team did not try hard or play well

Brisbane, which we narrowly lost, though many solid performances

- quite the opposite. With over ten first choice players out during

were put in. We spent three days with our Canterbury buddies and

the season, it was hard for us to have any consistency in positions,

enjoyed the Australian lifestyle, which matched its stereotype of

with people being swapped and rotated every week. Even so, we

beer, women and BBQs - everyone seemed to have a good time

went out to win in every game and in a lot of matches we played the

there. We moved to Trinity School, also in Brisbane, where again

better rugby.

we played the school team, losing heavily to a very strong side that
would have challenged any English school team. We spent another

It didn't help that we apparently did not like scoring points when
given the opportunities to do so - particularly true of our goal

three days with the Trinity players and again enjoyed the Australian

kicker, Henry Arnold, and our winger/centre James Warnaby. It

lifestyle. Before leaving we took a great opportunity to watch the

would seem that Henry didn't like kicking in front of the posts. In

England U18 side play the Australian Schools team and win by a

fact, he hated it so much that in the game against Loughborough,

close margin, 28-18.

which we lost 6-9, he missed three penalties from right in front. Jim

Leaving Brisbane we flew to Sydney, where we enjoyed the

on the other hand seemed only to want to score if he could run

scenery and local parks and took a breathtaking ferry ride past

through at least one person first, so that instead of running towards

Sydney Opera House and the Harbour Bridge. We also visited the

the corner he thought it would be a better idea to run directly at the

Telstra stadium and learned some of its history. After Sydney, Perth,

full-back on the other side of the pitch.

where we played our toughest fixture, against Hale School, who

Despite the effort to prevent ourselves from scoring points, it

fielded two members of the Australian Schools team that we had

would seem our fly half, Will Murcott, had been watching Jonny

watched against England a few days earlier. A lot of players played

Wilkinson. In the final few minutes of the match against Camp

at their very best in this match, and we were level at half time.

Hill we had just gone behind, and Will managed to produce a

Unfortunately, we could not last into the second half: they pulled

magnificent drop goal from outside the 22, which, deflected

away and built up a notable lead. Nonetheless, the improvement

off a defender's hand, gave us victory. He was lucky to get the

in our game since the beginning of the tour was great, so everyone

opportunity in the first place as, the phase before, Eren Battaloglu,

enjoyed this tiring match.

our number eight, had very nearly attempted his own drop goal

Afterwards, we had a relaxing few days in Dubai. We enjoyed

before the screams of "No!" fell down on him as he was eyeing it up.

the famous "Wadi Wadi" water park, where a larger member of the

The stand out player of the season was George Anfilogoff, who

tour caused a couple of stoppages and queues after a tumble, and

was also named 1st XV Player of the Season at our awards ceremony.

were taken to a local souk the following day to haggle for some

"Most Improved Player" was given to George Hancock for his gains

cheap goods, such as watches which broke within fifteen minutes of

in play from the start of the season, whilst "Clubman of the Year" was

buying them and futuristic iPods with strange photos on them.

awarded to Max Haig for completing three years of 1 st Team rugby.

The final day was spent relaxing in the sun at the hotel, before

A special thanks must go to the parents who have always come

we ended our tour with a memorable desert "dune-bashing" ride in

to support us, through the best and worst times and in any sort of

4x4s and a meal under the stars accompanied by a belly-dancing

weather, and even fought some battles for us, literally. As the Upper

lesson from local pro Dr Brookes, who continues to perform in many

Sixth passes the torch after their seven years of KES rugby, we wish

Chemistry lessons.
We returned to England and the realities of A-levels and GCSEs,

next year's team the best of luck and hope they have a better season
than us.

but still have many great memories of our excursion and of friends
made in Australia. Thanks must go to Mr Turner for managing an
amazing tour, to Mr James and Mr Roden for the coaching of the 1"

Maxim Haig

2nd XV
lthough this may not have been the best ever season
for the Second Team results-wise, the year certainly had
its successes. We came across teams much bigger than
ourselves and, although we were comprehensively beaten in all
of the games involving opponents three times our size, the team
still turned in some performances to be proud of: winning against
Bishop Vesey, Solihull College and King's Worcester, to mention
a few. We were denied victory against RGS Worcester in the last
minute when a touchline conversion struck the post. After a rocky
middle part of the season the team finished on a much-improved
performance away at Shrewsbury, a game we were very unfortunate
to lose, owing to ridiculous refereeing and James Taft's sending
off. The actions of the official at Camp Hill were also questionable,
with the penalty count 43-1 against KES (not that we're bitter about
referees). Our performance against Solihull will be remembered for
the out-and-out aggression shown by James Taft and Chris Duncan
in a match where we played some of our best rugby. Although
we failed to win any of the games against the "Big Five" (Warwick,
Bromsgrove, Solihull, Loughborough and Nottingham), the results
did not reflect the commitment or performance put in by the
team: we battled hard against Bromsgrove and were unlucky at
Nottingham.

A

The team changed a lot throughout the season, owing to a
long list of injuries. John Fox broke his jaw; James Taft and Ryota
Nishikawa both dislocated thumbs, Sam Scott a shoulder; Mike
Lawrence's knee gave way and, unfortunately for Mike Skerritt, his
straightened hair didn't make it through the rain. A special mention
must also go to Tom Campbell and Luke Dyson, who both gave their
all for the Second Team before their departures.
One member of the team present throughout the year was our
coach Mr Turner, who was brutally honest when assessing our
performances. This was exactly what we needed. Many thanks have
to go to MrTfor sticking with the team and not losing patience
when we squandered opportunities, as many others would.
The performances from full-back Ismail Akram were always of the
highest standard this year. A very talented athlete, Ismail's electric
pace meant we were always a threat, and the team could always

rely on him to score at key times. The try of the season came at
Shrewsbury with Ismail beating four defenders before catching his
own chip and touching down. With a landslide victory in the players'
votes, he was rightly recognised as player of the season.
Even though this was not a vintage season, team spirit was never
low, and this was definitely one of the things that kept us going.
Very many thanks to Mr Birch for refereeing all our home matches.
Good luck to the Second XV next year - hopefully they can continue
the progress we have made.
Luke Tisdale

rd

3 XV
should start off with our statistics - we won 3, lost 7. But we won
three-quarters of our home games, and were unbeaten on the
Bristol Road Pitch and at Eastern Road. In true 3rd XV fashion we
managed to field a team for every game this year, although the vast
majority of our players had not played a full season of rugby for over
a year.
In September, the KES Senior rugby squad returned from an
enjoyable tour in Australia and Singapore and the season started
well with a victory over RGS Worcester on a sunny September
afternoon. After gifting them an intercept try we replied with an
intercept of our own, courtesy of Ed Bentsi-Enchill, before the end
of the first half. In the second half we dominated and were finally
rewarded when Jonathon Fox drove over for our second score.
The season then took a turn for the worse. For three weeks the
3rds didn't get a game, due to lack of opposition. For the first 20
minutes the match against Loughborough School was deadlocked
at 0-0 and looked like being a tight game. Unfortunately, an incident
that arguably typified all the senior teams' seasons changed the
game when two players in the 1 st and 2nd XVs were injured. The
2nd XV, as per usual, had already taken our powerhouse prop Dan
King before the game; after 20 minutes they also took our scrum
half, Jonathon Fox. We crumbled rather spectacularly from that
point, shipping 24 points before the end of the half. At half time,
winger Andrew Cowan disappeared off to the 2nds, but the team
fought on and did get some points on the board.
It became apparent that we were going to struggle to find the

players to get a team out in the future. One thing you don't want
to do when you're struggling to find a team is play against Warwick
- one of the premier rugby playing schools in the country. Warwick
give much more of their time to playing rugby than we do, and it
showed when we played them. This was the first of several games in
which we introduced some "guest players". There was a moment of
glory for hockey player Danny Elphinston; I'm only sorry it wasn't a
more glorious day for the team. Next came games against Solihull
and Bromsgrove, both of which we lost, both times barely fielding a
team (indeed in the Bromsgrove game we had a Fives player and a
lifeguard on the pitch).
Finally the season started improving. The Bablake game was the
high point. We cruised to a 29-5 victory with tries from James Reilly,
Ronan Murray, James Wilkey (U16), Lawrence Pardoe (U16) and
Andrew Cowan in a polished and clinical performance, dominating
from start to finish. Our final game was fittingly at Eastern Road
and playing on the 1 st XV pitch was a great send off for the sixth
formers. It was a close affair as yet again we lost two players to
injury, but we managed to come out winners by just 2 points and
end our season on a high. Last year the 3rd XV were heroes - strong,
agile and practically invincible. This year's 3rd XV were heroes of
another type - the type who go out and give their all whatever the
conditions, whatever team we have scraped together and whoever
we're up against. Scoring a try was a momentous occasion this
year and so when we did cross the white line it was celebrated by
everyone - we were a united team and one I personally was proud
to lead.
We owe a lot of gratitude to Mr Evans, who once again ran the 3rd
XV. He gave up many of his Saturdays to travel to remote locations
like Shrewsbury and Warwick to give us valuable advice and support
during matches. Similarly, he gave up Wednesday afternoons and
Thursday lunchtimes to train us and help us develop as rugby
players - the effects of which were shown against Bablake, where we
were superb as a team and individually. The 3rd XV players deserve
recognition for their efforts and commitment throughout the year.
Only one person quit the team despite our position and that is a
testimony to our unity and resolve.
The sixth formers who played their final games of school rugby

this year were: Andrew Cowan, Jonathon Fox, James Allsopp, Paul
Delamere, Dan King and AN Pardoe. Supporting them from the
Divisions were: Ronan Murray, James Reilly, MikeThebridge, John
King, Stuart Blake, Ali Khan, Sam Jhittay, Baz Ramaiah and Ben
Train. Thanks also go to all the U16s who filled in during the season
- without your time and effort we wouldn't have been able to play
half the matches we were scheduled to. The 3rd XV Player's Player of
the season was Andrew Cowan and the Most Improved Player was
James Reilly. Good luck to everyone to the Divisions for next season:
after the improvements everyone has made this year I'm sure it'll go
well.
Andrew Cowan

U16 A XV
arly signs were good as the team got to grips with the various
new rules that have come into play at U16 level. In our first
game the hard work in pre-season practice seemed to be
paying dividends as we dominated lineouts, scrums and possession
in a scrappy game against RGS Worcester. Unfortunately bad hands
and all round rustiness cost us a victory, with the scores tied at 1010.
Going into the second game, the team was full of confidence.
Once again, against a fairly strong King's Worcester side, we
dominated possession and managed to develop a string of good
phases. Man for man we played the better rugby, but slow balls
from the rucks halted our progress in the game and we gave away
two soft tries, leaving us with our first defeat of the season: 10-12.
Our next game, against a spirited Loughborough side, was
always going to be tough. With poor tackling by the backs and
the forwards out-muscled in the rucks, the game finished with
a slightly embarrassing result of 10-47. Against the highly rated
Hereford team KES put up a brave fight in the first half but the pacey
opposition simply overpowered us in the second half to beat us 577.
Having yet to get a win under our belt we were desperate for
a better result against our local rivals Camp Hill. Within the first
minute we were 7-0 up and from then on never looked back. Matt
Chatwin at fly half controlled the game superbly with some neat
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touches with the boot and accurate passing whilst the forwards
dominated up front with Anish M e h a y working superbly in the
lineout. Overall 11 tries were put past C a m p Hill: Aiden Wilkinson
ran in a hat trick to finish off a g o o d day: final score 67-7 to KES.
G o i n g in to our next g a m e away at Warwick, the side oozed

U16BXV
he creation of a new rugby team at KES does not often
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happen, a n d is a special, m o m e n t o u s occasion. In late 2007,

a brand new side was born: the U16B team. The inaugural

season of this U16 side (or the Barbarians, as w e were sometimes

confidence. The forwards fronted up exceptionally against a very big

known) has proved to be an enormously successful one, including a

a n d powerful opposition. Unfortunately their backs were just too

victory over the traditionally strong Warwick side and a convincing

fast for us to cope with, a n d it resulted in a 5-46 loss. Jack M a n n e r s

win against the old e n e m y Bromsgrove. This season also saw the

was outstanding at full back in this g a m e and without him the score

introduction of lifting in line-outs for our age group, which took

w o u l d have been worse.

us a little while to get used to. We only had one jumper for our

O u r next game, against an average Nottingham High School,
produced our worst display of the campaign. The forwards were
sluggish and unprepared a n d the backs'defence was very poor,
resulting in s o m e easy tries for the opposition. A poor display and a
poor score line: 7-31.

o p e n i n g match, and this was certainly not great for outwitting the
opposition.
Another first for this season was a taster of Senior rugby. M a n y of
us were picked o n several occasions to play in 3 ,d XV matches, giving
us valuable experience against older, uglier a n d more experienced

Briefly cheered by a comfortable 70-0 win against Fairfax in which
Dave Browning a n d Alex M c P h e r s o n were particularly outstanding,

players.
A l t h o u g h we had s o m e brilliant individual play t h r o u g h o u t the

we went on to face old rivals Solihull. In another t o u g h match,

season from players like David Browning, Christopher Bland, James

the forwards had a physical battle o n their hands a n d once again

Wilkey, Lawrence Pardoe and Nick Watson, the success of the team

poor tackling left too many g a p s in our defence, which meant an

was based o n a superb all-round effort. Everyone gave the team

embarrassing 0-50 defeat.

his support, playing hard and without an ounce of selfishness. We
had our share of bad luck with referees, a n d at Hereford had two
tries, from David Browning and Christopher Bland (both of which
were successfully grounded), disallowed in the space of 10 minutes,
giving the h o m e side a helping hand.This led to the narrowest of
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defeats (by one point) for the stoic KES side, the only defeat we

S o K

suffered.
The value of running this side was not just that it gave more boys

the chance to play school rugby. Inevitably s o m e boys m o v e d up

/
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to the"A"team, either as a result of injuries or o n merit. In addition,

'

by the end of the season two players had played for the 1st XV, and
more are in contention for the 2008-09 season.
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TM, Christopher

Our next match was against A d a m s Grammar School. This time
the backs had n o problems with tackling and the forwards took it to

Bland

U12BXV

them early. Front row forward Alex M c P h e r s o n hurt them hard with
his forceful runs a n d superb tackles. Oli Moreton was the pick of the

Being in charge o f a " B " t e a m , y o u k n o w what to expect. Your better

backs with two well taken tries, and the final score was 36-0 to KES

players always seem wanted by the "A" team; w h e n an "A" team

Next match meant a lot to all of us. The biggest g a m e of the

player is injured, you supply a substitute; stability is a state you can

season by far: KES vs. Bromsgrove. Against a very strong opposition

only dream of. A n d so it proved with the U 1 2 " B " t h i s season. Did

we dominated possession a n d territory a n d tackled our hearts out,

we have the same team out for t w o consecutive matches? No. Did

leaving the score 0-7 to t h e m at half time. It was, however, a g a m e

we have players playing in the same positions with any consistency?

of t w o halves. Having been so energetic a n d vibrant in the first half,

No. So, did we have a disappointing season? Definitely not! Six

the KES team lost the plot in the second half, letting Bromsgrove

wins out o f t e n and 33 points scored reflect a season in which g o o d

score 29 unanswered points a n d making for a disappointing e n d to

progress was made by all team players. The spirit t h r o u g h o u t was

a g a m e which could have been closer. KES 0 - 36 Bromsgrove

excellent; even in defeat (by Warwick (twice), Adam's and, in a very

A dreadful first 15 minutes against King Edward's Five Ways in
the c u p meant we were always chasing the game, but after our

close match, by Nottingham) the determination to improve was
always there. G o o d victories against Solihull, King's Worcester and

disastrous start we fought back to c o m e within just a few points of

Bishop Vesey's s h o w e d this team has potential for the future. Boys

them in the second half. In the end, the superior fitness levels of the

drafted in from the "C" team proved that players can "step up to the

opposition meant they scored tries that could have been avoided,

plate" w h e n required and, given the opportunity, can improve and

and the final score was a 19 - 47 defeat.

contribute at a higher level. Credit must be given to the forwards

For our last g a m e of the season we travelled up to Shrewsbury:

for providing the platform for success, often dominating their

two tries from Alex Cattaneo kept us in the g a m e early o n but "one-

opponents. M y thanks to all w h o played for the "B" team this season

eyed" refereeing a n d lack of c o m p o s u r e in the backs led to us losing

a n d g o o d luck in p u s h i n g t h e " A " t e a m players for their places as you

the g a m e 10-17. This was a bitterly disappointing e n d to a season in

move through the school.

which we failed to live up to the standards we aimed for.
Special mentions g o to Aiden Wilkinson and Dave Browning
for w i n n i n g the Player of the Season a n d M o s t Improved Player
respectively. Thanks g o to the coach M r Phillips w h o taught us well
t h r o u g h the season.
Aiden

Wilkinson

DMW

Under 141V

Played 1 Won 0 Lost 1
The U14's had a quiet year, with only one match in which they were
unfortunate to lose to Warwick.

Under 13 VI/IV

st

1 VI
Played 6 Won 1 Lost 5
We began the year with the winter league and a 6 - 0 victory
against Bournville which was followed by a 5 - 1 defeat against
Old Swinford Hospital. The summer matches were not easy: the
highlight was a hard fought and slim defeat against Malvern
College, in a match which fluctuated several times and could have
gone either way. Ravi Soni, Ben Spannuth and Henry Arnold have
each put three years of service into the first team and should all be
congratulated, whilst Adam Yule, Andrew Philpott, James Wilkie and
Nick Watson have each shown much promise for years to come.

2nd VI
Played 2 Won 0 Lost 2
Both of the matches we played were hard fought but
disappointingly resulted in narrow defeats. Members of the
team also competed in the Simon Booth Memorial school tennis
championship which, due to keenly contested group stages,
resulted in our Chris Duncan and Adam Yule meeting in the final.

Played 7 Won 5 Lost 2
It has been a busy year for the Under 13's and the team was helped
by an influx of strong players moving up from the Shells. Our main
success was in the Birmingham area U13 league, which was tightly
fought. After beating a strong Bishop Challinor team 5 - 1 and
winning an epic encounter against Camp Hill 3 - 3, we managed to
secure the title on games won. Shivam Pabari, Jack Southall, Josh
Price and Joe Carter all performed admirably, whilst James Kuo
was a very able reserve. Matt Gill, Meemo Ismail, Sam Arrand and
others were also impressive. The matches that we unfortunately lost
over the year were to Nottingham and Warwick; but in the Malvern
Preparatory Schools tournament, Josh and Joe came runners up and
Shivam and Jack won the plate.

Under 12 VI
Played 1 Won 1 Lost 0
This was also a quiet year with the single match; but we achieved
what the Under 13's could not, and won 9 - 0 against Warwick.

Under 15 VI/IV
Played 7 Won 4 Lost 3
Although we did lose to strong Warwick, Nottingham and Repton
sides, the team performed well in the Birmingham area Year 10
league, winning it comfortably. Mikey East, Will Chesner, Joe
Tankaria and Will Watkinson won most of their matches and Tom
Edwards showed vast improvement. Congratulations to all of them.
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^hat a year it's been for the
walking option! We have
seen some of the most
ambitious and outrageous walks
attempted in all of Mr Cumberland's long years at KES, and that's
saying something! We also found time to work on and perfect such
styles as the "plod", the "amble", the "power walk" and the "strut". The
speed walking arena, however, has been left unwalked, so hopefully
there will be an opportunity to do that next year.
We've said goodbye to some veteran walkers, who will probably
continue walking for many years to come, but we've also seen
some new walkers take their first steps. Having been a member of

the option for over two years
now, it's remarkable how many
people come in and out of the
option; and yet the walking
spirit never leaves. I'm not talking about Mr Cumberland here: there
is definitely something magically different about walking. Maybe
I'm not talking at
it's the common cause deep in the heart of every member, to walk
without asking why we are walking or where we are going. Maybe
it's knowing we're privileged enough to experience something that
90% of the world will never be able to. "It is a mystery to all, but sure
as chalk: the joy of life is in the walk."
Bob Cheel

hat a fantastic year for King Edward's School Water Polo!
Any targets that we set ourselves last year have been well
and truly surpassed. Every age group within the school
has performed excellently and every single boy who turned up
to training and represented the school should be very proud of
himself.
The Shell year has to be one of the strongest ones the school
has seen, with some very gifted players and some real heart and
determination. The Under 13s also are a collection of exceptional
players; Harry Cowley, Ed Burns, Laured Kalari, Callum Crombie,
Connor McGuirk,Tom Horton, Nick Cooke and Connor Wilkes
proved themselves in November by winning the National Presidents
Trophy competition, which KES has only ever won once before.
The Under 14 squad has seen success with a second place finish in
the ESSA nationals. Their talents were additionally recognised by the
selection of George Wilson, Ed Burns and Andrew Macarthur for the
Midland training squad; Andrew has also been selected for his age
group's Great Britain squad, a fantastic achievement and thoroughly
deserved.

W

The Under 16s have had a mixed year. Qualifying for the ESSA
nationals as first seeds was an excellent achievement, but the
fact that only reaching the semi-finals in the actual competition
came as a disappointment just shows how high both my and their
expectations were.
The Under 18s, which incidentally is half made up of under 16
players, went well beyond their own expectations and won the
National Championships. Here again, with this group of boys,
expectations and boundaries mean very little. The extra training,
with swimming and weights weekly on three days before school,
was driven by the boys: the weights sessions were fully run by Jack
Donelan and the training became increasingly serious throughout
the year. The Under 18s then went on to win the Warwickshire Cup
and finished off the year with a win over the Old Boys. From this
squad Simon Gateley and Dan King were selected to represent the
England Schoolboys team at water polo; with these two at the helm
next year, successes should continue.
JMP

Under 18s

t was always
going
to be
a tough
challenge

I

to better
what we had achieved in 2006-07, but we upped the training,
the team bonding and the attitude in matches. Our target for the
season was to reach the national finals day, and to win the regional
Warwickshire cup, although we all had the national title on our
minds. We qualified quite comfortably in the end, being seeded
in 3 ,d place for the finals and knowing we would have to do well
to succeed on the day. The team itself was experienced, being the
same team which had won the national 'B' league the year before.
Eventually, finals day arrived and the excitement had gone up
another level because we heard that Prince William was going to
be in attendance. This spurred us on even more for our semi-final
against Bolton, known to be a dominating force in English schools'
water polo. Prince William met us all beforehand and started the
match: we lifted our performance in pursuit of victory. After two
quick goals from our inspirational captain Jack Donelan, we had an
early lead.The team maintained this lead throughout the match
through endeavour and hard work, the final score being 14-11 to us;
Simon Gateley achieved 7 goals.
After the high of a morning spent reaching the National Final
and meeting the Prince, we had to really start to focus to beat
Trinity School, Croydon, who two years ago had knocked us out
at the semi-final stage. We weren't as focused as we could have
been so it was time for one of Mr Pitt's inspirational team talks:
and what a time to produce the best yet! After a nervous start we
found ourselves leading by one goal at half time, and by the end of
the third quarter we had managed to maintain this. The team was
working brilliantly together: Dan King scoring some exquisite goals;
Alex 'the Rock' Bion guarding the back; James Cull swimming like
there was no tomorrow, fighting for every loose ball; Morgan Hirsch
burying in any half chance he was given; John Lumley making the
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right wing his own;
and James Shirley
and Tim Madden
producing heroics
in goal. Finally
what it came down
to was George
Hancock, nicknamed Torres, who was put in the pool with about a
minute to go. He got the ball and scored with one of his trademark
backhands; that made it 12-10. That was it. If we kept it tight for
thirty seconds the national championship was ours! The final whistle
blew and there was elation throughout the team, ending up with Mr
Pitt being thrown into the pool fully clothed.
After the joy of becoming national champions, we had to knuckle
down and focus on the Warwickshire cup final. After a shaky start,
we produced an excellent performance, running out winners 1210. Simon Gateley managed to get six goals in the process and Will
Divall was fantastic throughout. We had done the double, the first
side to do this since 2002. The future looks bright for KES water polo:
I think we may hold a monopoly over the Warwickshire cup, as we
are only losing two players in Jack Donelan and George Hancock,
who have both put a tremendous amount of effort into water polo
over the years. With a strong team next year, we hope to retain our
title in the English schools.
Many members of the team were also representing elsewhere:
John Lumley, Arjun Patel, James Cull, Morgan Hirsch, Will Divall,
Simon Gateley and Dan King were all picked for the City of
Birmingham team in the national competition. Simon Gateley and
Dan King were also selected for the English Schools team a year
ahead of themselves: Simon was lucky enough to captain this team,
with Mr Pitt part of the coaching set up. They even managed to win,
which was a bonus for the day.
Such a brilliant year for KES water polo throughout the school,
would not have been possible without Mr Pitt and Hayley Bettinson.
The help and effort they put in is priceless, and appreciated by
everyone who plays within the school. They both deserve huge
amounts of credit for our success this year.

Under 16s

e began optimistically with no clear rivals in the English
schools championships. We had a very strong side, and
there was an air of confidence about the team that, with
hindsight, may have cost us in the end.
In the national championships, we were well below par in our
first round of matches and lost to Bolton. However, we managed
to progress thanks to unconvincing wins over Trinity and Torquay,
despite over half of the team playing uncharacteristically badly.
We felt a little better in the next round, seamlessly winning all
our games, including putting 8 goals past Bolton. This fine team
performance was repeated in the penultimate round of games at
Walsall as we qualified as first seeds, beating City of London, Trinity
and Bolton in the process. On these performances we had fully
earned our first place seeding and looked unbeatable. Morgan
Hirsch had recently been picked for Great Britain and he began to
control the games. Will Divall and James Cull looked formidable up
front and the strength of the team in all areas was too much for the
opposition. Even when we weren't scoring, the defence of Alex Bion
and James Shirley kept goals out. Everything looked very promising
for finals day.
The finals also took place at Walsall and proved to be the highlight
of the water polo year: Prince William made an appearance to greet
the teams and drop the ball for the U18 match against Bolton.The
Prince also spoke to our team after our first game and some of the
team were interviewed by BBC Midlands Today. Five of our U16 team
appeared in the winning U18 team. Our performance, however,
failed to live up to our billing, as we lost to Manchester Grammar in
the semi finals and to Kings Grantham in the third place playoff, to
finish a disappointing fourth. In the future, we have the potential to
win the nationals and hopefully if we prepare better next time this
will become a reality.
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Alex Bion

Simon Gateley
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Under 14s

Under 13s

or the Under 14 age group, the English Schools'Swimming
Association national competition is the focus of all the team's
attention. KES has enjoyed recent success in this competition,
so we all felt keen to impress.
We began with a comfortable qualifier at home before fumbling
our way through what should have been an easy game against
Bedford, in which all the coaches' hard work seemed to have
been wasted. In an only marginally more convincing manner, we
did squeeze past Warwick School to set us on our way to Finals
day, whilst the final game of round two, played against King's
J f
School Grantham, highlighted specific weaknesses in our play. We *
managed to allow two goals in through failing to decide whom to
mark! The result was a three-all draw. Throughout the day we were
kept in the competition mainly thanks to the ability of Sam Polding
to pull off the most ludicrous saves when the game was tight.

he year started on a low with a 16-6 thrashing by an
admittedly much older Boldmere team. We were determined
to start November better than we had finished October and
an 11 -4 win against Warwick quickly restored our confidence. Harry
Cowley and Ed Burns played particularly well in this game, and the
introduction to the team of two Shells, Peter Shipway and Harry
Divall, gave us another dimension in attack and defence.
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Finals day was an exciting experience for us. Held at Walsall, the
event had drawn a crowd of spectators keen to see their team do
well. Bolton School were our first opponents, and a 7-2 victory
put our nerves slightly at ease. Two of the team put on especially
impressive performances during this game, namely Ed Burns and
Harry Cowley. However, something went wrong in the next game,
against Haberdasher Aske's School. The team weren't playing well
together, defence was poor and only a few goal-scoring chances
were produced. We were fortunate that our goalkeeping captain
was again on top form and able to keep us in the running. We did
better in our second game against Grantham, and managed a 4-1
win. City of London were our next opposition. They had not had the
best run of form at Walsall and we, feeling confident, were able to
secure a 7-1 victory.
All the year, as the team had grown stronger, we had been looking
forward to the game against Manchester Grammar in the ESSA
competition. It was therefore a brilliant climax to the season for
the team's last competitive match to be the deciding match against
them. Perhaps the pressure was the downfall of our team. True, the
MGS team were good, with a number of GB squad members, but
we really let them get more goals than they deserved. Four of their
goals were down not to their play but to our defensive errors. The
second half was played at a standard far closer to our best, and we
held them to only one further goal.
Second place in the Nationals is an achievement of which the
whole team should be proud. The progress of players like Nick
Gateley, Andrew Macarthur and Ben Watson has been staggering
and this improvement shows no signs of stopping in the future.
Andrew Macarthur
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A couple of weeks later, we came up against the same Boldmere
side that we had been beaten by in the previous month and we
were all out for revenge. With a little help from some older members
of KES, we won a tight game 12-9. The real challenge came in late
November, when our small squad (8 players) went to Bolton to
compete in the National President's Trophy. We immediately showed
what we were about, winning our first few games with relative
ease. Everyone seemed up for the game in the semi-final against
Cheltenham (which I am sure had everything to do with glory
and nothing to do with the girl playing on the opposing team).
We carried this form on through to the final, beating King's School
Grantham by two goals thanks to a rocket shot from Laured late on
in the game. Nick Cooke deserves special mention for volunteering
to play in goal; so does Callum Crombie, who was man of the
tournament.
Connor McGuirk, Harry Cowley and Ed Burns were fortunate
to play a part in the Under 14s'coming second in the nationals; I
am sure that we can do one better next year. It has been a real joy
captaining the side this year, and a big "thank you"goes to Mr Pitt
and Hayley for being such good coaches.
Ed Burns

Under 12s
t was a good start for the school's newest water polo team,
despite almost nobody in the team having played before. Our
first match was against the SB Sharks. Before we got into the
pool, Mr Pitt told us we weren't likely to win. However, we emerged
victorious, beating them 1 0 - 0 . Josh Gains and Matt Horsley did
brilliantly in goal, not letting a shot in. Asian Lewis, David Newton
and Fabian Evans used their swimming skills excellently, and were
faster than most of the opposition. Hamish Scott and Michael
Durante were excellent upfront, whilst Nick Eccleston, Harry Divall
and Peter Shipway swam everywhere, getting back to defend and
upfront to have a shot at goal.
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After waiting a while for a match, we finally went to Bedford for an
Under 12s tournament. We won our first two matches easily, but our
third match was against Warwick. They used three year 8 players,
but we still managed to win. They were leading 1 - 0 in the first half,
but Peter Shipway scored soon into the second
half, followed by Jamie Mitchell. The whole team
thought we were going to win the tournament
after that. Our final match was against Bolton.
We thought we could win, but with some of
us a bit too confident and all of us tired, we
were trounced 5 - 2. We came second on goal
difference to Warwick.
Finally, we give a big thanks to our coaches,
Hayley Bettinson and Mr Pitt, and to our many
supporters!
Peter Shipway

